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State Business Tax Review Committee
In the 2000-01 Victorian State Budget, the Victorian Government announced its intention to
review the State taxes and charges paid by business.  On 31 May 2000, the Treasurer, the
Hon. John Brumby MP, established an independent committee, the State Business Tax Review
Committee, to undertake the review — the first comprehensive assessment of Victoria's tax
system since 1983.

Members of the Review Committee

John Harvey (Chairman)

Recently retired Partner, PricewaterhouseCoopers

Nicole Feely

Chief Executive Officer, Victorian Employers' Chamber of Commerce and Industry (VECCI)

John Freebairn

Professor of Economics and Head of Department, The University of Melbourne

David Pollard

Commissioner of the State Revenue Office

Kathleen Townsend

Director, Kathleen Townsend Executive Solutions Pty Ltd

Documents from the Review

A number of documents were prepared for the Review.  As well as this volume, these include:

• Review of State Business Taxes: Summary Report (February 2001): An overview of the
State business tax reform package proposed by the Committee, with background on the
key issues raised during the Review process.

• Review of State Business Taxes Interim Report (published September 2000, released
October 2000): A summary of the key points raised by business and the community during
the consultation process.

• An Opportunity to Shape Victoria's Tax System: A brochure inviting business and
community members to participate in the Review.

• Review of State Business Taxes Fact Sheets: Providing background on the Victorian tax
situation at the time of the Review, these were compiled to assist people wishing to make a
submission to the Review.
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Terms of Reference and Committee response

In responding to the Review's Terms of Reference, the Committee has provided the Treasurer
with advice on the appropriateness of Victoria's current system of taxes and charges affecting
business.  In particular, the Committee made recommendations on the following issues:

Terms of Reference Committee Response

1.The Review Committee will report to the Treasurer
no later than 11 December 2000 on the
appropriateness of Victoria’s current system of
taxes and charges affecting business.

On 13 November 2000, the Treasurer announced an
extension of the deadline for the Committee Report
to 2 February 2001.

The Chairman of the Committee delivered the
Committee’s Report to the Treasurer on 2 February
2001.

2. In its report the Committee will address:
(a) The implications of changes to the

Commonwealth tax system for the design of
Victoria’s tax system.

(b) The scope to achieve a tax system that
provides:
(i) a more competitive environment for

business;
(ii) State revenue more in line with

economic growth;
(iii) simplicity and transparency in the

design of taxes; and
(iv) improved equity in the likely incidence of

taxes.

(a) Addressed in Chapter 2 of the Summary
Report, and Chapter 1 of the Full Report.

(b) Addressed in Chapter 3 of the Summary
Report and Chapter 5 of the Full Report.

Reforms to the State taxation and duties system are
contained in Recommendations 1 to 9, presented in
the Summary Report.

3.The Review will apply the criteria set out in
paragraph 2(b) above to advise on the most
appropriate distribution of tax cuts totalling
$200 million, announced in the 2000-01 Budget,
and expected to be delivered in $100 million
instalments on each of 1 July 2001 and 1 July
2003.

(a) Implementation of the proposed business tax
cuts will be subject to continuing economic
growth and maintenance of a Budget
operating surplus of at least $100 million.

Addressed in the Overview and Chapter 3 of the
Summary Report and Chapter 5 of the Full Report.

The Committee recommends that tax cuts should be
applied to its overall package of reforms.

A Budget surplus of $952.6 million has been forecast
for 2001-02 in Victoria’s 2000-01 Budget Update.
This is increased from the $591.5 million surplus
forecast in the Budget.

4.The Review will consider the interaction of
business taxes and government charges
(regulatory fees and sale of goods and services to
business) in forming its views on Terms of
Reference 2(a) and 2(b) above and, where
necessary, make recommendations on the
appropriateness of:

(a) the mix between taxes and charges; (a) Considered in Chapter 7 of the Summary
Report and Chapter 10 of the Full Report.

(b) existing guidelines for setting fees and
charges.

(b) The Committee recommends changes to the
Guidelines for Setting Fees and Charges
Imposed by Departments and Budget Sector
Agencies, as set out in Recommendation 11
and discussed in Chapter 10 of the Full Report.
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Terms of Reference Committee Response

5.The Review Committee will consult widely with
business and the community, including in regional
Victoria.

The Committee:

• invited written submissions from the general
public;

• held 11 consultative forums in metropolitan and
regional Victoria;

• conducted a phone survey of a sample of
Victorian businesses in metropolitan and
regional Victoria;

• commissioned a cameo survey of a group of
representative businesses in Victoria; and

• developed a website to assist in the consultation
process.
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Content outline
This document, the Full Report of the Review of State Business Taxes, presents a detailed
analysis of a number of issues discussed more briefly in the Summary Report.

• Chapter 1 explains the implications of recent reforms to Commonwealth-State financial
relations and Commonwealth tax reform.  This chapter also analyses the fiscal imbalance
between the Commonwealth and the states.

• The sources of the State's tax revenue, current Victorian business trends and the role of
state business taxes as incentives or disincentives to invest are considered in Chapter 2.

• The taxes, charges and other factors that affect business decisions are detailed in
Chapter 3.  The legal and economic incidence of taxes is also considered in detail, focusing
in particular on the cases of payroll tax and land tax, gambling taxes, stamp duties and
motor vehicle charges.

• Chapter 4 focuses on the criteria for evaluating taxes and looks at the strengths and
weaknesses of each major State tax.  The chapter includes an alternative analysis of state
taxes.

• Chapter 5 provides a comprehensive analysis and rationale for the Review Committee's
package for proposed State tax reform.

• Chapter 6 focuses on the Committee's proposals for simplifying the administration of
Victoria's tax system.

• Chapter 7 examines transitional and legislative issues flowing from the Committee’s
proposed reforms.

• Chapter 8 discusses the role of taxes in relation to research and development.

• Chapter 9 looks at options and issues surrounding environmental taxes.

• Chapter 10 contains an assessment of Victoria's guidelines for setting fees and charges for
Government services.
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1: Federal-state finances and tax
changes

1.1   The Federal-state tax split

In the process of the Review of State Business Taxes, the Committee looked very broadly at
any possible options for improving the way taxes are assigned between the Federal
Government and the states, not just in this country, but internationally.

With a number of previous reviews having unsuccessfully recommended improved
revenue-sharing arrangements between the Commonwealth and the states, and with
international comparisons and optimal models being useful to review but often impractical to
adopt, the focus inevitably comes down to how to improve Victoria’s existing business tax
system.  The Committee consulted extensively and reviewed a wide range of submissions,
theoretical approaches and research in coming to that point.

1.1.1  Theories of tax assignment

Tax assignment refers to the allocation of access to particular tax bases by each tier of
government in a federation.  It impacts on tax competition between sub-national jurisdictions, as
well as on the scope for harmonising taxes across those jurisdictions.

Richard A. Musgrave has developed guidelines for tax assignment to determine which tier of
government should hold taxation power in a federal system in order to optimise allocative
efficiency and equity.1  Musgrave's guidelines for tax assignment have been used to develop a
model of tax assignment which is often referred to as the 'traditional approach', and has been
interpreted as advocating a high degree of centralisation.  These guidelines are set out in
Table 1.1.

An alternative approach, known as the 'tax effectiveness approach', was developed by Russell
Matthews.2  This approach argues that taxes should be allocated to the tier of government that
can maximise equity and other objectives.  Under this approach, the central government has
the exclusive right to define the tax base as well as levying income, cash flow and expenditure
or consumption taxes.  Table 1.2 outlines the tax assignment powers of each tier of government
that result from the traditional approach and the tax effectiveness approach.

                                                     
1 Musgrave, R., ‘Who Should Tax, Where and What?’, in Charles E. McLure Jr (ed.) Tax Assignment in Federal
Countries, ANU Press, Canberra, 1983.

2  Matthews, R., ‘Tax Effectiveness and Tax Equity in Federal Countries’, in Charles E. McLure Jr (ed.), Tax Assignment
in Federal Countries, ANU Press, Canberra, 1983.
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Table 1.1:  Musgrave's guidelines for tax assignment in a federation

Rule Coverage Outcome
1 Tax bases that are

inter-jurisdictionally
mobile

Taxes should be levied by a central government if the tax base is
more intranationally mobile than internationally mobile.

2 Global tax bases The tier of government that can most effectively administer a global
base should levy progressive personal taxes.

3 Taxes designed to
achieve redistributional
goals

Progressive taxes that are designed to achieve redistributive goals
should be allocated to the highest tier due to the problem of adverse
selection.

4 Taxes designed to
achieve stabilisation
goals

Taxes used by lower tiers of government should be relatively stable
along the business cycle, while taxes that are suitable for stabilisation
policy should be allocated to the highest tier.

5 Uneven distribution of
tax bases, that is,
immobile resources

Taxes should be centrally levied if the tax bases are unevenly
distributed among sub-jurisdictions.

6 Benefit taxes and user
charges

Can be applied by any tier of government.

Source:  Gabbitas, O. and Eldridge, D., Directions for State Tax Reform, Productivity Commission Staff Research
Paper, AusInfo, Canberra, May 1998.

Table 1.2: Tax assignment under the 'traditional' and 'tax effectiveness' approaches

Government tier Traditional approach Tax effectiveness approach
Federal - Integrated income tax

- Expenditure tax
- Natural resource tax
- User charges

- Exclusive assignment of progressive
annual capital taxes and death duties
- Customs duties and social security
contributions
- Primary responsibility for assessing and
collecting taxes on income or cash flows
and consumption expenditure

State - State resident income tax
- Income tax on non-residents,
income earned within the state
- Consumption tax on
expenditure within the state
- Natural resource tax
- User charges

- Excise duties
- Licence fees
- Liquor taxes
- Gambling taxes
- Energy taxes
- Land taxes and resource revenues
- Benefit taxes or earmarked charges
- Share in revenues raised

Local - Property tax
- Payroll tax
- User charges

- Property tax
- Direct charges and licence fees
- Tax sharing in respect of federal income
or cash flow consumption taxes

Source: Musgrave, R., Who Should Tax, Where and What?, 1983; Grewal, B.S., Criteria for State Taxes: A Review of
Theoretical Perspectives, Chapter 1 in Matthews, R.L. (ed.), Tax Reform and the States, ANU Press, Canberra, 1985.

1.1.2  Tax harmonisation versus tax competition

Since no existing federal financial arrangements satisfy any ideal model, debates on tax
assignment have often considered:

• the scope for harmonising taxes, in other words increasing uniformity in state definitions of
the bases and rates for various taxes; and

• the scope for competition among states, by changing either the tax bases or the rates
applied to bases, bearing in mind that competition can have both constructive and
detrimental effects, depending on whether one government benefits over the others, or all
improve their tax performance.
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There are different costs and benefits involved in harmonisation and constructive competition
strategies.  The relative benefits of the two approaches are detailed in Table 1.3.

Table 1.3: Comparison of the benefits of tax harmonisation and competition

Harmonisation Competition
- Reduces the incentive for inter-jurisdictional

migration of tax bases
- Reduces administrative and compliance costs
- Protects state revenue bases
- Simplifies legislation
- Reduces compliance costs
- Reduces administrative and enforcement costs
- Increases tax equity

- States have more discretionary power
concerning tax bases and rates

- Improves efficiency
- States have the discretion to choose whether

to adopt high tax/expenditure policies or low
tax/expenditure policies

- States can object on moral, political or other
grounds to the use of particular taxes

- No costs involved with states coordinating their
tax systems with those of other states

Source: Collins, D.J., Competition and Harmonisation in State Taxation, in Walsh C. (ed.), Issues in State Taxation,
ANU Press, Canberra, 1990.

1.1.3  Lessons from tax assignment

Australia has two main avenues for improving federal taxation assignment.

(1) The states and territories can use their current tax assignment powers more effectively; or

(2) The Commonwealth, states and territories can work to reform federal-state fiscal
arrangements more profoundly.

These considerations suggest two broad approaches relevant to the Review.

(a) Improve the effectiveness of current State taxes

At the moment, the states and territories attempt to compete with each other by capitalising on
the inter-jurisdictional mobility of the tax base, for example, by using payroll tax exemptions to
attract industries to their state or territory.  This narrows the tax base through exemptions and
raises the tax burden on others.

The states and territories could use payroll tax more effectively by harmonising the base and
competing on the rate.  A broad payroll tax base would reduce distortions in business and
consumer behaviour and produce substantial economic benefits.  A harmonised tax base would
also significantly reduce compliance costs for business.

(b) Improve revenue-sharing arrangements

Several previous tax reviews have unsuccessfully proposed improved revenue-sharing
arrangements, particularly in relation to income taxes.

Under such revenue-sharing arrangements, the states and territories would give up some of
their other taxes for a greater share of revenue from the Federal Government.  Without
constitutional change, there is no provision to guarantee states' rights to participate in revenue-
sharing decisions.  However, the prospects for improved arrangements could be increased by
clearly indicating which State taxes should be abolished or surrendered in return for more
secure shares of Commonwealth funds.

In the context of the Intergovernmental Agreement on the Reform of Commonwealth-State
Financial Relations (IGA) signed by the previous State Government in mid-1999, further scope
for improved revenue-sharing is limited, though the Committee considers that the State
Government should continue to actively pursue any opportunities that may arise.
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The principal focus of attention is, inevitably, on what can be changed, that is, improvements
that can be made to the current State tax system.  These can be undertaken in advance of, and
separate from, consideration of how best to apply any goods and services tax revenue gains to
reduce the overall burden of State taxes.

1.2   Fiscal imbalance in federations

Vertical fiscal imbalance (VFI) results from an imbalance in tax powers between the
Commonwealth and the states.  It happens commonly in federations like Australia when the
central government raises more revenue than it spends.  The imbalance – brought about by a
combination of constitutional, legal and political factors – is usually corrected by transfers of
revenue from the central to the regional (state) governments.

This fiscal imbalance can be seen as one level of government (the state) lacking the taxing
powers it needs to cover its expenditure requirements.  The resulting problems are not unique
to Australia, but the high degree of vertical imbalance in Australia has led to a higher reliance
on inefficient and distorting taxes than in other federations, resulting in costs from overlap and
duplication.

1.2.1  Fiscal imbalance: the problem

As noted, in Australia, while the Federal Government collects more revenue than it needs to
spend, the reverse occurs at the state level, leading to the need for fiscal transfers from the
Federal Government to the states and territories.  Although many of the disadvantages of VFI
are widely recognised, there is still debate about the consequences and the severity of the
problems.

Accountability, responsibility and responsiveness

Vertical fiscal imbalance has a two-fold effect on accountability of governments to their
constituents.

First, it reduces the accountability of the Federal Government as the Commonwealth's own-
purpose expenditure requirements are much smaller than its own source revenue.  As a result,
the Commonwealth Government is less accountable for its marginal spending, with significant
outlays being transfers to the states.  This can lead to inefficiency and excessive bureaucracy,
because there are few incentives to use funds efficiently and effectively.

Second, VFI reduces the accountability of state governments to their constituents.  This occurs
in two ways — from a lack of state taxing powers, and from the use of tied grants.  That is, a
state government's accountability may be limited by its reliance on federal grants and its
inability to collect marginal revenue, particularly where its funding is insufficient to meet the
electorate's desired expenditure levels.  The states' reliance on federal grants may reduce
incentives to provide services efficiently, as they are not directly responsible for earning the
revenue.

The use of tied grants limits the fiscal flexibility of the states and hence reduces their autonomy
and ability to respond to the electorate's demands.  VFI also encourages the use of distortive
and inefficient state taxes as the states' attempts to increase their own-source revenue are
hampered by their lack of access to broad tax bases.
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Overlap and duplication

Vertical fiscal imbalance is also criticised for creating overlap and duplication of service
provision and responsibilities, resulting in inefficiency and excessive bureaucracy.  This results
from the need for the states to report back to the Federal Government on their expenditure,
particularly where tied grants are involved.  The extent to which overlap is a problem is still
debated, with proponents of competitive federalism arguing that duplication is beneficial.  That
is, duplication may lead to healthy competition resulting in more efficient and effective service
delivery being developed.  However, the degree of competition between states or between the
levels of government is small in cases where duplication arises because of the dominance of
the central government.

1.2.2   Redressing fiscal imbalance in Australia

In Australia, the federal-state taxing powers have been significantly affected by Section 90 of
the Constitution.  This section reserves the power to collect customs and excise duties solely for
the Federal Government.  The definition of excise duties has been determined through High
Court interpretations, with recent cases resulting in a broad definition which effectively prevents
the states and territories from levying a tax on the sale of any new commodity.

Interpretation of Section 96 of the Constitution has also impacted greatly on intergovernmental
fiscal relations.  This section allows the Federal Government to 'grant financial assistance to
any state on such terms and conditions as the Parliament thinks fit'.  The Federal Government
has used this provision extensively to provide tied revenue grants to the states, reducing their
fiscal autonomy.

Under the Constitution, the states and territories can impose an income tax.  However, this tax
base was ceded to the Commonwealth as a wartime measure in 1942.  Since the 1950s,
numerous attempts have been made by the states to regain access to the income tax base.
However, due to the high political costs of imposing an income tax without the Federal
Government making room for such a tax, and the risk of reductions in Commonwealth grants,
no state has returned to taxing income.  As a result, the Australian states and territories collect
a variety of narrowly based taxes, such as certain stamp duties, which are inefficient.  By
contrast, the states provide a high proportion of government services, such as health and
education.

The states' lack of practical access to the broad tax bases of income and consumption has
resulted in a high level of vertical fiscal imbalance in Australia.  As a result, the Australian states
have become dependent on general and specific purpose grants from the Commonwealth for
much of their revenue.

Fiscal equalisation between the states and territories

Although all states and territories are affected by VFI, Victoria is particularly affected by the way
in which Commonwealth payments are distributed.  Since the 1930s, the Commonwealth has
paid untied grants to the states on the basis of horizontal fiscal equalisation (HFE).3  The intent
of this is to give each state and territory government equal capacity to provide standard levels
of service to its residents.  In practice, HFE results in Victoria, New South Wales and Western
Australia providing a high level of subsidy to the remaining states and territories, without any
guarantees over the relevant levels of service delivery.

                                                     
3 The principle that each state and territory should raise or be provided with sufficient revenue to be able to provide an
‘average’ or standard level of public services without being required to impose above-average taxes and charges.  See
Glossary for further definition.
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The Victorian Government's capacity to reduce tax collections is therefore limited by the current
Commonwealth approach to state finances.  In its most recent report on general revenue
grants, the Commonwealth Grants Commission increased Victoria's subsidy to the other states
by $23 million.4  This has brought the Victorian total subsidy to $847 million in 2000-01, or about
$177 per person — the highest of any state.  In addition, Victoria receives around $300 million
per year less than an equal, per capita share of tied grants from the Commonwealth.  It is
currently projected that Victoria's subsidy to other jurisdictions through HFE could reach
$1.4 billion by 2007-08, the year in which it is expected that GST revenues will be greater than
other state sources of revenue that have been foregone.

The goods and services tax (GST) will also impact on vertical fiscal imbalance, with the tax
being enacted under Commonwealth legislation but the revenue being distributed entirely to the
states.  In 1999-2000 (before the GST), Victoria's own-source revenues (including public
authority revenue and proceeds from the sale of goods and services) accounted for
58.3 per cent of overall revenues.  In 2000-01, as a result of the GST and related changes, the
proportion is expected to be 55 per cent, and in 2003-04, 50.6 per cent.

1.2.3  Tax systems: some international comparisons

There are some useful comparisons to be made with the development and operation of
financial systems in federations in a number of other countries (Canada, the United States and
Germany).

Canada

Taxation system and vertical fiscal imbalance

Despite similar constitutional origins and history, Canada's fiscal system has evolved very
differently from Australia's.  While Australia's fiscal system was becoming increasingly
centralised, the Canadian system was growing increasingly decentralised.

The Canadian Constitution (the British North America Act 1867) gives wide taxation powers to
the federal government in Section 91, allowing 'the raising of Money by any Mode or System of
Taxation'.  The taxation powers of the provinces are set out in the Constitution in Section 92,
allowing for the collection of direct taxation for provincial purposes.

Although Section 92 would appear to prevent provinces from collecting an (indirect)
consumption tax, careful wording of legislation and judicial interpretation have resulted in
provincial governments being able to levy a retail sales tax.  The tax is viewed as a 'direct' tax
on the consumer and the retailer is merely a tax collection agency.  This interpretation means
the provinces have access to both the broad tax bases of income and consumption, with most
provinces levying personal income tax, corporate tax and retail sales tax from the 1930s.

The provinces ceded their use of corporate and personal taxes to the Federal Government
during World War II.  However, in contrast to the Australian experience, the provinces regained
access to these tax bases during the 1950s.  This can be explained predominantly by the
strongly independent province of Quebec, which started collecting a personal income tax in
1954.  This led to a tax-sharing arrangement for personal income tax and corporate tax,
established between the Federal Government and the other provinces in 1957.

As a result, the provinces can set their own personal and corporate tax rates and the Federal
Government collects the taxes on their behalf (with a few exceptions where provinces continue
to collect their own taxes).  In contrast to the Australian situation, the Canadian Federal
Government has created 'tax room' to allow provincial taxes to be imposed.  At the same time,
the level of federal grants, and particularly tied grants, has fallen.

                                                     
4 Commonwealth Grants Commission, Report on General Revenue Relativities: 2000 Update, February 2000.
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A federal goods and services tax) and three different provincial sales taxes are collected in
Canada:

• The Provincial Sales Tax is imposed on the price of most goods and services and is
collected only at the retail stage.

• The Harmonised Sales Tax is imposed in some provinces instead of both the GST and the
Provincial Sales Tax.  The Harmonised Sales Tax applies to the same tax base as the GST
and is administered by the federal-level Revenue Canada.  A rate of 7 per cent applies for
supplies outside the participating provinces, with a rate of 15 per cent for goods and
services sold within them.

• The Quebec Sales Tax is a value-added tax similar to the federal GST.  This tax is
harmonised with the GST (although not in the same way as the Harmonised Sales Tax).
The Province of Quebec collects the GST on the Federal Government's behalf.

Intergovernmental relations and institutions

Canadian intergovernmental relations are characterised by formal structures for consultation
with numerous meetings and conferences (both between provincial governments and federal-
provincial).  There is a permanent Canadian Intergovernmental Conference Secretariat to assist
in the coordination and administration of intergovernmental meetings, financed by the federal
and provincial governments.

Intergovernmental meetings include:

• First Ministers' Conference (conference called by the Prime Minister as the need arises and
attended by the provincial premiers and the Prime Minister);

• ministerial conferences (meetings between federal and provincial ministers of each policy
area held as the need arises);

• Premiers' Conference (annual conference of leaders of the provinces and territories, i.e.
provincial-provincial relations); and

• regional premiers' conferences/councils.

The Canadian Federal Government has a Minister of Intergovernmental Affairs who is
supported by the Privy Council Office.  The Minister for Intergovernmental Affairs is responsible
for all the Federal Government's intergovernmental dealings and a comprehensive structure
has been developed to guide policy-making and relations with the provinces and territories.

The provincial structures for intergovernmental relations vary, with more extensive structures in
the larger provinces.  All provinces and territories have a permanent intergovernmental affairs
department or secretariat and six provinces have a minister for intergovernmental affairs.

United States of America

Taxation system and vertical fiscal imbalance

The United States of America has a highly decentralised fiscal system, with few constitutional or
legal limitations on the taxing powers of the states.  Under the Constitution, the only limitation is
that states are prohibited from collecting import and export duties and duties on tonnage.

Each state administers its own taxation system and has access to the broad retail sales tax,
corporate tax and/or individual income tax.  Forty-six states collect retail sales tax, 46 collect
corporate taxes and 42 collect individual income taxes. Although the Federal Government has
been authorised to collect income taxes on the states' behalf, currently all states choose to
collect their own tax, resulting in much duplication of administration.  In contrast to Canada,
there is no tax sharing between the federal and state governments in the United States.
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Intergovernmental relations and institutions

Relations between the Federal Government and the states are characterised by a lack of formal
mechanisms and a high degree of lobbying.  Given the separation of powers between the
legislature and the executive, the executive has little involvement in intergovernmental relations
— with state lobbying focusing on senators, members of the House of Representatives,
members of the Cabinet and federal agencies.  The lack of formal mechanisms in
intergovernmental relations may be explained by a desire from the states to avoid federal
interference in state affairs and policy-making.

On the other hand, there are formal mechanisms for the management of interstate relations.

State associations include:

• the National Governors' Association, which focuses on presenting a united front in federal-
state relations;

• regional associations of governors, focusing on interstate relations;

• the Council of State Governments, which provides a forum for interstate networking,
information sharing and policy development for problems common to more than one state;
and

• the National Conference of State Legislatures, which provides support to state legislatures
including research, information exchange and representations to Congress, the
Administration and federal agencies.

Germany

Taxation system and vertical fiscal imbalance

Germany's taxation system is unique among federations due to the high level of detail regarding
taxing powers in the German Constitution (Basic Law).  Drafted with the input of the Allies in the
immediate post World War II period, the Basic Law has provisions to ensure power remains
decentralised.  This led to a strong political position for the German states (Länder), as well as
constitutional recognition of the municipalities.

The Basic Law determines tax assignment between the Federal Government (Bund), the
Länder and the municipalities.  Income tax, corporate tax and value added tax (VAT) are shared
between the Federal Government and the Länder.  In the case of income and corporate profits
tax, the Basic Law establishes guidelines on distributing these taxes between the levels of
government.  Despite the fact that the Federal Government dominates legislative powers
regarding taxation, the Länder retain significant influence through a strong states upper house
called the Bundesrat.

As a result of the extensive revenue-sharing provisions in the German taxation system,
Germany enjoys relatively low vertical fiscal imbalance.  Under the Basic Law, the Federal
Government and Länder share equally in corporate profits tax.  Personal income tax is also
shared equally, once a proportion is allocated to the municipalities.  (Fifteen per cent of tax
collected is allocated to the municipalities and 42.5 per cent is allocated to both the Federal
Government and the Länder.)

The Basic Law is less detailed regarding the sharing of the value added tax.  VAT revenue is
shared between the Federal Government and the Länder, based on equal claims to revenue
needed to cover spending, achieving a fair balance without overburdening taxpayers, and
ensuring equal living standards across the Länder.

Given the relatively subjective principles underlying the allocation of the VAT, this has been an
area of much negotiation in intergovernmental relations.  As a result, a series of agreements
has been developed, with the distribution formula generally renegotiated once or twice a year.
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As well as the revenue-sharing provisions, the Basic Law outlines further instruments relating to
vertical fiscal imbalance, including:

• excess burden equalisation: increased VAT revenue for particular Länder as a result of
short-term additional expenditure or reduced revenue resulting from federal legislative
changes;

• special burden equalisation: the Länder can receive compensation where the Federal
Government sets up an establishment which adversely affects their financial position; and

• supplementary allocations to the weaker Länder as part of the horizontal fiscal equalisation
process.

Intergovernmental relations and institutions

Germany's intergovernmental relations are characterised by a focus on consensual
decision-making and the strong position of the Länder.  The primary forum for
intergovernmental relations is the Bundesrat, the state upper house of the German Parliament.
The Bundesrat is made up of members of the Land governments with votes apportioned
according to Länder population.  Each member is bound to vote according to the wishes of the
Land government with all decisions taken on an absolute majority basis.

Further structures for intergovernmental relations include:

• Conference of the Heads of Government of the Bund and Länder (biannual meetings);

• Conferences of Bund-Land party leaders;

• Permanent Treaty Commission (where the Länder are consulted on international treaty
issues which impinge on their exclusive powers);

• Missions of the Länder to the Bund (departments supporting each Land in the Bundesrat
which act as the liaison between Land and Bund ministries);

• Conference of Minister-President (Länder heads of cabinet offices meet formally at least
once a year);

• Conferences of Länder Ministers (ministers from each policy area meet at least once a
year).

1.2.4  Severity of fiscal imbalance

The comparative tax assignment powers of the federal, state and local tiers of government in
the four federations vary in ways which either lessen or exacerbate vertical fiscal imbalance.
(Table 1.4 outlines the tax powers of the federations.)

Canada

Compared with the Australian system, the decentralised fiscal system in Canada has resulted in
VFI being less severe.  Importantly, it has been both constitutionally and politically possible for
the provinces to access the broad bases of income and consumption, while the 'piggybacking'
system has minimised duplication of administration and collection.  Through access to these
broad tax bases and the ability of the provinces to establish the tax rates, the provinces have
obtained a higher degree of autonomy than the Australian states.

The Canadian experience supports the view that reduced VFI improves government
responsiveness.  The Quebec government has taken advantage of its fiscal autonomy and has
implemented taxation policies which differ from those implemented in other, arguably quite
different, Canadian provinces.  This indicates that the Quebec government has responded to its
constituents' wishes in relation to the level of state government service provision and the
incidence of taxation.
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However, the Canadian experience indicates that VFI is likely to increase as the growth
potential of provincial revenues falls short of growth in expenditure requirements.  By contrast,
federal revenue growth is anticipated to exceed federal own-purpose expenditure, resulting in
an increasing need for intergovernmental transfers, a change in tax rates or a re-allocation of
tax bases.  The disparity in growth rates results predominantly from the federal domination of
the income-elastic personal income tax base and the provincial responsibility for health care
which exhibits high expenditure growth rates.

United States of America

The United States' decentralised system results in little VFI between the federal and state
governments.  However, given that primary and secondary education is a responsibility of local
government, VFI is more evident in state-local government relations.  As a result, federal
government transfers to the states are likely to have a small, delayed impact on macroeconomic
variables given that a large part of such grants must be transferred to local governments for
direct spending.

The United States clearly has a higher degree of variation in taxation regimes among the states
than other federations.  Each state establishes which tax bases it wishes to tax and the rates to
apply.  This arguably indicates that the fiscal autonomy of the American states has led to a
higher degree of responsiveness from the state governments to their constituents' wishes and
needs.  That is, the American state governments have been able to respond to constituents'
needs by determining both the level of public sector activity and how government revenue is to
be raised.  However, variation in taxation systems between the states has led to increased
costs from duplication as well as complexity and confusion.

Germany

Advantages of the German taxation system regarding VFI stem from the strong negotiating
position of the Länder, predominantly in the states’ upper house in the federal parliament.
Through the provisions of the Basic Law, the Länder maintain access to the broad taxation
bases of income and consumption, ensuring that fiscal autonomy and revenue stability are
maintained.  However, the provisions of the Basic Law can also be viewed as a weakness of
the German system as they leave little flexibility regarding tax assignment and distribution.

In comparison with Canada and the United States, little variation in the taxation regimes of the
Länder exists, possibly indicating that despite relatively high fiscal autonomy, the Länder are
less responsive to their constituents' needs than in these other federations.  A contributing
factor to this situation may be the importance of solidarity in Germany following the 1990
Unification Treaty.  The lack of constitutional guidance in relation to the VAT has also led to
continual bickering between the Bund and the Länder.  This has constrained the efficiency of
taxation arrangements.

Australia

By contrast, state variations in taxation regimes are less obvious in Australia.  The Australian
states generally rely on the same tax bases with differences generally occurring in the use of
exemptions and preferential rates to attract both businesses and individuals.  The high degree
of vertical fiscal imbalance has led to a higher reliance on inefficient and distortive taxes in
Australia than in other federations, as the states are limited in their options to respond to
constituents' wishes.  The use of distortive taxes reduces economic welfare and may have
hampered Australian economic growth in an increasingly globalised market.

The costs of overlap and duplication resulting from Australia’s form of federalism may also be
gauged by the number of Commonwealth public servants employed in areas which are
predominantly a state responsibility.  Reforms aimed at reducing VFI would lead to a reduction
in tied grants and hence the need for multiple bureaucracies would be eliminated.  These
resources could then be more effectively employed elsewhere.
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Table 1.4  Tax assignment in the Australian, United States, Canadian and German federal systems

Country
Government tier

Australia United States Canada Germany

Federal Company income tax
Customs duty
Excise duty
Fringe benefits tax
Goods and services tax
Personal income tax
Petroleum resource rent tax
Superannuation tax
Withholding taxes

Corporate tax
Estate and gift duties
Excises
Personal income tax
Social insurance

Personal income tax
Corporate income tax
Corporate capital tax
Customs
Excises
Fuel tax
Goods and services tax
Liquor tax
Payroll tax
Real property tax
Tobacco tax

Capital transaction tax
Coffee duty
Corporations and turnover tax
Customs duties
Insurance tax
Mineral oil duty
Personal income and wages tax
Road freight tax
Tax on bills of exchange
Spirits duty

State Gambling taxes
Insurance taxes
Motor vehicle taxes
Payroll tax
Property taxes

Corporate income tax
Estate and gift duties
Excises
General sales tax
Individual income tax
Social insurance

Cars and/or heavy equipment tax
Corporate capital tax
Corporate income tax
Environment tax
Fuel tax
Health and education tax
Horse racing tax
Hotel room tax
Liquor tax
Mineral / natural resources tax
Pari mutuel
Payroll tax
Personal income tax
Real property tax
Sales tax
Tobacco tax

Beer duty
Corporations and turnover tax
Gaming casinos levy
Inheritance tax
Motor vehicle tax
Net worth tax
Real property transfer tax
Value added tax
Wages and income tax

Local Fees and fines
Property tax

Corporate income tax
General sales tax
Individual income tax
Property tax

General sales tax
Licences and permits
Local business taxes
Property taxes

Local taxes
Real property tax
Trade tax
Wages and income tax

Sources: James, D., Federal and State Taxation: A Comparison of the Australian, German and Canadian Systems, 1997; Victorian Parliament: Federal-State Relations Committee, 1999;
Duncan, H.T. and McLure, C.E., Tax Administration in the United States of America: A Decentralised System, 1997; The Commonwealth Budget 2000-01; and the Victorian Budget 2000-01.
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1.3   Reform of Commonwealth-State financial relations

As noted, the Government has met the previous government's commitments under the
Intergovernmental Agreement on the Reform of Commonwealth-State Financial
Relations (IGA), signed by the Commonwealth and all states and territories in mid-1999.

The key features of the Agreement with implications for the states' taxation arrangements, are:

• financial assistance grants and revenue replacement payments paid by the Commonwealth
to the states ceased on 1 July 2000;

• all GST revenue flows to the states;

• the states will abolish financial institutions duty (FID) and stamp duty on quoted marketable
securities from 1 July 2001, and have adjusted their gambling tax arrangements to take
account of the GST from 1 July 2000;

• since 1 July 2000, the states no longer provide support for off-road diesel uses.  The
Commonwealth is offering rebates of its excise and customs duties for most off-road diesel
uses; and

• the states are required to fund the new national First Home Owners' Grant scheme and the
Australian Taxation Office's (ATO) costs of GST administration.

1.3.1  Victoria has met its intergovernmental agreement obligations

Victoria has met its legislative obligations under the IGA, including the adjustment in gambling
tax rates for Tattersall's and TABCORP, and a tax credit arrangement for the Crown Casino.
Victoria has also put in place legislation to abolish FID and stamp duty on quoted marketable
securities, to end support for off-road diesel uses and to support the First Home Owners’ Grant
scheme.

In addition, Victoria has enacted a number of taxation measures to avoid difficult consequences
arising from the GST.  In the cases of stamp duty on rental agreements, cattle sales and pig
sales, it was necessary for Victoria to legislate so that stamp duty would not apply to tax bases
which included the GST.  This was required to avoid instances of circular taxation, where the
same parties would have been responsible for paying stamp duty on GST-inclusive prices as
well as GST on stamp duty-inclusive prices.  Victoria has also legislated for the buyers of
second-hand cars to be liable for stamp duty rather than registered dealers.  This will have no
effect on the price of cars, but overcomes another instance of circular taxation.

1.3.2  The effect of the intergovernmental agreement on state taxes

The effect of the intergovernmental financial reform agreement varies for different taxes (see
Table 1.5).
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Table 1.5  Effect on particular State taxes of the 1999 Intergovernmental Agreement on
the Reform of Commonwealth-State Financial Relations

Tax Adjust
1 July
2000

Cease by
1 July
2001

Cease by
1 July
2005

Review
by 2005

Remain
post-2005

Land X
Payroll X
Gambling X X
Motor vehicle registration X
Residential conveyancing – stamp
duty

X

General insurance – stamp duty X
FID X
Debits X(1)

Motor vehicle registration and
transfers – stamp duty

X

Business conveyances and financial
instruments – stamp duty X(2) X(3)

Metropolitan improvement levy X
Mortgages – stamp duty X
Other property taxes X
Life insurance business – stamp
duty

X

Compulsory third party insurance
premium – stamp duty

X

Non-heavy vehicle registration fees X
Heavy vehicle registration fees X
Drivers’ licences X
Non-residential leases – stamp duty X
Rental business – stamp duty X

Source: Victorian Department of Treasury and Finance
(1) Subject to review by the Ministerial Council
(2) Stamp duty on quoted marketable securities
(3) Other business stamp duties

1.4   The Ralph Review of Business Taxation

On 14 August 1998, the Federal Treasurer announced the appointment of Mr John Ralph AO to
chair a review of Commonwealth business taxes — including company tax, capital gains
tax (CGT) and fringe benefits tax (FBT).  The Ralph Review of Business Taxation (the Ralph
Report) is intended to form the basis of a comprehensive new business tax regime, with the end
target being a 'stable, simpler and more coherent business tax system'.

When the report was presented to the Federal Treasurer on 30 July 1999, Mr Ralph
commented that 'an effective business tax system should have as a key objective the
improvement of the international competitiveness of the economy in order to attract capital for
investment and maximise the opportunities for job creation'.

1.4.1  Major recommendations

The Ralph Report package is generally consistent with other reforms designed to improve
global competitiveness, such as finance sector deregulation.  The reforms are expected to have
a more significant impact on the composition of growth rather than on the aggregate size of the
economy.
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The Ralph proposals are wide-ranging.  Every enterprise conducting business in Australia will
be materially affected.  Some of the more significant changes include:

• headline corporate tax rate to be reduced to 30 per cent;

• major capital gains tax relief particularly for individuals and superannuation funds.
Improved incentives for investment in venture capital.  CGT indexation and averaging
abolished;

• simplified tax system for small business covering cash accounting, depreciation, and
trading stock;

• wider definition of assets eligible for depreciation, and a pooling arrangement for all items
costing less than $1 000.  Accelerated depreciation and balancing charge offset removed;

• the value of franking account balances to be preserved and excess franking credits
refunded to resident taxpayers;

• consistent treatment of entity distributions.  Trusts to be taxed like companies (except
collective investment vehicle trusts distributing all income).  Removal of the inter-corporate
dividend rebate;

• abolition of up-front deductions for prepayments.  Stricter rules governing the use of tax
losses, and the multiplication of losses through intra-group transfers. New consolidation
rules; and

• Australian withholding tax to be extended to apply to all payments to known residents.
Tighter restrictions on both in-bound and out-bound investment deductions available in
Australia.

1.4.2  Implications of the Ralph Report for state taxation

The Ralph Report has many implications for state taxation.

(a) Business awareness raised

The Ralph Report has raised awareness of tax policy in general.  The discussions at some of
the Business Tax Review forums raised the matter of examining the full suite of taxes and
charges faced by businesses operating in Australia.  State payroll tax was commonly identified
as a material business cost for large corporations (reflecting high rates levied on relatively fewer
employers).

(b) Tax bases largely unchanged

By not extending Commonwealth taxes further into the tax bases traditionally occupied by other
levels of government, the Commonwealth has left the states and territories some scope to
change their tax mix.  Further, this flexibility is preserved by the revenue neutrality constraint in
the Ralph package of business tax reforms.

(c) Compliance: complexity may increase

Even though the Ralph Review intended to reduce business tax compliance costs by simplifying
the corporate tax system, the prevailing view is that tax complexity will increase.  In addition,
once-off changeover costs and transitional measures, while necessary, will further increase
confusion.
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(d) Uncertainty on Commonwealth response to some fundamentals

Since the Commonwealth has yet to take a position on some fundamental corporate tax issues,
businesses are writing contracts in a high-risk environment.  For example, the future tax
treatment of leasing is very uncertain.  Lessors (and their financiers) are unlikely to absorb the
tax exposure generated by the Ralph proposals, but will price these risks into their offers
instead.  This uncertainty will remain until further federal legislation.

(e) Business restructuring: fewer obstacles?

Recommendation 13.12 of the Ralph Report required Australian governments to remove tax
obstacles to business restructuring.  Considerable business restructuring activity may occur in
the post Ralph Report environment (for example, re-organising trusts into companies).  The
Commonwealth has encouraged the states and territories to relax stamp duty obligations on
business re-organisations — with significant revenue implications for the states.

Two major government policy statements have been made on the Ralph Report (on
21 September 1999 and 11 November 1999) and new tax measures have been assigned a
range of start dates from 22 February 1999 (tougher rules on tax losses) to 1 July 2001 (a more
onerous thin capitalisation regime).  Moreover, many Ralph recommendations on critical issues
have yet be endorsed by the Commonwealth Government.  These include taxation of financial
arrangements, leasing, transfer pricing, and the basic framework for determining corporate
income tax obligations.

Overall, the Ralph measures aim to encourage investment in new areas of the economy and to
secure the Commonwealth's revenue base into the long term.

The industries most likely to gain are low capital intensive (mainly service) industries paying full
company tax and earning most of their income domestically.

While economic growth should be encouraged by improvements to business flexibility resulting
from the Ralph recommendations, there has been relatively little encouragement for
technological innovation.  As for the effects on tax revenue, the general anti-avoidance regime
has been strengthened, but so have the incentives for avoidance, by, for example, the creation
of a greater differential between Pay As You Go (PAYG) tax rates and the corporate tax rate.

(f) Expectations

Against this background, businesses operating in Victoria might reasonably expect that a
streamlined tax system would be one of the outcomes from this Review of State business taxes.
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2: The business and economic context

2.1   Business and economic trends in Victoria

An analysis of the Victorian economy commissioned by the Committee confirmed that the
Victorian economy is performing well.5  Victoria has recently experienced strong economic
growth which has resulted in unemployment dropping below the national average for only the
first time since 1995.  This has also resulted in a turnaround in migration to Victoria which has
become positive for the first time in over ten years.  Real unit labour costs (the cost of labour
per unit of output) have not increased appreciably during the last four years of high growth and
are currently only 2.5 per cent above their 1986 level.

While investment levels in Victoria have grown faster than the national average since the early
1990s recession, they are currently 1.5 percentage points lower than the national average as a
percentage of total output.

2.1.1  Industry performance

Growth in the Victorian economy over the last 15 years has been concentrated in the services
sector with most of this improvement being in the business services industry.  ‘Property and
business services’ has doubled its share of gross state product (GSP) from 9 per cent to 18 per
cent.  This trend is correlated with two general business trends over that period:

• the growth of the information technology (IT) sector; and

• the increased use of outsourcing as a management tool.

All other services sectors have also expanded their share of GSP at the expense of the goods
sectors.  In particular, energy and mining have had the largest percentage falls in share of GSP.
(See Figure 2.1.)

Other large components of the Victorian economy include manufacturing and the wholesale and
retail trade sectors.  Both have declined in terms of relative share of GSP.

The relative contraction of the goods sectors may partly reflect the outsourcing of functions
previously performed in-house (including IT services).  However, it is also likely that this change
reflects a shift in consumer preferences to the consumption of services.

2.1.2  More small business

The increase in the relative size of the services sector has also resulted in a growth in the
relative number of smaller firms.  Measured either in terms of share of total employment or
average output by firm, the relative contribution of smaller Victorian businesses has increased
over the last 15 years.

For example, since 1984 the share of employment accounted for by firms with fewer than
20 employees has grown from 32 per cent to 36 per cent.  The services sector tends to have
smaller business sizes than the goods sector.  The growth in the number of Victorian
businesses has exceeded the growth in the State's workforce, suggesting a reduction in the
number of employees per business.  (See Figure 2.2.)

                                                     
5 Arthur Andersen, Review of Business Trends in Victoria, Paper for the Victorian Review of State Business Taxes,
October 2000 (reproduced in full in Appendix 1).
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Figure 2.1: Income by industry as a percentage of Victoria’s total industry income,
1985-86 and 1998-99
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Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS), Australian National Accounts: State Accounts, Cat. No. 5220.0.

(a) Includes finance and insurance
(b) Includes general government, personal services and ownership of dwellings

Figure 2.2: Share of employment by employer/business size for Victoria, 1983-84 and
1998-99
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2.1.3  Global effects

Increases in the importance of the services sector are consistent with changing consumption
trends within Victoria and the impact of globalisation.  Over recent decades, there have been
fundamental changes in the global economy — such as reductions in trade barriers, financial
deregulation, and quantum improvements in IT and telecommunications.  Increased competition
from low-skilled goods producers in the developing world can be expected to shift Victorian
production towards higher-skilled goods and services products.

The structural changes in the Victorian economy over the last 20 years have also been
significant.  Industry policy and regulation have become less protective and more transparent.
Finance and labour markets are now more competitive.  There has been major reform of the
public sector.  Local manufacturing of textiles, clothing and footwear for domestic markets has
been displaced as the leading industry.  Many more Victorian businesses now compete
internationally.

2.1.4  E-commerce influence

Specific e-commerce data for Victoria is difficult to obtain.  Currently, Victorian businesses have
marginally slower take-up rates than the national average in terms of use of computers
(70 per cent compared with 73 per cent) and connection to the Internet (34 per cent compared
with 37 per cent).  Nonetheless, Victoria has high take-up rates compared with international
benchmarks, with the highest level of Internet connection in Europe estimated at 25 per cent in
the United Kingdom.  While the level of transactions carried out over the Internet by Victorian
businesses is low, industry analysts are predicting that this will increase by over 1 000 per cent
during the next five years.

Cashless transactions are commonplace.  While retail e-commerce may not pose a threat to
state taxes, it is possible that higher value business transactions could be conducted off-shore
to achieve a tax effective outcome.  Even if the Australian tax authorities were aware of such
transactions, it may be difficult to enforce compliance with all tax obligations, including state
stamp duties and financial taxes.

The conclusion drawn by the Committee from this data is that that the business environment is
subject to rapid technological, financial and institutional changes and it is important that
economic regulation facilitates rather than hinders the capacity of locally based firms to
compete internationally.  Retaining existing firms and attracting new investment is critical for
economic growth and job creation.  An efficient business tax regime would encourage better
economic performance, and be viewed favourably by taxpayers making national-based
decisions on purely economic grounds.

Transactions and entities themselves are becoming more mobile.  E-commerce has many
value-adding features such as the capacity to accelerate turnover by reaching new customers,
and improving the efficiency of the supply chain; it also raises problems for regulatory
authorities including the identification of transactions and resolution of tax sovereignty.
Developments in transport and communications make it feasible for firms to un-bundle their
core business and distribute their activities across a variety of jurisdictions.

The fundamental question concerns the competitiveness and attractiveness of Victoria's
business taxes.
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2.2   Are Victoria's business taxes less attractive than those of
other states?

How does the structure of Victorian business tax compare with that in other states and
territories?6

2.2.1  Aggregate data

Victoria has around 24.9 per cent of the total Australian population, but its GSP is around
25.4 per cent of the total for all states and territories.  Tax collected in Victoria – at around
25.7 per cent of the state and territory total – is broadly in line with Victoria's share of GSP.

Tables 2.1 to 2.5 summarise the major tax revenue data for each state and territory.  Tables 2.6
and 2.7 provide comparative data on state populations and GSP, while Table 2.8 provides
historical Victorian, New South Wales and national average data on state tax collections and
GSP.  (The tables are at the end of this chapter.)

Only New South Wales accounts for a larger share of state and territory tax collections than
Victoria.  In 1998-99:

• the New South Wales tax share was 40.3 per cent.  Its population share was 33.8 per cent
and it had a GSP share of 35.9 per cent;

• Victoria and New South Wales, with a combined population equal to 58.7 per cent of the
total Australian population and a combined GSP of 61.3 per cent, accounted for
66.0 per cent of total state and territory tax receipts;

• conversely, the remaining six jurisdictions in Australia, with 41.3 per cent of the Australian
population and 38.7 per cent of GSP, accounted for only 34.0 per cent of tax collections;

• Victorian tax collections in 1998-99 were equal to 5.8 per cent of Victorian GSP.  This was
equivalent to the national average; and

• on a per capita basis, Victorian taxes in 1998-99 were $1 870.  This was above the national
average of $1 806, and above the per capita taxes of all the other states and territories,
except for New South Wales ($2 153) and the Australian Capital Territory (ACT) where it
was $1 974 per capita.

2.2.2  Tax competitiveness

Aggregate tax data provides the basis for three common measures of tax competitiveness.  On
each measure, changes in the tax regimes of the various states and territories since 1998-99
have led to an improvement in Victoria's position in terms of tax competitiveness.

The three current methods for estimating the competitiveness of Victoria's taxes against those
of other states are:

                                                     
6 The comparison is based on the 1998-99 ABS publication, Taxation Revenue Australia (Cat. No. 5506.0) — the most
recent year for which comparative data is available.  The ABS data for Victoria has been adjusted to exclude stamp
duty receipts associated with the privatisation of State assets, as such revenue does not form an on-going component
of Victoria’s underlying tax base.  In 1998-99, stamp duty associated with privatisation amounted to $282 million.
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(a) Relative revenue based on Commonwealth Grants Commission methodology

The Commonwealth Grants Commission's assessment of revenue across the states and
territories7 estimated that Victoria's taxation was $12 million under the national average in
1998-99 (compared with the situation in 1994-95 when State taxation was $850 million above
the national level).  Compared with New South Wales, Victoria's turnaround between 1994-95
and 1998-99 was even more substantial.

(b) Taxation revenue per capita

This measure of tax competitiveness uses state tax revenue expressed on a per capita basis,
using Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) data.  The latest year for which ABS data is
available is 1998-99, when it is estimated that Victoria's taxation revenue was $321 million
lower than that of New South Wales and $44 higher per capita than the average for all states.

(c) Taxation revenue and gross state product

State taxes expressed as a proportion of GSP are a third measure of competitiveness.
Victoria's tax collections as a proportion of its GSP have been estimated to have fallen from
around 6.6 per cent in 1996-97 to around 6.0 per cent in 1999-2000.  On this measure,
Victoria's tax burden was lower than that of New South Wales for most of the 1990s, and was
equal to the national average in 1998-99 (refer to Table 2.7).

2.2.3  Individual taxes

(a) Payroll tax

The major single tax levied in Victoria in 1998-99 was payroll tax, which totalled $2 145 million
and accounted for 24.3 per cent of all taxes collected in Victoria.  This is above the national
average of 23.4 per cent.  However, when New South Wales and the Northern Territory are
excluded – payroll tax accounted for 24.6 per cent of New South Wales taxes and 23.5 per cent
of Northern Territory taxes in 1998-99 – it becomes apparent that Victoria is much more reliant
on payroll tax than nearly all the other states and territories.  In the remaining jurisdictions,
payroll tax contributed between 18.8 per cent and 22.6 per cent of total taxes.  The Victorian
share of total payroll taxes collected in Australia (26.8 per cent) was above Victoria's population
share of 24.9 per cent and its GSP share of 25.4 per cent.

(b) Taxes on property

Other major contributors to Victorian taxes in 1998-99 were taxes on property, principally land
tax and conveyancing duty, which totalled $2 398 million or 27.2 per cent of total Victorian
taxes.

This is below the national average of 29.8 per cent.  However, the national average conceals
marked differences between different jurisdictions, where the contribution of taxes on property
to total taxes ranges from 19.0 per cent in the case of the Northern Territory to 40.5 per cent in
the case of the ACT.  (The ACT figure includes municipal taxes, which are unique to the ACT;
elsewhere, municipal rates are classified as a local government tax.)  South Australia
(21.6 per cent) and Tasmania (22.0 per cent) are also well below the national property tax
average.  The contribution that property tax makes in the remaining jurisdictions – New South
Wales, Queensland and Western Australia – ranges from 30.7 per cent to 32.3 per cent of total
state taxes.

The Victorian share of total Australian taxes on property, 23.5 per cent, was below Victoria's
population and GSP share.

                                                     
7 Commonwealth Grants Commission, Report on General Revenue Grant Relativities: 2000 Update, February 2000.
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Victoria diverges significantly from the other states and territories in its low use of land tax, as
shown in Table 2.4.  Compared with a national average of 6.6 per cent, land tax contributed
5.0 per cent to Victorian taxes in 1998-99.  Only in South Australia (3.3 per cent) and the
Northern Territory (which has no land tax at all) did land tax make a smaller contribution to total
taxation.  In New South Wales, land tax accounted for 7.1 per cent of total taxation.  Land tax
collections in New South Wales ($974 million) were more than double that of Victoria
($442 million) — (see Table 2.3).

As a result, given its population and GSP, Victoria's share of the combined land tax collected in
all the states and territories – 19.6 per cent – was markedly low (see Table 2.5).

Table 2.1 provides land tax collection figures for Australian states and territories for 2000-01
and 2001-02 and includes Victorian data for both pre and post-tax reform scenarios.  In
2000-01, land tax collections in Victoria are expected to account for a lower proportion of total
State tax revenue than in all states except Tasmania and Queensland.  (As noted, the Northern
Territory does not levy land tax.)  In 2001-02 — incorporating the Review recommendations —
Victoria’s land tax collections are expected to rise to 21 per cent of total State tax collections.

Table 2.2 provides a comparison of land tax payable in each state and includes pre and
post-reform scenarios for Victoria.  Under the Committee’s proposals, Victorian land taxes
would be higher than in almost all states.  However, Victorian taxpayers will benefit from other
aspects of the Committee’s package, that is, from the abolition of the metropolitan improvement
levy and all previously applicable stamp duties.

(c) Taxes on providing goods and services

Taxes on the provision of goods and services are made up mainly of taxes on gambling and
insurance.  In 1998-99, tax receipts from gambling and insurance totalled $1 982 million or
22.5 per cent of total Victorian tax collections.  Gambling taxes formed the bulk of this category.
In 1998-99, they amounted to $1 447 million or 16.4 per cent of total Victorian taxation — higher
than for other states and territories.  The Victorian share of national gambling taxation, at
34.8 per cent, significantly exceeded the State's population and GSP share.  By contrast, tax
receipts from insurance were consistent with Victoria's population and GSP share.

(d) Taxes on the use of goods and the performance of activities

Taxes on the use of goods and the performance of activities are made up largely of motor
vehicle taxes.  Franchise fees were the main component of this category until their recent
elimination under the agreement between the Commonwealth and the states.  These taxes
amounted to $2 290 million in 1998-99 or 26.0 per cent of total Victorian taxation.

Franchise fees totalled $1 339 million, or 15.2 per cent of total Victorian tax collections.  These
franchise fees made a similar contribution to the total tax collections of New South Wales
(14.4 per cent), the ACT (also 14.4 per cent) and Queensland (15.5 per cent), but the franchise
fees collected in these states were worth significantly less than those in the remaining
jurisdictions in Australia.  In South Australia, Western Australia and Tasmania, the proportions
contributed by franchise fees were all above 20 per cent, with more than 30 per cent in the
Northern Territory.  Eliminating franchise fees will therefore result in significant changes to the
relative importance of the remaining State taxes in future years.

Motor vehicle taxes totalled $847 million in 1998-99 and accounted for 9.6 per cent of total
Victorian tax receipts.  This was well below the national average of 11.4 per cent.  Only the
Northern Territory (at 8.3 per cent) was less reliant on motor vehicle taxes.  The contribution of
these taxes to the total taxation effort ranged from 10.9 per cent in New South Wales to
15.7 per cent in Queensland.  Not surprisingly, Victoria’s contribution to total motor vehicle
taxes collected across Australia is less than its population and GSP shares.  This could be due
to the fact that motor vehicle registration fees have not been increased in Victoria for a number
of years.
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2.2.4  Summary

All the states and territories currently rely on the same set of taxes, although the degree of
dependence on particular taxes varies between jurisdictions.

All states and territories are affected by the 1999 intergovernmental agreement, which changes
the relative importance of individual taxes.

Past averages provide an indication of the current starting points for each tax system, but
cannot serve as an appropriate reference point for determining the most appropriate tax mix for
Victoria.  This Review is the first opportunity for an Australian state to consider state tax mix
issues in the light of the Commonwealth-states agreement.
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Table 2.1:  Land tax collections, Australian jurisdictions, 2000-01 and 2001-02*

2000-01 2001-02Jurisdiction
State collection % of total State tax

collection
State collections

relative to
Australian total3

(pre-reform)

State collection % of total state tax
collection

State collections
relative to

Australian total3

(pre-reform)

State collections
relative to

Australian total3

(post-reform)
($m) (%) (%) ($m) (%) (%) (%)

Victoria – current 475.4 5.9 23.4 513.2 6.8 24.1 —

Victoria – reformed4 N/A N/A N/A 1,569.0 21.0 — 49.2

NSW 921.0 7.4 45.4 948.0 8.3 44.5 29.7

Qld1 224.7 4.7 11.1 231.5 5.1 10.9 7.3

SA1 140.2 8.2 6.9 157.5 7.5 7.4 4.9

WA 209.5 7.7 10.3 224.2 8.4 10.5 7.0

Tas1 27.3 5.2 1.3 28.7 5.8 1.3 0.9

NT 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

ACT 29.5 6.2 1.5 28.5 6.5 1.3 0.9

Total 2,027.6 — 100.0 2,131.62 — 100.0 100.0

Source: Victorian Department of Treasury and Finance, 2000-01; Budget papers of the respective Australian states and territories.
* Totals may not add due to rounding
(1) The 2001-02 figures are provisional estimates.
(2) The 2001-02 total includes Victoria’s pre-reform land tax collections.
(3) This is the state proportion of total land tax collections in Australia.
(4) Based on the proposed land tax rate of 2.89 per cent with no threshold.
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Table 2.2:  Interstate comparison of land tax payable, 2000

Land value ($) WA
($)

NSW
($)

Victoria
pre-reform

($)

Victoria
post-reform

($)

Qld
($)

SA
($)

Tas
($)

NT ACT
($)

20,000 30 0 0 578 0 0 63 200

50,000 75 0 0 1,445 0 0 313 500

100,000 150 0 100 2,890 0 175 500 Not 1,000

150,000 275 0 150 4,335 0 350 1,188 levied 1,875

200,000 420 508 200 5,780 0 525 2,013 2,500

500,000 2,383 5,608 800 14,450 2,631 4,175 8,613 7,500

1,000,000 8,783 14,108 6,230 28,900 9,031 12,425 21,113 15,000

5,000,000 87,783 82,108 169,880 144,500 73,440 160,425 121,113 75,000

Source: Victorian Department of Treasury and Finance, 2000
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Table 2.3:  Structure of state taxation, 1998-99: total collections by category of tax ($ millions)*

NSW Victoria Qld SA WA Tas NT ACT Australia

Taxes on income 3,393 2,145 903 518 722 142 79 115 8,017

Payroll tax 3,393 2,145 903 518 722 142 79 115 8,017

Taxes on property 4,456 2,398 1,381 511 1,012 142 64 248 10,211

Taxes on immovable property 974 442 374 77 208 45 — 134 2,254

Taxes on financial and capital transactions 3,482 1,956 1,007 434 804 97 64 114 7,957

Taxes on provision of goods and services 2,269 1,982 803 560 339 97 36 88 6,173

Taxes on gambling 1,419 1,447 622 345 172 69 28 59 4,161

Taxes on insurance 850 535 181 215 167 28 8 29 2,012

Taxes on use of goods and performance of
activities

3,685 2,290 1,409 772 1,118 265 157 161 9,857

Motor vehicle taxes 1,499 847 707 272 379 96 28 73 3,901

Franchise fees 1,981 1,339 696 498 739 169 122 88 5,632

Other 205 104 6 2 — — 7 — 324

Total 13,804 8,815 4,497 2,362 3,190 646 336 612 34,260

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1998-99 Taxation Revenue, Cat. No. 5506.0
Note: The Victorian ABS data has been adjusted to exclude $282 million of stamp duties relating to the privatisation of State assets.

* Totals may not add due to rounding
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Table 2.4:  Structure of state taxation, 1998-99: state proportions (%)*

NSW Vic Qld SA WA Tas NT ACT Australia

Taxes on income 24.6 24.3 20.1 21.9 22.6 22.0 23.5 18.8 23.4

Payroll tax 24.6 24.3 20.1 21.9 22.6 22.0 23.5 18.8 23.4

Taxes on property 32.3 27.2 30.7 21.6 31.7 22.0 19.0 40.5 29.8

Taxes on immovable property 7.1 5.0 8.3 3.3 6.5 7.0 0.0 21.9 6.6

Taxes on financial and capital transactions 25.2 22.2 22.4 18.4 25.2 15.0 19.0 18.6 23.2

Taxes on provision of goods and services 16.4 22.5 17.9 23.7 10.6 15.0 10.7 14.4 18.0

Taxes on gambling 10.3 16.4 13.8 14.6 5.4 10.7 8.3 9.6 12.1

Taxes on insurance 6.2 6.1 4.0 9.1 5.2 4.3 2.4 4.7 5.9

Taxes on use of goods and performance of
activities

26.7 26.0 31.3 32.7 35.0 41.0 46.7 26.3 28.8

Motor vehicle taxes 10.9 9.6 15.7 11.5 11.9 14.9 8.3 11.9 11.4

Franchise fees 14.4 15.2 15.5 21.1 23.2 26.2 36.3 14.4 16.4

Other 1.5 1.2 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 2.1 0.0 0.9

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1998-99 Taxation Revenue, Cat. No. 5506.0  

* Totals may not add due to rounding
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Table 2.5:  Structure of state taxation, 1998-99: state collections relative to Australian totals (%)*

NSW Victoria Qld SA WA Tas NT ACT Australia

Taxes on income 42.3 26.8 11.3 6.5 9.0 1.8 1.0 1.4 100.0

Payroll tax 42.3 26.8 11.3 6.5 9.0 1.8 1.0 1.4 100.0

Taxes on property 43.6 23.5 13.5 5.0 9.9 1.4 0.6 2.4 100.0

Taxes on immovable property 43.2 19.6 16.6 3.4 9.2 2.0 0.0 5.9 100.0

Taxes on financial and capital transactions 43.8 24.6 12.7 5.5 10.1 1.2 0.8 1.4 100.0

Taxes on provision of goods and services 36.8 32.1 13.0 9.1 5.5 1.6 0.6 1.4 100.0

Taxes on gambling 34.1 34.8 14.9 8.3 4.1 1.7 0.7 1.4 100.0

Taxes on insurance 42.2 26.6 9.0 10.7 8.3 1.4 0.4 1.4 100.0

Taxes on use of goods and performance of
activities

37.4 23.2 14.3 7.8 11.3 2.7 1.6 1.6 100.0

Motor vehicle taxes 38.4 21.7 18.1 7.0 9.7 2.5 0.7 1.9 100.0

Franchise fees 35.2 23.8 12.4 8.8 13.1 3.0 2.2 1.6 100.0

Other 63.3 32.1 1.9 0.6 0.0 0.0 2.2 0.0 100.0

Total 40.3 25.7 13.1 6.9 9.3 1.9 1.0 1.8 100.0

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1998-99 Taxation Revenue, Cat. No. 5506.0

* Totals may not add due to rounding
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Table 2.6:  State populations and state tax, 1998-99*

NSW Victoria Qld SA WA Tas NT ACT Australia

Population ('000) 6,411 4,713 3,512 1,493 1,861 470 193 310 18,965

Breakdown (%) 33.8 24.9 18.5 7.9 9.8 2.5 1.0 1.6 100.0

Per capita taxes - State only ($) 2,153 1,870 1,280 1,582 1,714 1,374 1,741 1,974 1,806

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1998-99 Regional Population Growth, Cat. No. 3218.0

* Totals may not add due to rounding

Table 2.7:  Gross state product (GSP) at market prices, 1998-99*

NSW Victoria Qld SA WA Tas NT ACT Australia

Gross state product ($m) 213,494 151,006 97,555 39,966 63,611 11,243 6,468 12,075 595,417

Share of total GSP (%) 35.9 25.4 16.4 6.7 10.7 1.9 1.1 2.0 100.0

State's taxes as a proportion of its GSP (%) 6.5 5.8 4.5 5.9 5.0 5.7 5.2 5.1 5.8

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1999-2000 Australian National Accounts, State Accounts, Cat. No. 5220.0
* Totals may not add due to rounding

Table 2.8:  Gross state product (GSP) at market prices, 1992-93 to 1999-2000, Victoria and Australia (average)

1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-2000

GSP ($m) 111,696  117,028 121,699 129,392 134,936 141,697 151,006 160,496

Victorian share of total GSP (%) 21.2 26.0 25.7 25.5 25.4 25.1 25.4 25.4

Victorian state taxes as a proportion of GSP (%)  5.6  6.1  6.1  6.4  6.6  6.0  5.8  6.0

NSW state taxes as a proportion of GSP (%)  6.0  6.2  6.1  6.0  6.2  6.4  6.5  6.4

National average state taxes as a proportion of GSP (%)  4.4  5.7  5.7  5.7  5.9  5.8  5.8 —

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics: 1999-2000 Australian National Accounts, State Accounts, Cat. No. 5220.0; 1998-99 Taxation Revenue, Cat. No. 5506.0;, 1997-98 Taxation
Revenue, Cat. No. 5506.0; and Victorian Department of Treasury and Finance, Financial Report for the State of Victoria 1999-2000.
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2.3   State taxes and business decisions

The structure and level of state taxes has an impact on business decisions, even though the
consultation process suggests that other factors are ultimately more important.  In particular, it
is often claimed that although Victoria collects taxes at around the national average, it is
uncompetitive with other states in a number of specific areas.

The Committee particularly encouraged comments on this topic, as inefficient state taxes will
have an adverse impact on business investment, employment and production decisions.  They
may also affect a decision to invest in Victoria as opposed to other states, or Australia as
opposed to other countries.

Many businesses commented on the importance of state taxes on investment and location
decisions.  Overall, state taxes are considered to have a real or potentially adverse impact on
business decisions.

Based on responses received in a phone survey8 of a range of Victorian businesses undertaken
as part of the Review, state taxes were the fourth ranked factor in the order of impact on
business decisions.

Table 2.9: Impact of various factors on business location and investment decisions

Factor Responses

Profitability/viability 71

Location 42

Growth in markets 29

State taxes 28

Availability of funds and labour 25

Comparability with other states 21

Government policy 15

Source: Phone survey of 267 businesses undertaken for the Review of State Business Taxes

A cameo survey of the effects of state taxes on businesses of different sizes and types,
however, provided a different picture.  Of the 26 businesses surveyed, only one business
regarded state taxes and charges as having a significant impact on expansion and relocation
decisions.  Demand factors such as the size of the market, growth in markets and access to
markets were seen as more important than supply factors and government policies (including
both Commonwealth and state business taxes).

The impact of state taxes on whether to invest in Victoria or elsewhere was specifically
addressed in seven written submissions.  One mentioned the impact of WorkCover and payroll
tax on a recruitment and training firm.  The Real Estate Institute of Victoria and a property
developer emphasised the importance of stamp duty on non-residential conveyances and land
tax on business investment decisions in the property market.  One submission specifically
mentioned non-tax factors such as labour costs, location of markets, infrastructure, potential for
growth and the cost of transport.

                                                     
8 See Summary Report for more details of the phone survey.  The cameo survey is reported on in Appendix 2.
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Many submissions expressed the view that they compared the taxes of other states with
Victoria when looking at business and location decisions.  This view was supported in a
submission which argued that when investors are informed of Victoria's taxes they may be
disinclined to invest in the State.  A similar view was reflected in the submission made by the
Australian Bankers’ Association which stated that Victoria's taxes have a greater impact on
business decisions than Queensland's taxes.

CPA Australia's view was that as Victoria's tax burden is around the national average, they
would expect the impact of Victoria's taxes to be also around the national average.  That is, the
impact of Victoria's taxes on business would be less than for New South Wales and somewhat
greater than for the other states, particularly those which benefit significantly from the current
horizontal fiscal equalisation process.

The Real Estate Institute of Victoria’s submission reflected this view, pointing out that Victoria's
taxes have more impact than the taxes of all states except New South Wales.  Taxpayers
Australia, however, was of the view that the impact of business taxes in Victoria varies
depending on the size and type of business being considered.

Other research

These responses broadly align with earlier research on business investment and location
decisions.  For example, a report was prepared in 1996 by the Allen Consulting Group Pty Ltd
and Arthur Andersen, under the auspices of the Financial Services Steering Group, for the
Commonwealth Minister for Industry, Science and Tourism.

The report considered Australia's competitive position in Asia-Pacific regional financial markets.
Based on surveys and interviews, it found that there are many factors which influence the
location of financial centres:

• proximity to clients;

• scale, depth and liquidity of markets;

• the size and growth prospects of the domestic economy;

• the quality of financial expertise (range and quality of skills and support services);

• business costs (cost of local personnel, factors affecting expatriate costs, and cost of
infrastructure and business inputs in general);

• the general taxation environment, meaning the level and complexity of taxes;

• the taxation of financial institutions, including withholding tax, transactions taxes and
financial sector taxation;

• regulation and related issues;

• government impacts such as political and policy stability, location incentives, and promotion
and marketing; and

• history and other factors.
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The report indicated that survey respondents ranked the following factors as among the most
important factors in location choice:

• political stability;

• size and growth prospects of the domestic economy;

• high quality IT and support;

• high quality telecommunications;

• transparency and stability of the legal and regulatory environment; and

• proximity to major clients.

Included among the factors which the survey considered of minor importance were:

• low cost communications infrastructure;

• mature and sophisticated banking and payments system;

• low company tax;

• low tax for offshore banking; and

• low personnel tax.

Nevertheless, 35 per cent of survey respondents ranked taxation as a significant factor in their
companies' decisions on where to locate their Asia-Pacific headquarters.  Particular concerns
were expressed about transaction taxes.  The concern was with the level and complexity of
Australian taxes compared with those of Hong Kong and Singapore.  The report commented
that non-tax factors (for example, domestic business opportunities) seem to be more important
than tax factors, but 'even so, taxation levels must be within acceptable bounds'.9

This study also found that:

• Stamp duties are sand in the wheels of share transactions, impeding the development of
an internationally competitive securities market in Australia; and

• The Australian tax system is perceived as one of the most complex among Organisation for
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) countries, exacerbated by the range of
taxes at the Commonwealth and state levels.  This complexity introduces compliance
problems for taxpayers and administrators, and in some cases foreign companies believe
that Australian tax administrators are anti-business.  Compliance with financial institutions
duty was seen to be especially difficult.

                                                     
9 Allen Consulting Group Pty Ltd and Arthur Andersen, A report prepared under the auspices of the Financial Services
Steering Group for the Commonwealth Minister for Industry, Science and Tourism, 1996, page 97.
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3: Legal and economic incidence of
taxes

3.1   Taxes and charges that affect business

The previous chapter argued that business decisions to locate in Victoria, and to remain in the
State, are influenced by tax and non-tax factors.  The data available to the Committee showed
that the incidence and levels of tax and charges influence business decisions, although they are
unlikely to be the major determining factor.  Rather, the importance of taxes is, at least in part,
that they are a factor which government can control.

State business taxes are not the major determinant of business location and growth, but they
are important enough to reform.

It is likely that businesses take into account the level of state taxes and charges which affect
them directly, such as payroll tax, insurance taxes, conveyancing duty on commercial property,
vehicle taxes, and any electricity, gas or water charges attributable to state and territory
governments.

Many businesses would be conscious of the indirect effects of some taxes on their profitability.
For example, if a state had a very high level of taxes applied primarily to consumers (such as
through residential conveyancing duty), the tax burden may impede their purchasing power.
Comparatively high conveyancing duty rates in a particular state may impede the willingness of
people to relocate to that state, or of businesses to finance the relocation of the best people for
job vacancies.  For example, the Real Estate Institute of Victoria and CPA Australia raised the
disincentive effect of certain taxes in their submissions.  The Real Estate Institute argued that
taxes involving business costs and return on investment affect business location and
investment decisions.  CPA Australia submitted that investors may be deterred from investing in
Victoria in favour of other states which either do not impose taxes such as stamp duties or
payroll tax, or impose them at lower rates than in Victoria.

3.2   Economic versus legal incidence — an example

Taxes have both a legal and an economic incidence.  The effects on business therefore depend
on how these two kinds of incidence relate to one another.

The legal incidence of a tax refers to the economic 'agent' or 'player' who is liable for the
payment of the tax to the Australian Taxation Office (ATO) or state revenue offices.  The
economic incidence refers to the fact that producers can usually shift much of the impact or
burden of the taxes back to employees or to final consumers — it is these 'agents' or 'players'
who thus bear the economic incidence.

The distinction between economic incidence and legal incidence can be illustrated by
considering the impact of a hypothetical payroll tax rate increase on a business operating in
Victoria.  The business clearly bears the legal incidence of the additional tax because it is liable
for making the payment to the State Revenue Office (SRO).  The amount of additional tax that
the business is liable to pay depends on the magnitude of the rate increase, the size of the
firm's payroll (including superannuation), the level of the payroll tax threshold and whether any
exemptions apply.

The implications for the economic incidence of the tax rate rise are considered below.
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3.2.1  Who bears the costs?

Legal incidence alone rarely, if ever, determines who ultimately bears the costs of a particular
tax, especially in the long run.  For example, the business may be able to pass some of the tax
increase forwards onto its customers through the price of the products that it sells.

The extent to which a business can do this depends on the level of competition in the industry
where it operates (as reflected by what economists call the elasticities of demand for and
supply of that firm's product).  In several submissions, including that from the Australian
Retailers Association – Victoria, it was claimed that because of very intense competition in
particular industries, it is virtually impossible for a business to pass on a tax increase.  However,
it can also be argued that even in a very competitive industry, the tax cost can be fully passed
forward if industry prices can change without greatly affecting demand, and industry supply can
easily adjust.

If the customer is the final consumer of the goods or service, they ultimately bear the cost
associated with that component of payroll tax that is passed forward.  When the purchaser is
another business, the goods or services (including the component of payroll tax that is passed
forward) becomes an input into the production process (and cost) of the goods or services
provided by the second business.

Those goods or services may, in turn, be sold either to final consumers or to other businesses
and so on, until the component of payroll tax that was passed forward eventually finds its way
into final consumption.

Where the initial incidence of the additional tax falls on a firm that produces capital equipment
or consumer durables, the full effect of this transfer could take months or even years to find its
way through to consumption.  Nevertheless, the costs associated with the payroll tax increase
are often passed on to a number of firms bearing little or no legal incidence of the payroll tax
rate increase.

Besides passing the costs of the payroll tax increase forwards, the business may be able to
pass some of the cost of the payroll tax increase backward to its employees.  It can do this by
reducing the number of hours worked by its staff, by paying lower wages or by some
combination of the two.  The precise impacts in a given case depend on the responsiveness (or
elasticities) of the demand for and supply of labour.

Why then, does business often argue that a payroll tax is a tax on jobs while a value added tax
or a GST is fully passed on to consumers?  Matt Crowe may have touched on a part of the
explanation when he wrote that 'the impact on jobs of replacing payroll tax with another broad-
based tax is likely to be small.  Although surveys often suggest that businesses would consider
hiring more staff if payroll tax were abolished, it is not clear whether survey respondents take
into account the changes in wages and prices that may also occur if the tax were abolished'.10

'Impurities' in the actual way that the payroll tax is levied may also contribute to this belief.  As
Murphy states, ' … this proposition (that payroll tax is a tax on jobs) assumes that the taxes in
question are 'pure', meaning that (they) are uniform and comprehensive. In reality, Australia's
payroll tax is not a comprehensive tax on labour income'.11  What Murphy is referring to is that
payroll tax, as it is presently levied, is less efficient than it would be if the threshold and
exemptions were removed.  In this case, there is some substance to the notion that payroll
taxes are less efficient than alternatives like the GST.

                                                     
10 Crowe M., ‘A Case for Payroll Tax’, a paper prepared for the Australian Taxation Studies program conference on
State Taxation: Repeal, reform or resignation, NSW Treasury, 11 June 1998.
11 Murphy C., Payroll Tax: A Case Study in Making an Efficient Tax Inefficient, Econtech, a paper prepared for the
Australian Taxation Studies program conference on State Taxation: Repeal, reform or resignation, NSW Treasury, 10
June 1998.
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3.3   Incidence and Victoria’s major taxes

This section considers the legal incidence of the major state taxes — payroll tax, property taxes,
stamp duties and motor vehicle charges.

3.3.1  Payroll tax

Most of the submissions commenting on payroll tax describe it as a tax on employment.  By
contrast, much of the economics literature, including the paper by Ryan,12 concludes that
payroll tax in the longer run will have little effect on employment.  The reasons for these
contrasting positions are clarified below, together with an evaluation of some of the evidence for
and against each position.

(a) Payroll tax reduces employment

Business typically perceives payroll tax as a labour on-cost, with no second-round effects on
wage rates, workers’ compensation etc.  To an individual employer, this is a reasonable view.
From this viewpoint, all other things being equal, higher labour costs brought about by payroll
tax induce employers to save on labour, and reduce employment.

(b) Second-round effects

Economists take the analysis further and look at the second-round effects of an increase in
payroll taxes.  These effects work to offset the first-round employment losses from imposing the
payroll tax.  Three sets of second-round effects may be considered: via the government budget,
labour market adjustments and product market adjustments.

Budget effects

A rise in payroll tax increases government revenues which might be used to:

• reduce other taxes, such as stamp duties, thus increasing household disposable income
and business income; some of this larger pool of disposable income will be spent, thereby
creating more jobs to meet the increased demand;

• increase government expenditure (for example, on education) and in so doing, generate
more jobs;

• increase government saving with a consequent flow-on via lower interest rates, a lower
exchange rate and more confidence, all of which generate more jobs; or

• some combination of the above.

Labour market effects

In the short run, an increase in the payroll tax rate increases the cost of labour.  As a
consequence, firms may switch their production processes to more capital intensive inputs,
thereby reducing the demand for labour.  As the demand for labour decreases, employment is
reduced.  This is magnified as industry activity also lessens due to the higher input costs for
business.

                                                     
12 Ryan M., What future for payroll taxes in Australia?, Treasury Research Paper no.10, The Commonwealth Treasury,
Canberra, September 1995.
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In the medium and longer term, higher payroll taxes can be expected to result in lower rates of
increases in market wages and salaries than otherwise.  An increase in payroll tax reduces
employer demand for labour at each market wage range.  In the simplest competitive model,
where wages adjust to clear labour demand and supply, part of this downward shift in the curve
of the demand for labour results in a lower market wage than would otherwise exist.  That is,
employers pass some of the payroll tax back to employees as a lower market wage, or more
realistically, a lower rate of increase of market wages than otherwise, which in turn stimulates
employment.

Product market effects

Where firms have some control over the prices they charge, they are able to pass a substantial
component of the payroll tax to consumers, thereby reducing the impact on employment.

(c) The context

The most likely outcome will, of course, depend on the precise package of tax changes.

• Funding lower payroll tax with increases in other taxes in an approximate aggregate
revenue-neutral package is unlikely to significantly raise or lower employment once the
second-round effects are taken into consideration.  The employment-increasing effects of
lower payroll tax are offset by the employment-reducing effect of necessarily higher rates of
other taxes required to collect additional revenue.

• If Victorian payroll tax changes are not matched by similar changes in the other states, it is
less likely that Victorian tax changes will lead to second-round wage changes.  This
assumes continuation of strong wage relativities observed historically across the states.  In
this scenario, market wages will not respond much to Victorian payroll tax changes.

• If the other states mimic changes in Victorian payroll tax changes, it is more likely that
market wages across Australia will adjust and offset much of the initial effects of payroll tax
changes on labour costs and employment.

Tax reform is about longer-term structural changes.  Hence the primary focus should be on
longer term equilibrium effects of tax changes.  While this is not to deny the importance of
shorter-term adjustment problems and costs, the second-round medium and longer-term
adjustment effects must be included in an assessment of tax reforms to take effect for many
years.

3.3.2  Land tax and conveyance duty

There are a number of views on the legal incidence and the final or economic incidence of land
tax and conveyance duty rates, and their implications for equity and for efficiency or
productivity.  Land tax is based on the unimproved value of the land, while conveyance duty
applies to buildings plus land.  Economic analysis suggests that land taxes ultimately are borne
by landowners as a wealth tax and that there are minimal efficiency losses.  By contrast, the
analysis of Access Economics13 which is used as evidence by the property and insurance
industries, is based on assumptions that land tax falls on the output of industries using land as
an input rather than on the input itself.

                                                     
13 Access Economics, An Access Economics Study on the Distribution of Federal/State Financial Powers,
commissioned by the Western Australian Ministry of Premier and Cabinet, Perth, 1995.
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(a) Simple models before tax

Land is a given natural resource and, in a sense, its principal attribute is location.  Other
valuable attributes include soil fertility, minerals or climate.  By definition, property sites are land
in fixed supply, for example, the land on Collins Street, a suburban shopping centre, or a rural
property.  There is an important distinction to be made between the unimproved, or site value of
land, and capital improved value of land — for example, the buildings in Collins Street,
suburban shopping centres or the improvements on rural properties.

Land tax is typically calculated only on unimproved or site values (in this case, the unimproved
value).  By contrast, the investment in buildings and property improvements require labour and
capital inputs, the supply of these additions to property being sensitive to returns.

Taxation could use as a tax base either a measure of the flow of services (for example, the
annual rental return) or a measure of the stock value of the land (for example, valuation at a
particular date).  Since both the rental return and the land value are closely related, either base
can be chosen.  The market value of an asset providing a flow of services over time, in this
case land generating rental services, is the discounted value of the expected flow of future
revenue streams.14

The demand for a particular piece of land is a derived demand based on the best returns less
variable operating costs.  Figure 3.1 illustrates where the supply, S, is vertical or totally inelastic
reflecting the given natural endowment or location, and D is the derived demand for location.
Intersection of the D and S curves determines the annual rental, R.  Further, rental values and
land asset values are much higher for the central business district because demand is high
relative to supply, somewhat lower for suburban centres and very much lower for rural land.

Figure 3.1:  Simple model determining land rent

                                                     
14 More formally, a general expression is:
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where Vt is the asset value at time t,

E(Rt+i) is the expected rental income in year t+i, and

d is the discount rate.

If the future rental income is assumed to be constant at Rt, then (1) can be simplified to:
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Then, for example, if the annual rental return, Rt, is $100 and the discount rate is 10 per cent, the land asset is valued
at $1 000 (= 100/1).
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Land taxation

An annual land tax might be placed on the rental return, R, or on the land asset value, V.  If it is
levied on the landowner, then the landowner both pays the tax and bears the final incidence as
a fall in after-tax return.  To illustrate, using the same concepts as Figure 3.1, suppose a tax at
rate t is imposed in Figure 3.2, then OtAB is paid in tax, and the return to the landlord falls from
ORCB to tRCA.15

Figure 3.2:  Effect of annual land tax

Three other important observations can be drawn from Figure 3.2.  First, the land tax has no
flow-through effects to the downstream industry using the land.  The only effect is that the
landlord experiences a fall in after-tax returns.

Second, and associated, the fall in after-tax rental returns results in a one-off fall in the value of
the asset.16

Thus, current asset holders bear the entire burden of the land tax as a one-off windfall loss in
asset value.  Unless the property is sold, however, the loss is unrealised.

Third, even if the land tax is paid by the renter, the same final incidence follows.  A tax on the
renter becomes an additional cost which, in turn, drives down the derived demand curve D of
Figures 3.1 and 3.2 by the amount of the tax.  That is, the rent payable would fall by the tax,
from R to R(1-t), and the tax is passed back to the landowner as a lower return.17

                                                     
15 Assumes a gross rate of return.

16 Formally, the new asset value 
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17 In its modelling, Access Economics does not have a land input as such.  On their model, industries use only labour
and capital to produce products.  Access Economics evaluates the effect of a land tax as a tax on the industry output.
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Conveyance duties

Stamp duty on property transfers is a form of tax on the land value and the value of
improvements which is triggered only on the occasion of transfer of ownership.  It is less
frequently applied than an annual land tax, and the frequency will vary between different items
of property.

Stamp duty will have a similar incidence story as a land tax for that part of the property value
represented by the land value or unimproved value in the sense of a fall in the asset value.18

Those properties with more frequent ownership transfers will face a higher stamp duty tax
burden than those with a less frequent turnover.

For that portion of property values reflecting buildings and improvements, as opposed to the
land value or unimproved value, stamp duty becomes a tax on building and improvements.

(b) Efficiency effects

Land tax, so long as it is less than the annual rental income, will have a negligible effect on
decisions about the use of land or on decisions about production and consumption of products
using land as an input.  It simply redistributes location scarcity rents from the landlord to the
government.  In this sense, it is a desirable non-distorting tax with no efficiency losses.

Stamp duty on conveyancing, as a turnover tax, distorts decisions on the most appropriate
ownership and use of land.  It is payable only if there is a transfer of ownership.  The tax barrier
to transfer and change of use means some land is retained in less productive uses, for example
as a retail store rather than as a hotel or vice versa.

(c) Equity effects

Most of any increase or decrease in land tax and conveyance stamp duty is passed on as a
one-off change for the asset owner or landowner.  For most commercial property, the ultimate
individual owners are those with investments in property trusts, superannuation and life
insurance.  For residential property, owner-occupiers would bear the redistributional effects of
land tax changes.

                                                     

18 Formally, the asset valuation of equations (1) and (2), where 
11
tV  is the new value, is given by
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where E(Rt+i) is the expected rental return as before,
E(ST) is the expected stamp duty transfer,

m is the average number of years between property sales, and

E(ST)/m is the annualised average stamp duty burden.
Note that (4a) looks very much like (3) when t = E(ST)/m, as is required for aggregate tax revenue neutrality.
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3.3.3  Gambling taxes: electronic gaming machines

In Victoria, currently the Government restricts the number of electronic gaming
machines (EGMs) and also the number of businesses that own them.  There are also other
restrictions on minimum payout ratios.  The section discusses the economic or final incidence of
the tax when the levy or tax per machine is increased, with the levy initially paid either by the
venue operators, clubs, pubs and the Casino, or by the EGM suppliers, Tattersall's and
TABCORP.

(a) Initial situation

The supply and demand for EGMs is represented in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3:  Supply and demand for EGMs

MC represents the marginal cost per machine, assumed for simplicity as a constant.  Demand
for machines is a derived demand showing willingness of players to invest, less the operators'
marginal operating costs.  For simplicity, it is assumed that players’ demand (depending on
payout rates, prices of other entertainment options, etc) does not change, nor do the operating
costs of operators.  Then D is the downward sloping derived demand curve for EGMs.

The Government restricts the number of EGMs to Q , a number less than competitive supply
and demand, and also less than the monopolistic or monopsonistic prices.19

Then, at this limited Q  of EGMs there is a rent of P1P2 per machine.  This might be distributed
in the following ways:

• all to venue operators, essentially acting as monopsonists.  Here venue operators buy
machines at MC and take all the scarcity rent;

• all to EGM suppliers acting as monopolists.  Here the EGM suppliers sell the limited

quantity Q  of machines at P2 and take all the scarcity rent; and/or

• some in-between position depending on relative bargaining powers (or regulatory decrees).

In Victoria, given that there are two suppliers and many venue operators, and that the suppliers
reallocate machines across venues to increase returns, it seems that (ii) is more likely, with the
EGM suppliers taking most of the rent.

                                                     
19 Monopoly power refers to the ability of a firm to profitably charge prices higher than marginal costs.  Monopsony
powers imply that the buyer is able to purchase goods at prices below their marginal value.
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(b) A demand shift

An increase in demand, for example because of taste changes, income growth or strengthening
of habitual gambling, shifts the demand curve upwards.

This results in a higher rent available for distribution between venue operators and EGM
suppliers.  The split of the higher rent depends on their relative bargaining powers, and in
Victoria the increased profits are likely to flow to the EGM suppliers.

(c) Increased tax per machine

A tax increase may be levied on:

• EGM suppliers, causing the MC to rise to MC1 = MC + T, where T is the tax increase; or

• venue operators causing their derived demand D to fall to D1 = D - T, where T is the tax.

In both cases the rent per machine falls by the amount of the tax T.  Note that the price to
machine players and the total number of machines remain unchanged.

Who pays the tax, the operators or the machine suppliers, will also depend on the relative
bargaining powers of the two groups.  It seems reasonable to conclude that:

• the tax will be shared in a similar ratio to the current split of the scarcity rent; and

• the final or economic tax incidence will be similar whether the tax legally is paid by the
venue operators or by the EGM suppliers.

The Committee considered the structure of the electronic gaming machine industry in Victoria,
in particular the bargaining power inherent in the capacity for the EGM owners, TABCORP and
Tattersall's, to relocate machines between venues.  The Committee also noted that the
Government has imposed some restrictions on this capacity to relocate machines from less
profitable to more profitable venues.  Such controls imply that monopolistic rents will also be
constrained.  The Committee nevertheless concluded that, whatever the magnitude of any
monopoly rents in Victoria, these are likely to be received by the owners of EGMs, rather than
the venues.

3.3.4 Stamp duties

The legal incidence of stamp duties typically falls on the person purchasing the asset involved.
Where the purchaser is a business, the legal and economic incidence of the tax may diverge if
the business has some flexibility in passing on the burden of the tax.  If the purchaser is an
individual, he or she bears the full burden of the tax.

The time frame in which the tax burden is shifted from business to individuals varies
significantly, particularly if the burden is shifted from one business to another before it reaches
individuals.  Similarly, if the business passes the tax back (by lowering the return to an input
provided by another business), again it will take longer for the tax burden to be shifted to
individuals.

The initial effect of a business passing on some part of the tax burden to other businesses, the
owners of business inputs used in production, and consumers, is called the ‘first-round’ effect of
the stamp duty.  Ultimately, however, all business taxes are passed through to owners,
consumers or individual employees, so that all of the tax is eventually passed through to
individuals.  These ‘second-round’ effects of the stamp duty may take place over a significant
period of time, and are distinct from the shorter-term, first-round effects.
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A study conducted by the New South Wales Tax Task Force found that ‘the proportion of stamp
duties on contracts and conveyances whose legal incidence is on business could be expected
to have an effective (economic) incidence similar to that of company income tax’.20  The study
concluded that, in aggregate, ‘stamp duties may well be significantly regressive in their impact,
although the pattern of impact could vary substantially from duty to duty’.

Although the structure and rates of Victorian and New South Wales duties are different, they
are broadly comparable in their design and scope.  In particular, it would be difficult to argue
against the notion that Victorian duties are regressive in aggregate, particularly given the New
South Wales findings.

In a separate paper, the Melbourne Institute of Applied Economic and Social Research
modelled the first-round incidence of Australian indirect taxes for 1992-93.21  This model found
that over half Australia’s tax incidence is passed on to business inputs in the first round,
implying that business bears a significant proportion of the tax burden in the short run.
However, this model assumes that all cost increases attributable to indirect taxes are fully
passed forward to purchasing industries or final demand.

By contrast, Lambert and Warren use a different model to estimate the proportion of the final
tax burden borne by residents and non-residents.22  Using different assumptions, they estimate
that, after all second-round effects have been accounted for, 5.4 per cent of the final burden of
stamp duties in Australia was borne by non-residents in the year 1996-97.

There is a lack of data on the incidence of state taxation in both Victoria and other states in
Australia post-GST.  It is expected that the dispersion of the tax burden varies substantially
among businesses in Victoria.  The economic incidence of stamp duties depends not only on
the ability of the individual business to shift the tax burden, but on the elasticities of industry
demand and supply.23  Economic incidence does not remain constant.  As demand and supply
elasticities and other market conditions vary over time, so will the economic incidence of the
State stamp duties imposed.

3.3.5  Motor vehicle charge

Approximately half of the new motor vehicle purchases in Victoria are for business fleet use.
Nevertheless, this figure may understate the true proportion of new vehicle purchases made by
business given smaller operators also purchase vehicles (but not through fleets), and that some
purchases are made for both personal and business use.

On the other hand, vehicle purchases made by a business may in fact be part of employee
remuneration packages and are thus effectively designated for personal use.  Furthermore, in
some instances, depending on the terms of the employee’s package, the employee may
become liable for some or all of the motor vehicle taxation payments due.  In this case, it is the
employee who will bear the taxation burden, even where the vehicle has been purchased by a
business.

                                                     
20 Review of the State Tax System, New South Wales Tax Task Force, D. West, Government Printer, NSW, August
1988.

21 Scutella R., Calculating the Final Incidence of Australian Indirect Taxes, Melbourne Institute of Applied Economic and
Social Research, The University of Melbourne, 1997.

22 Lambert S. & Warren N., STINMOD-STATAX: A Comprehensive Model of the Incidence of Taxes and Transfers in
Australia, National Centre for Social and Economic Modelling, University of Canberra, March 1999.

23 Even where firms have limited ability to pass on the tax burden, if industry demand is relatively inelastic compared to
supply, then the burden can be passed forwards through market price adjustments.
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Motor vehicle taxes can be categorised into three main forms:

• an annual registration fee per vehicle owned;

• stamp duty payable on the purchase of a vehicle; and

• an annual duty on the value of compulsory third party insurance premiums.

The annual registration fee involves a lump sum payment, which varies between light and
heavy vehicles, while the duty on third party insurance is also a lump sum amount determined
by the risk of the suburb in which the owner resides. By contrast, the duty payable on the
purchase of a new vehicle is levied at a progressive average rate on the market value of the
vehicle.

Similar to other stamp duties, duty on the transfer of motor vehicles is paid by the buyer when
the vehicle is purchased.  Even though the buyer is legally liable for payment, where the
purchaser is a business the burden may be shifted to other businesses and/or individuals
depending on market conditions.  The same is true for other motor vehicle taxes, such that the
final burden resides with either resident or non-resident individuals in the longer term.24

Differences in the structure of the three motor vehicle taxes have an important effect on legal
and economic incidence.  In particular, lump sum fees typically tax small and large businesses
in proportion to their overall contribution to the economy.  However, the same cannot be said for
the progressive rate duty, which is expected to tax larger businesses relatively more heavily
than smaller businesses, assuming they purchase more expensive vehicles.  As a
consequence, it is plausible to suggest that in the short run, larger businesses are likely to face
a higher proportion of the retained tax burden, compared to smaller businesses, given that
stamp duty payments constitute a large share of total motor vehicle tax payments.

For individuals, the impact of State motor vehicle taxes is probably regressive, in that
individuals typically pay more taxes in the form of annual lump sum payments as compared to
once-off payments for duty on vehicle purchases.

                                                     
24 According to a study conducted by Lambert and Warren, 2.5 per cent of the motor vehicle tax burden in Australia was
passed on to non-residents in 1996-97.
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4: Principles of good tax design
A good business tax system will not distort business decision-making by, for example,
penalising certain kinds of economic investments.  A poor tax system, by contrast, will
encourage business to consider tax issues ahead of other criteria for investment.

From a government perspective, taxes are both a policy tool for economic management and a
prime source of revenue.  Also from a government perspective, taxes can be effective in
discouraging certain activities that have negative consequences for the community as a whole.

The large number and complexity of state taxes increases the likelihood that the system as a
whole will distort business decisions, without necessarily meeting government policy objectives.

4.1   Criteria for evaluating state taxes

A superior tax system would score well on efficiency, competitive neutrality, equity, cost
effectiveness, resilience/buoyancy and transparency.

4.1.1  Efficiency

In an efficient tax system:

• taxpayers have limited scope to rearrange their affairs or re-configure transactions to
materially alter the tax consequences;

• the same business decisions are made pre-tax and post-tax;

• risk taking and innovation are not discouraged;

• economic restructuring is not hindered; and

• the choice between private sector and public sector provision should not be distorted by tax
considerations.

A neutral tax system is highly desirable.  Tax design needs to consider that:

• for a given revenue target, broad-based taxes with low, uniform rates are to be preferred to
narrow-based ones (including few concessions or exemptions) and those with high and
variable rates.  A  narrow base means higher rates and greater efficiency losses, and
greater incentives for avoidance;

• distortions and disincentive effects will be least where the least total tax revenue is raised;

• in special circumstances, non-uniform tax rates may promote more efficient consumption
patterns;25

• conversely, uniformity helps to minimise compliance and administration costs; and

• where similar activities or substitute products are taxed differently, substantial behavioural
changes can be expected when the tax rate is significant (for example, state debits tax only
applies to withdrawals from bank accounts with cheque drawing facilities, and not to other
accounts including certain savings accounts).

                                                     
25 Also, in principle, when not all activities can be taxed for practical reasons, the optimal tax literature suggests non-
uniform taxation (Ramsey taxation).  The optimal tax literature arguments are limited for the broad land tax and payroll
tax systems favoured by the Committee.  Activities associated with external costs would face a higher tax rate, and
those with external benefits would face a lower tax rate.
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4.1.2  Competitive neutrality

A competitively neutral tax system ensures that:

• it does not discriminate between business location, form, functions and transactions;

• tax does not create an imbalance across competitors or industries; and

• taxpayers in similar circumstances bear a similar tax burden.

4.1.3  Equity

Many economic commentators support the view that the redistributive functions of the tax
system are best addressed at the Commonwealth level.  However, the ultimate impact of
taxation on different groups is difficult to interpret without examining the economic incidence of
taxes and the distributional aspect of Government spending.

Exclusion of a class of taxpayer from tax liabilities is inequitable.  For example, the principal
place of residence exemption from land tax causes a bias against property used for rental and
commercial purposes.

Applying a standard levy regardless of capacity to pay may be considered to be regressive (for
example, financial institutions duty and debits tax are imposed on a transaction value which
may not be correlated to wealth).

4.1.4  Cost effectiveness

In a cost-effective tax system:

• the policy intent of tax law is transparent, and the tax regime is administered in a
straightforward and consistent manner; and

• tax compliance and enforcement costs are modest in relation to revenue raised.

Accordingly, the tax system should include a clear and unambiguous definition of the tax base
and simple means of collection.  Administration and compliance costs should be as low as is
compatible with the other objectives of the tax.

The major factors impacting on compliance costs are:

• the complexity of calculating tax liabilities, for example, thresholds encourage taxpayers to
re-arrange their affairs so as to minimise their tax obligations;

• the lack of clarity in legislation and the consequential need for external services (legal and
accounting advice);

• staff time taken to ensure compliance for businesses operating in more than one state;

• the degree of interstate harmonisation of tax bases and rates; and

• the extent of record-keeping and systems requirements beyond normal accounting or
management standards.
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Administration costs include:

• collecting the revenue, including maintaining and improving collection systems;

• monitoring the tax regimes and advice to government;

• educating and informing taxpayers;

• processing returns and issuing assessments;

• enforcement and debt recovery; and

• ancillary/support services.

4.1.5  Buoyancy

Governments require revenue that is certain over time to enable their expenditure needs to be
met.

The long-term revenue growth from the existing mix of state taxes is not guaranteed.  Further,
the performance of individual taxes can be erratic, and short-term revenue variability has been
significant in the past.

In a buoyant tax system:

• the revenue yield from the tax regime is sustainable and not subject to wide fluctuations;

• the tax regime accommodates the effects of market redefinition, substitute transactions
and/or products, and new ways of doing business; and

• tax revenues are broadly based and strongly linked to growth in the economy.

Secure revenue growth facilitates fiscal management, because government can better meet the
costs of providing services.

4.1.6  Transparency

Part of good tax design is to ensure that the tax system is transparent.  This means that the
underlying purpose and principles behind the design of a tax are clearly identified.  It should be
clear what is being taxed, who is liable, and how their liability is calculated.

Much of the tax legislation in Victoria is not only complex, but lacks a statement of intent.
Simplifying the tax system and outlining the principles of good tax design can improve
legislation to the point that businesses are more aware of its objectives and requirements.
Clear legislation with minimal hidden implications will reduce both tax avoidance and the
administrative burden.

The Committee considers that greater transparency will not only improve the efficiency of the
tax system, but is consistent with a commitment to equal and fair treatment of businesses.

4.1.7  Conclusion

As a generalisation, applying a tax reduces efficiencies and hinders economic growth.
However, some taxes are less damaging than others.  Further, while the first-round effects of
taxation reduce private spending and may distort decision-making, the fundamental purpose of
taxation is to raise revenue for government spending.
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On these criteria, a preferred tax would:

• raise the target amount of revenue with minimal impact on behaviour;

• treat taxpayers equally;

• be administratively simple to collect;

• impose low compliance costs on taxpayers, and provide no opportunities for tax avoidance;
and

• ensure revenue stability.

In practice, no single tax is likely to score well on every criterion, and some tax design
objectives may be mutually exclusive.  For example, anti-avoidance measures can make
administration complex, while progressive rate structures can achieve equity objectives but
significantly distort decision-making.

In addition, under the federal framework, there is a need to recognise:

• the potential for different levels of government to tax the same bases (and the implications
of this for forward planning and long-term revenue);

• the desirability of having reasonably consistent tax frameworks across the same levels of
government (and the implications for multi-state businesses); and

• the opportunities for, and costs of, tax competition between jurisdictions (which is
particularly relevant to mobile tax bases).

A number of submissions to the Review raised tax design principles.  For example, the
submissions from the Real Estate Institute of Victoria and the Insurance Council of Australia
proposed that the Committee apply the tax criteria of economic efficiency, equity and simplicity
to assessing the current tax system.  
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4.2   Evaluation of state taxes

Applying the criteria discussed above, major strengths and weaknesses of each major State tax
are presented in the following tables.26  The taxes have been ranked from best to worst.

4.2.1  Land tax

Positive Negative

In theory, the most efficient tax.  Unlike labour and
capital, the supply of land is fixed and cannot
change in response to a tax.  So long as the tax
base is site value rather than improved value, land
tax will not discourage land development;

In theory, the tax falls only on holders of the land
at the time of the imposition or increase of the tax.
The present value of tax liabilities is incorporated
into the value, so it is similar to a lump sum tax
and therefore efficient;

Land tax is to some extent a tax on wealth.  Also,
it allows the community to share in increases in
wealth resulting from increased value of land,
which in turn may result directly from public
investment in surrounding infrastructure;    

Unlike stamp duty, it does not impede the turnover
of property;

Low compliance costs for taxpayers; and

An immobile tax base – ideal for sub-national
governments.

Efficiency is diminished in practice as a result of
exemptions provided to residential and primary
production land;

In practice, the narrowing of the base has been
associated with steeply progressive tax rates in
some cases – a proportional rate structure would
be more efficient;

Since tax obligations are not related to the
revenue stream generated by the relevant assets,
those liable to the tax may experience cash flow
difficulties – asset-rich, income-poor taxpayers;

Revenue is volatile, reflecting asset price
fluctuations in commercial property;

High administrative burden and collection costs,
and when land data costs (valuation, use, etc) are
included, the tax is expensive to apply; and

Land tax is a discriminatory tax on wealth because
it applies to only one dimension of wealth
(ownership of land assets).

                                                     
26 The evaluation of the pros and cons of particular State taxes is based on work completed in 1998 by State Treasury
officials.
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4.2.2  Payroll tax

Positive Negative

Potentially a very broadly based tax;

The economic impact of a broadly based payroll
tax is likely to be akin to broadly based
consumption taxes;

Low collection and compliance costs;

A growth tax – unlike some state taxes, it grows
broadly in line with growth in the economy and the
workforce;

Relatively immobile base – suitable for
sub-national governments so long as a degree of
policy uniformity is maintained; and

While differences exist at present, national
harmonisation of the tax base would not
technically be difficult to achieve.

In practice, efficiency and complexity are all
adversely affected by the small business threshold
and the exclusion of labour income to employers
and the self employed. But payroll tax is still a
more broadly based tax than many state taxes;

The threshold is also likely to mean that payroll tax
currently impacts relatively more heavily on the
tradeables sector.

The existence of the threshold may also inhibit job
growth at the margin where medium-sized
businesses expand to levels which push them
above the threshold;

A broadly based consumption tax clearly has
broader coverage by extending the tax burden to
small business activities, but this is only due to the
existing policy positions adopted by the states to
provide substantial tax-free thresholds;

The present lack of harmonisation between states
adds to complexity for nationally operating
businesses;

Past interstate competition on small business
thresholds has progressively eroded the tax base,
necessitating higher rates and reducing the overall
efficiency of the tax; and

The community perception is that payroll tax is a
'tax on jobs and exports'.  Other perceived
deficiencies of payroll tax include discrimination
against labour intensive industries; tax liabilities
have no link to capacity to pay; and as an indirect
tax, payroll tax is inflationary.

4.2.3  Gambling taxes

Positive Negative

Generally, gambling taxes are relatively efficient in
a technical sense – reasonably inelastic demand
means that gambling levels are not affected much
by the imposition of tax.  Any reduction might be
viewed favourably because of the social costs of
gambling;

Gambling is voluntary in nature, with the players
usually aware that government revenue collected
from gambling is significant;

The imposition of tax transfers a share of operator
profits to the community;

Relatively simple tax; and

A growth tax.

Mobility is likely to increase as a result of
electronic gambling (international mobility).
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4.2.4  Motor vehicle registration fees

Positive Negative

Registration fees are a quasi road-use access
charge, and when combined with appropriate user
charges (which also allow for external factors),
registration fees can form an essential component
of an efficient tariff structure;

Fairness is enhanced by the fact that vehicle
ownership is fairly broadly based and ownership
and turnover are unlikely to be impacted
significantly by the imposition of annual charges at
current levels; and

Relatively simple tax.

It can be argued that registration fees impact in a
sub-optimal way, reflecting divergence between
the population of taxpayers and access to relevant
infrastructure.

4.2.5  Stamp duty on residential conveyances

Positive Negative

In the absence of equivalent revenue being raised
by a land tax on residential property (largely
because of owner-occupier exemptions), retention
of stamp duty on residential conveyances could be
justified as an appropriate second best solution;

Stamp duties on residential conveyances are
progressive and the tax could be viewed as a
wealth turnover tax;

Relatively simple tax; and

Not a highly mobile tax base.

Stamp duties do not rate highly on efficiency
grounds.  Housing turnover may be somewhat
reduced and thus housing stock will be less well
matched to emerging household needs than would
otherwise be the case;

High transactions costs on turnover of residential
housing stock may encourage over-investment in
existing residential housing (e.g. owners may elect
to renovate/extend rather than move to more
appropriate housing as a consequence of
transactions costs); and

Stamp duties on residential conveyances may
impair regional labour mobility.

4.2.6  Stamp duty on general insurance

Positive Negative

Although applied to only one service activity
(insurance), because this service derives from
(non-land) property holdings, insurance duty could
in effect be a broadly based improved value
property tax; and

Relatively simple tax.

If rates are set too high, inefficiency is likely to be
increased (potential for under-insurance).
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4.2.7  Debits tax

Positive Negative

Provided it is levied on the broadest base at
uniform low rates, debits tax has the potential to be
relatively non-distortionary; and

Debits tax applies to a clearly defined set of
accounts, unlike FID, and is consequently easier to
administer.

Inefficient in practice — very narrowly applied only
to debits from accounts with cheque drawing
facilities;

Debits tax is a transactions-based tax which affects
business costs and ultimately relative prices in an
arbitrary manner;

Prima facie, its growth potential is limited as
cheques are replaced by electronic banking;

Since the tax base is mobile, debits tax is not
suitable for sub-national governments unless
nationally harmonised.  Debits tax may also be
subject to international mobility constraints; and

Debits tax tends to be regressive in practice.
Current rate structures impose relatively high tax
liabilities on relatively low-value withdrawals.

4.2.8  Financial institutions duty (FID) (to be abolished from 1 July 2001)

Positive Negative

FID is applied to only one service activity (financial
transactions), but this in turn derives from a large
proportion of real activity in the economy, and
therefore the tax base could be argued to be a
broadly based one.

FID is a transactions-based tax which affects
business costs and ultimately relative prices in an
indeterminate and arbitrary way;

Tax design is complicated by high-value,  low-
margin transactions;

FID is applied to a highly mobile base, unsuitable
for sub-national governments;

FID involves relatively high collection costs;

FID obstructs development and the adoption of
more efficient banking practices, such as use of
electronic banking facilities because disaggregated
transactions of high value are taxed more than
aggregated transactions which benefit from a cap
on tax liability; and

Financial taxes generally are likely to be a falling
source of revenue as the globalisation of capital
markets continues.
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4.2.9  Stamp duty on motor vehicle registration and transfers

Positive Negative

Reasonably simple tax; and

A form of wealth turnover tax.

Relatively inefficient — a narrow transactions-
based tax which is likely to dampen purchases of
motor vehicles relative to other goods and services.

4.2.10  Stamp duty on business and financial instruments

This duty applies to non-residential conveyances and mortgage duties, cheque duty and share
duty.

Positive Negative

While a narrowly based tax, in terms of initial
incidence, the impact of conveyance duty on the
traded goods and services sector is likely to be less
than the non-tradeables sector.  Much revenue is
likely to be sourced from office building and retail
sector transfers.

Relatively inefficient – the stamp duties are
typically applied to narrow bases.  As a result, the
taxes are likely to have an adverse impact on
investment decisions, and impede turnover of
commercial property, with ultimately indeterminate
or arbitrary price effects;

Compliance costs can be steep, largely because
the taxes are very complex and likely to become
more so in future in order to keep pace with
modern business practices, including greater
importance of transfers of intangible property;

The increasing internationalisation of capital
markets offers greater opportunities to avoid taxes
on capital transactions, particularly share transfers.
Heavy reliance by the states on taxing mobile
transactions may be a significant impediment to
Australia's international competitiveness in financial
services;

The lack of harmonisation between the states adds
to the complexity of tax compliance for nationally
operating businesses; and

Revenues are volatile, reflecting asset price
fluctuations.

4.3   Productivity Commission assessment

In May 1998, the Productivity Commission released an analysis of state taxes and various
reform options, Directions for State Tax Reform.27  The report assessed each of the major taxes
against the criteria of efficiency, equity, stability, administration and compliance costs, and ease
of avoidance and evasion.  The results of the Commission's analysis are set out in Table 4.1.

                                                     
27 Gabbitas, O. and Eldridge, D., Directions for State Tax Reform, Productivity Commission Staff Research Paper,
AusInfo, Canberra, May 1998.
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Table 4.1:  Productivity Commission assessment of main state taxesa
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Payroll tax *** ** * *** * ** **
Land tax * *** *** * * * *
Municipal rates * ** *** * N/E * *
Conveyancing duty ***** **** ** * * ** **
FID ***** ** ** ***** * * **
Bank account debits tax ***** ***** ** ** * *** *
Marketable securities duty ***** *** ** ** * ** **
Loan securities duty ***** **** ** ** * ** **
Other stamp duties ***** **** ** ** * ** **
Petroleum franchise fees:
- Leaded
- Unleaded
- Diesel

*
*
*

****
****
****

*
*
*

**
**
**

N/E
N/E
N/E

*
*
*

*
*
*

Tobacco franchise fees *** **** * ** ** ** **
Liquor franchise fees:
- Normal strength beer
- Low alcohol beer
- Wine
- Spirits

**
**
**

*****

****
****
***
****

**
**
**
**

**
**
**
**

**
**
**
**

**
**
**
**

**
**
**
**

Source: Gabbitas, O. and Eldridge, D., Directions for State Tax Reform, Productivity Commission Staff Research
Paper, AusInfo, Canberra, May 1998.

Shaded cells indicate guesstimates.
N/E – not estimated.

Efficiency: * 0-10 cents; ** 10-20 cents; *** 20-30 cents; **** 30-40 cents; ***** 40 cents & over.
Equity: * progressive; ** proportional; *** mildly regressive; **** regressive; ***** highly regressive.
Administration and Compliance costs:   * low;     ** medium;     *** high.
Stability:  * one and over;    ** less than one.
Avoidance and Evasion:   * low;    ** modest;    *** high.

(a) As currently implemented.
(b) Ability to avoid paying the tax through legal means (e.g., moving or changing the type of transaction).
(c) Ability to avoid paying the tax through illegal means, taking into account the ease of detection by State Revenue

Office.

Conclusion

The conclusion to be drawn from each of these analyses is clear:

• the ranking of individual taxes may vary, and the rankings are subject to change as a result
of the implementation of the intergovernmental agreement on the GST between the states
and the Commonwealth;

• the consistent message of each analysis is that stamp duties and transaction taxes
generally are the most distorting of all state taxes; and

• land tax and payroll tax – if applied on a broad base and with a flat rate – are potentially the
most efficient of all existing state taxes.
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5: The shape of Victoria's future tax
system
Taking into account business views and the principles of good tax design, the Committee
recommends the abolition of the least efficient taxes (subject to the fiscal constraints set by the
Government).  It has therefore proposed the abolition of stamp duties affecting business.
Taken together, the Committee's proposals – and the pre-existing commitments to abolish
financial institutions duty, debits tax (subject to review by the Commonwealth-State Ministerial
Council) and stamp duty on marketable securities – mean that a total of fourteen taxes worth
$2.3 billion in 1999-2000 could be abolished in Victoria between 1 July 2001 and 1 July 2005.

This chapter provides further detail on individual taxes and how key elements of the
Committee's proposals differ from the current arrangements.

5.1   Land tax

A flat-rate tax on the unimproved value of land, with no threshold, is highly efficient:

• the fact that land is relatively immobile means that the tax base can only be transferred
from person to person and not out of the State;

• liability for land tax is largely unavoidable;

• it is fully capitalised into the price of the land, which is set by market forces;

• it cannot in theory be passed on as a higher rent to a lessee because the rent a lessee is
willing to pay reflects demand, and this is not affected by land tax; and

• land tax can also be viewed as a means of capturing benefits that have accrued over time
to landowners through the provision of publicly funded infrastructure which is connected to
or incidental to land (for example, public roads, gas, power, water and telephone services).

The Committee has concluded that there is scope for the State Government to place greater
reliance on an appropriately designed tax on the unimproved value of land.  However, efficiency
is maximised if land tax is imposed on a broad base and at a flat rate on the unimproved value
of all land.  In practice and over time, the land tax base in Victoria and most other states and
territories has been eroded and is inefficient.  A number of the difficulties with land tax were
brought to the Committee's attention during the consultation process.

5.1.1  Current land tax system in Victoria

In Victoria, land tax is an annual tax levied on the total unimproved value (site value) of all land
owned at midnight on 31 December in the year immediately preceding the year in which the tax
is assessed.  Tax is calculated on a calendar year basis and the State Revenue Office issues
assessments annually during the first half of the year.

At the present time, land is valued by municipal councils every two years, with valuations
undertaken progressively over a cycle.  To ensure that all taxpayers are assessed for tax based
on a common valuation date, values are adjusted by an equalisation factor determined by the
Valuer-General.  The equalisation factor reflects the average movement in land values within a
municipality between the last valuation date and the prescribed valuation date for the year of
assessment.  For 2000 assessments, the prescribed valuation date was 30 June 1998.  This
means that, at the time assessments are issued, the valuation is already more than 18 months
out of date.  In general, this means that current values are higher than assessed values.
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For land tax assessment purposes, individual land holdings are currently aggregated and tax is
levied on the aggregate value according to the following rate structure.

Rate structure

Unimproved value ($) Land tax payable, 2000

Up to $84,999 Nil
$85,000 - $199,999 $85 plus 0.1% of excess over $85,000
$200,000 - $539,999 $200 plus 0.2% of excess over $200,000
$540,000 - $674,999 $880 plus 0.5% of excess over $540,000
$675,000 - $809,999 $1,555 plus 1.0% of excess over $675,000
$810,000 - $1,079,999 $2,905 plus 1.75% of excess over $810,000
$1,080,000 - $1,619,999 $7,630 plus 2.75% of excess over $1,080,000
$1,620,000 - $2,699,999 $22,480 plus 3.0% of excess over $1,620,000
Over $2,700,000 $54,880 plus 5.0% of the excess over $2,700,000

In certain circumstances, corporations are treated as related and their land holdings are
grouped for land tax purposes.

Exemptions

There are a number of exemptions, including:

• principal place of residence;

• retirement villages;

• land used in primary production;

• mines;

• charities (for land used for charitable purposes);

• outdoor sporting clubs (other than racing clubs); and

• Crown land.

A concessional rate of tax or partial exemption also applies to other non-sporting clubs and
racing clubs, and a concessional valuation applies to heritage properties and properties where
conservation orders apply.

5.1.2  Business concerns with the current system

During the Review and in a number of written submissions, the view was expressed that
Victoria's land tax system, with its large number of steeply rising tax brackets, aggregation of
land holdings, and many exemptions, does not meet the good tax design criteria of equity,
efficiency, simplicity and transparency.

Bracket creep

In periods of rising property values, landholders can face much bigger increases in tax than that
attributable to the increase in property values alone.  This arises because of the interaction
between the various tax thresholds and the progressive rate scale and is often referred to as
bracket creep.  Including thresholds in the tax base results in rising average rates of tax as
property values increase.  The progressive rate scale results in rising marginal rates of tax for
landowners whose property increases in value and moves into a higher tax bracket.
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In either case, bracket creep represents a revenue windfall to the government in times of
inflation.  It is sometimes viewed as equivalent to an increase in the effective tax rate — but one
which has not been specifically authorised by legislation.  In that sense, there is a certain lack
of accountability to Parliament and it can seem to involve a lack of openness by the government
of the day.

There are a number of solutions to the problem of bracket creep:

• regularly reduce the rates to ensure that average amounts of tax remain unchanged; and/or

• index thresholds to movements in property values in an attempt to prevent landowners
from crossing into higher marginal rates of tax.

However, these are only partial solutions to the problem.  Rates and thresholds need to be
adjusted on a regular basis in order to prevent bracket creep occurring in the future.  An
alternative permanent solution to bracket creep is to have a single rate of tax and no thresholds
at all.  That way, the average rate of tax and the marginal rate of tax are the same and are
constant over time.

Aggregation

The need to aggregate the value of landholdings to calculate tax liabilities is a consequence of
the progressive rate scale.  Without aggregation, taxpayers would be able to reduce their tax
liability by splitting property holdings among associates or other related entities.  The current
land tax regime provides for the aggregation of property, but only where this is held by
companies.  However, there is no aggregation of property between associated entities who are
natural persons (individuals) or trusts, or between individuals and trusts and companies.  As a
result, properties of similar value attract different rates of tax, depending on whether the owner
is a natural person, a trust or a company.  The Committee received several submissions,
including that from the Property Council of Australia, on the perceived inequities of this
situation.

As well as being difficult to understand, the aggregation of property is more costly for the State
to administer than an alternative system, such as the local government rating system, which
assesses tax on individual properties.

Several submissions covered the incentive for landowners to disaggregate property holdings.
Feedback from the cameos commissioned by the Committee also confirmed that fragmentation
of landholdings was commonly used as a means of minimising land tax liability.  The magnitude
of this incentive to artificially structure property holdings is clearly related to the progressive rate
structure, that is, the more rate scales and thresholds there are, the greater the tax advantages.

To address these concerns, many organisations contributing to the Review suggested a
broader tax base with fewer rate brackets (CPA Australia), or preferably a low flat rate (Coles
Myer Ltd, Australian Bankers’ Association).  Most felt that aggregation should be abolished.
The Committee agreed with these sentiments.  However, the most preferred solution would be
a flat rate with no thresholds.  This would remove the need for revenue authorities to aggregate
properties to assess tax as well as removing the incentive for businesses to disaggregate
properties to minimise it.

Rate scale issues

The Committee considered that a flat rate with no threshold was appropriate for business
property — there is little economic justification for using a progressive rate scale to redistribute
income between high value business property owners and low value business property owners.
The only justification for a moderately progressive scale is as part of a transition from a severely
progressive scale to a flat rate.
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Progressive rate scales are typically appropriate where the tax system is to be used to achieve
redistribution across individual or household taxpayers.  This redistribution between taxpayers
is normally justified on equity grounds, where it is believed that social welfare may be improved
if income differentials are reduced.  In the case of business taxes, however, such redistributive
goals are inappropriate.  Generally, the relationship between size or type of business and
individual income is highly variable.  That is, redistribution has to focus on the individual
taxpayer rather than business.  For business, equity means the equal treatment of businesses.
A flat rate scale not only achieves this, but is more efficient and will be less distortive of
business decisions.

Property held for the purely recreational use of the owner (for example, a holiday home that is
never rented out and therefore earns no income) should continue to be subject to tax at the
existing progressive rate scale.  All other property, including negatively-geared rental or
investment property, would be taxed at a flat rate of tax with no threshold.

Valuation: site or capital improved?

The Committee received a number of suggestions favouring a move away from the site value to
the taxation of capital improved value. The advantage of this approach is the ability to integrate
the bases of land tax and local government rates.  There could be administrative savings
through the streamlining of revenue collection.  In addition, the use of a broader tax base would
enable the headline tax rate to be lowered further than for tax applying to an unimproved base.

Balanced against these advantages were a number of efficiency costs:

• all states and territories which impose land tax do so on the unimproved value.  Any
departure would make Victoria uncompetitive with the rest of the country and possibly lead
to a decline in property development in the State.

• while land is immobile and cannot respond to tax differentials, the same cannot be said of a
tax on improvements to land.  Landowners would be able to reduce their tax liability by
allowing their property to run down or by under-spending on repairs and maintenance.  In
the extreme, a tax on the capital improved value could encourage the holding of land for
purely speculative purposes.  On the other hand, a tax on unimproved land encourages the
owners to make the best use of their property.  It is wealth-enhancing and encourages
property development.

Therefore, while recognising some of the advantages of integrating land tax and local rates, the
Committee considered that the efficiency costs of moving in this direction were too high.

Exemptions to stay

The Committee reviewed the list of current land tax exemptions and concessions and decided
to make no recommendations for change.  However, at some future time, the Government may
wish to review the exemptions to confirm whether they are consistent with or contribute to
Government policy.

Administration

The introduction of a new flat rate of tax with no threshold removes the need to aggregate
individual land parcels and allows land tax to be assessed separately on each parcel.  This is
similar to the way local rates are currently assessed.  This should enable the revenue
authorities to use information already available on databases currently held by Land Victoria
and should reduce the need for data manipulation.

The current administrative arrangements where joint owners are assessed as a single taxpayer
and a rebate of tax is provided on any land separately owned by a joint tenant can now be
dispensed with.
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Transitional issues

Discussions with stakeholders revealed that property owners who bought property just before
the abolition of conveyance duty could be particularly disadvantaged by having to pay both
conveyance duty and possibly increased land tax.  This argument was used to justify the
provision of some transitional relief — perhaps through either a partial refund of conveyance
duty or a concessional rate of land tax.

Under the Committee's proposed package, there will be a range of winners and losers from any
one tax change.  The overall impact of the whole package is, however, critical.  Businesses
which lose in one area may win in others.  Pleas for transitional arrangements must therefore
be seen in the full context of reform.

Owners of low value parcels of land will see a reduction in wealth from the time any changes to
land tax are announced.  This is because the legal and economic incidence of the tax resides
with the landowner.  Losses or gains will occur with any tax changes.  The provision of
transitional relief in one area of the tax package begs the question about why relief is not
provided in other areas.  It also raises the question of whether some attempt should be made to
recover the unrealised gains in wealth from those who benefit from the package.

Any gains or losses due to the announcement of the reforms to stamp duty and land tax are
unrealised.  It is difficult to contemplate any compensation until the loss is crystallised.
Furthermore, over time unrealised losses are likely to be offset in nominal terms by inflation and
movements in interest rates.

If the Government was to provide transitional relief, the preferable mechanism may be a
staggered abolition of stamp duties and a similarly staggered increase in land tax rates.  This
would allow time for property prices to adjust and would spread unrealised losses over a longer
period of time.  An alternative would be to 'grandfather' properties under the current
arrangements until they change ownership.  This would be particularly complex to administer,
however, and would slow the process of eliminating stamp duties.

5.1.3  Land tax reform needed

The Committee sees land tax as a relatively efficient form of taxation and a source of revenue
that has been relatively under-used, particularly in Victoria.  However, the Committee
acknowledges the concerns raised in submissions and agrees on the need for major reform of
land tax.

Consistent with the Committee's overall theme of simplifying taxes, and the views of business,
the Committee favours a move towards a single, low rate of land tax on all business property,
regardless of its value.  As indicated previously, this also removes the need for aggregation of
land holdings.

It is also proposed that the metropolitan improvement levy, currently collected by water
authorities, is abolished and the needed revenue (around $70 million a year) collected as land
tax and included in the overall land tax rate.
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The key features of the Committee’s proposal for a new low, flat-rate land tax system would
include:

• a flat rate of tax of 2.89 per cent;

• the tax to be levied on all business property;

• no threshold;

• retention of all exemptions, including principal place of residence, primary production,
charities and clubs;

• retention of unimproved value (site value) as the basis for property valuation; and

• tax on all other non-exempt residential property which is non-income earning (such as
weekenders) should continue to be levied according to the existing rate scale.

Definition of 'business use' property for land tax and conveyance duty

To determine which tax rate should apply, the Committee proposes that property for business
use, including investment residential property which generates rental income, would be taxed at
a flat rate.  Residential or non-business use property which is not used for business purposes
would be taxed under the same provisions as the current land tax regime, with the existing
principal place of residence exemption applying.  Other exemptions, such as primary production
land, would also remain.

Test for determining whether a property is used for business purposes

The Committee proposes that the same definition of business use be applied to both land tax
and conveyance duty.  While different definitions would be possible, under the Committee’s
preferred definition of business use, a property will either be:

• liable for stamp duty if used for non-business purposes; or

• liable for land tax on an annual basis if used for business purposes.

Under this test, business purposes would include a business activity or an investment.  This
could mean, for example, that residential property that is an investment, such as rental stock,
would be eligible for the conveyancing duty exemption and liable for land tax.  In this sense, the
test would be broader than a distinction between residential and non-residential.

The majority of property would fit clearly into one category or the other, and could be readily
identified.  A principal residence will be exempt from land tax and subject to conveyance duty,
and industrial or commercial land will be exempt from conveyance duty but subject to land tax.
However, there would be certain instances that would increase complexity compared with
existing legislation – such as vacant land, which may be used for either business or residential
use, or the extent to which property would be exempt if there is mixed use or if intended use
changes after purchase.

Difficulty in defining 'business use'

There is no existing clear definition of 'business use'.  The Australian Tax Office takes a number
of factors into account to determine whether a property may be used for business or domestic
purposes.
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Where it is not obvious if a business is being pursued, the ATO relies on four key factors to
determine business status.  These are:

• profitability – profit is usually an indication that a business is operating;

• size – the bigger the operation, the more likely it is a business;

• effort – activities that involve substantial and regular effort generally constitute a business;
and

• business records – the maintenance of detailed business records is a factor in determining
the existence of a business.  This is obviously more transparent with the introduction of the
GST and the requirement for Australian Business Number registration.

When would 'use' be determined?

It is suggested that 'use' would be determined at the point that the property is transferred, or
when possession is taken.  At that point, the purchaser would nominate the purpose to which
the property would be put.  That is, as:

• principal residence;

• principal residence, but with business activity conducted on a part of the land;

• residence used for investment purposes, that is, rental income; or

• second residence, not used for business, for example, a weekender.

For business property, the purchaser would be required to indicate the type of land use (for
example, commercial or industrial or mixed use), and the date that business operations would
start, if they were not on-going.

The majority of properties do not change hands frequently.  For existing properties, the use
could be identified initially from information on the land tax database, which identifies principal
place of residence exempt properties.  However, there are a number of lower value properties,
that is, under $85 000, not identified as exempt.  As part of the transition to the new regime, the
use of these properties would have to be determined to see if they should be taxable or not.

Business use — when exemptions may be necessary

Dual use: principal place of residence and business

Where a property is currently used as a principal place of residence and for a substantial
business activity, a proportional principal place of residence exemption applies to the extent
that the land is used for non-business purposes.  The main factors that are taken into account
in determining whether substantial business activity is involved, are:

• whether paid employees are engaged in business activities on the land;

• the amount of income derived from the business activity carried out on the land; and

• the proportion of the land that is used or allocated for business purposes.

On the face of it, employment of employees or contractors, other than relatives who would
normally live with the owner, would usually suggest that the land was being used for a
substantial business activity.  Substantial business activity is also considered likely if gross
income derived from business activity on the land is $30 000 or more per annum or if more than
30 per cent of the land is used for business activity (particularly if this area is used exclusively
for business).  A home office would not normally constitute a substantial business activity.
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Given that most business activity is only carried out in a small area of the principal residence,
most commonly the value of the area used for business purposes is less than the existing
$85 000 land tax threshold.  Therefore, very few of these properties are subject to land tax.
Those which are incur minimal amounts.

Vacant land

Where land is vacant, it could be subject to tax under both conveyancing and land tax regimes
unless an exemption is given based on intended use.  The use of the land could be determined
by the zoning applicable at the time of purchase — commercial or industrial use would be
considered business use.  Land zoned residential would not.  Land zoned for conservation
purposes would normally not be considered business use.  (Other options for determining use
such as existing use at the point of transfer or potential use are not recommended given that
use may change or the potential use may not come to fruition.)

5.1.4  Effects of proposed system

Revenue

With a flat rate of 2.89 per cent, revenue collected from land tax would increase from around
$475.4 million in 2000-01 to $1.57 billion in 2001-02.  This would be sufficient to fund the
abolition of all business stamp duties and the metropolitan improvement levy.

Numbers of taxpayers

There are currently around 130 197 land tax payers in Victoria.  This is projected to increase to
146 000 in 2001 and 148 000 in 2002.  Abolishing the existing threshold and maintaining the
current exemptions could potentially increase the number of taxpayers to around 377 000 by
2002, including about 240 000 with property holdings worth less than $85 000.  Allowing for a
large proportion of these properties being eligible for a principal place of residence exemption
and a further group being non-income earning residential properties subject to tax at the old
progressive rate scale, the number of taxpayers in the new flat rate land tax category could be
about 277 000.

The move to a flat rate of tax in 2002 would involve an increase in the tax paid by most
landowners.  However, some landowners – mostly those with aggregate holdings of more than
$3.8 million – will pay less than they would under the current rate scale.

Incidence: effects on taxpayers

Changes in land tax will have little effect on the rental return paid by businesses using land as
an input into production.  The principal effect is on the after-tax return to the ultimate owners of
the land.  Land tax is a wealth tax, not a tax on business activities.

There would be an increase in tax for most landowners with aggregate holdings of less than
$3.87 million.  In particular, landowners with aggregate holdings of less than $1 million
represent 90 per cent of taxpayers but currently pay only 10 per cent of the tax.  Under the
present scenario, this group would represent 98 per cent of taxpayers and pay about
70 per cent of the land tax revenue.

Reforms to land tax need to be considered alongside the abolition of stamp duty on business
conveyances and other stamp duties affecting business costs.  Property owners with high value
property holdings who conduct a large number of transactions would be expected to benefit —
for example, builders and property developers.  Some of the gains associated with the abolition
of stamp duties could be eroded by competition from new entrants, who are attracted into the
market by the removal of transaction taxes.
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Those with large property holdings subject to higher marginal land tax rates but relatively few
transactions will gain — such as property trusts, superannuation funds and life companies.  On
the surface, this would appear to be regressive.  However, to the extent that the reduction in
land tax flows through in higher returns to unit holders, fund members and policy holders on low
incomes, the overall incidence of a reduction in tax on high value property could be quite
progressive.

On the other hand, landowners with small to medium property portfolios held for business or
investment purposes will pay more land tax.  But the elimination of stamp duties, especially
property conveyance, would provide partial to full compensating offsets.  This group may seek
to rationalise their property holdings in order to reduce their potential tax liability.  Small
business operators who currently own their own premises may find that sale and lease-back
becomes a more viable alternative.  The abolition of stamp duty on commercial leases may also
make this a more attractive option.

Overall, the burden of a flat-rate land tax should fall on the owners of land.  The changes
proposed by the Committee therefore should result in a one-off change in the wealth of
landowners from the time the proposed reform is announced.  The effect of the measure would
be fully reflected in land values and there should be no impact on the rental value of property.
In a growing market, the longer the owners hold on to this land, and therefore delay realising
the wealth loss, the more likely they are to recover their original asset values.

Implications for retailers

The package of tax changes will affect all retailers, with the precise effect depending on
particular circumstances.

• There will be gains from a system than is simpler and less costly to comply with.

• The removal of stamp duty on general insurance, and agreed phasing-out of FID and the
debits tax (subject to review by the Commonwealth-State Ministerial Council) would lower
costs for all retailers as for other businesses.

• Elimination of stamp duties associated with rental duty, lease duty, mortgage duty and
liquor licence fees would lower costs for many retailers.

• Those with large payrolls (of over $515 000 a year) would benefit from a lower payroll tax
rate, and small and medium retailers will continue to be exempt from payroll tax.

• Simplifying the taxation of motor vehicles – a single registration fee replacing the present
fee and stamp duties on registration and transfer – together with no stamp duty on third
party and vehicle insurance, would be beneficial or neutral for retailers.

• Changes to the system of land tax and elimination of conveyance duty on business
property transfers would have mixed effects.

• Those who rent retailing space would be unlikely to experience much change in rent.
Rental rates reflect demand against a fixed supply of space, and demand would be little
affected by the package of tax changes.  Specific contractual arrangements may have
short-term effects, but in the medium term, market forces will ensure continuation of current
rent rates.  Over the longer term, the shift of the tax burden away from buildings to the
unimproved land value would raise the incentive to provide more and better retail buildings
and to lower rental rates.

• Where retailers are also landowners, the land tax – as a form of wealth tax – would affect
after-tax rent returns and land asset values.  Owners of large land holdings valued above
$3.8 million will experience a fall in the average rate of land tax, and all others will pay
more land tax, somewhat reduced by elimination of the metropolitan improvement levy.
Elimination of conveyance duty provides a direct benefit to buyers and sellers — a major
benefit for retailer landowners seeking to expand or restructure their land holdings.
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While most retailers can expect to experience lower State taxes and lower compliance costs,
there are some potential losers where the retailers also are small land owners.  For those
retailers, the extra land tax has to be compared with the benefits of elimination of conveyance
duty, elimination of stamp duties (including those on insurance) and lower compliance costs in
dealing with a simpler tax system.

Implications of tax reform package for retailers

Large retailer1 Small retailer1

Own shop Rent shop Own shop Rent shop
Land tax 2 — 0 + 0
Payroll tax — — 0 0
Stamp duties

Conveyance — — — —
Insurance — — — —
Mortgage — — — —
Rental — — — —
Lease — — — —

Liquor — — — —
FID and debits tax — — — —
Motor vehicle — to 0 — to 0 — to 0 — to 0
Compliance costs — — — —

+ denotes more tax      — denotes less tax      0 denotes no change

(1) For land tax, ‘large’ means grouped holdings of above $3.8 million;
for payroll tax, ‘large’ means an annual wage bill of more than $515 000.

(2) Includes metropolitan improvement levy.

Implications for investors in residential rental property

The after-tax yield on rental properties held over the longer term will generally show a decline.
This is because the benefit of the income tax deduction for negatively geared properties
diminishes over time as the loan amount, and hence the interest, reduces.

For properties valued at the lower end of the market and bought after 1 July 2001, the new
system will have little effect on after-tax yield over a holding period of around 20 years, even
though there will be a land tax liability for the first time.  The main effect on yield will occur in the
first four years and will in fact be positive, due to the benefit of abolition of conveyance duty.
Abolition eliminates what is a significant up-front acquisition cost and also reduces the size of
the loan required.  This feeds through over the time the property is held.  Overall, being liable
for land tax for the first time has little effect on yield.

For a similar property at the lower end of the value scale, bought before the introduction of the
new system, there will also be little effect on after-tax yield after 20 years.  However, when
investors become liable to land tax for the first time, they will incur a once-off negative effect on
the value of the property.  This is because the possible return on the investment is reduced by
the introduction of the tax.  Over the next four to five years following introduction, the value of
the property will be lower than its initial value, reflecting the ongoing tax liability.  However, this
will become less significant the longer the property is held.  It is important not to overstate the
initial 'wealth effect' of land tax, since property values are not determined solely by investors.
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5.2   Payroll tax

5.2.1  Background

Payroll tax levied at a flat rate with no exemptions is an efficient tax.  Its economic incidence is
likely to be very similar to that of a goods and services tax, with the ultimate burden of the tax
passed on as higher prices, ultimately paid by the consumers of goods and services.

However, Victorian payroll tax departs substantially from this ideal.  As with payroll tax in other
states and territories, there is a large tax-free threshold.  This gives a significant benefit to small
business, but because of the threshold, only a relatively small number of employers are legally
liable for the tax.  In Victoria in 1998-99, only 9 per cent of employers paid payroll tax.  They
can rightfully claim that they are paying too much, or at least bearing a disproportionate share
of the tax burden.  On the other hand, small businesses do not wish to lose their advantage in
not paying payroll tax.

The businesses that are most clearly affected are growing businesses, particularly those near
the current threshold of $515 000 per year.  For growing businesses, payroll tax increases
marginal costs significantly.  For example, a new employee paid $40 000 per year attracts an
annual payroll tax liability of $2 300 for businesses over the threshold.

5.2.2  Current system in Victoria

Payroll tax is imposed on employers on the basis of a common law, employer-employee
relationship.  It is based on the nominal value of total wages paid (or payable) to employees in
Victoria, or alternatively, on wages paid (or payable) outside Victoria for services performed
wholly or mainly in Victoria.

Wages comprise most forms of personal exertion income, such as salaries, bonuses,
commissions and allowances (whether in cash or in kind) paid or payable to an employee.
Other amounts, not ordinarily regarded as wages, may also be included — for example, fringe
benefits.

From 1992-93 to 1996-97, the tax rate applied to total wages paid above the threshold was
7 per cent.  In 1997-98 the rate was reduced to 6.25 per cent.  It was reduced in 1998-99 to
6 per cent, and again in 1999-2000 to 5.75 per cent.

The full threshold does not apply in all instances.  For example, a firm that operates in several
states will have its liabilities calculated with regard to the ratio of wages paid in Victoria to total
wages paid in Australia.  In addition, companies with common ownership are grouped for
payroll tax purposes.  Either one member of the group can claim the entire threshold, or the
benefit of the threshold is divided among several members of the group.

Over the last two decades, contract work has increased.  Victoria adopted relevant contract
provisions in 1984 and employment agent provisions in 1999 in an attempt to halt the erosion of
the payroll tax base arising from labour hire arrangements outside common law, employer-
employee relationships.  Under certain circumstances, these provisions deem amounts paid to
contractors and employment agents as wages.

5.2.3  Concerns with the current system

During the Review consultation process and in a number of written submissions and
discussions with peak bodies, payroll tax was clearly identified as the most important area for
State tax relief.
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Suggestions varied, depending on the size and location of the business.  Large businesses,
which bore large amounts of the tax, wanted large rate reductions.  In some cases, it was
suggested that these cuts should be funded by sharing the burden of the tax more equitably
across all employers.

By contrast, small to medium sized businesses at or around the threshold preferred an increase
in the threshold so that they could expand their activities without being caught in the payroll tax
net.

Abolition

There were several calls for complete abolition of payroll tax and the Committee supports the
broad thrust of these sentiments.  However, the main issue is one of timing.  Given that the
State currently raises around $2.5 billion each year from this tax, its abolition is dependent on
another equivalent level of revenue becoming available to replace it.  The GST is the most likely
candidate in the foreseeable future.

The perception of payroll tax as a tax on employment was widespread, although it was more
likely to be a comment made by small, rather than large business.  Evidence from the phone
survey and cameo studies supported this contention and pointed towards an incentive to
contract out rather than employ additional staff.  From a state perspective, contracting out
generates employment.  However, this incentive was more likely to affect smaller firms which
were either independent contractors or which have payrolls below $515 000.

The Committee concluded that the perception of payroll tax as a tax on employment was not
due to a fault with payroll tax itself but with its design and, in particular, with the threshold.  For
this reason, any attempt to improve the operation of payroll tax, short of total abolition, came
down to a question about what to do about the threshold.

Eliminate or reduce the threshold

Next to complete abolition of payroll tax, large businesses favoured the abolition of the tax-free
threshold and the spreading of the burden of the tax across all employers.  In revenue neutral
terms, removing the threshold, while keeping all other exemptions in place, would enable the
rate of tax to be reduced to around 3.7 per cent.  Applying the Government's proposed tax cuts
and other sources of revenue to payroll tax would further reduce the flat rate to below
3 per cent.  While recognising the merits of this suggestion, the Committee felt that the current
rate of tax was too high an impost on small business.

The Committee therefore investigated an intermediate option that involved a split rate of tax,
depending on the firm's size.  The top marginal rate of tax could be lowered to around 4.75 per
cent for payrolls above $515 000 and a new marginal rate of tax of 2 per cent applied to
payrolls between $100 000 and $515 000.  The main advantage of this proposal was that the
headline or top rate of tax would be below that of Queensland at the present time (therefore
becoming the most competitive payroll tax rate in the country).

However, under this option, a further 47 000 employers with payrolls below $515 000 would
have been brought into the tax base, although the amounts of tax payable would be modest —
60 per cent of new taxpayers being liable for less than $2 000 per annum.  Nevertheless,
adding a substantial number of new taxpayers to the base was seen to be inconsistent with the
Committee's long-term objective of abolishing payroll tax entirely.

Increase the threshold?

The Committee considered that, for any given amount of revenue forgone, reducing rates was
preferable to increasing the threshold.  For example, reducing the payroll tax rate from
5.75 per cent to about 5.30 per cent would cost about $213 million in 2001-02.  On the other
hand, increasing the payroll tax threshold from $515 000 to $1 000 000 would cost around $190
million.  At this threshold level, the payroll tax rate would need to be more than 6 per cent to
raise the same revenue as under the current arrangements.
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A 0.4 per cent rate cut delivers around a 7 per cent reduction in the payroll tax liability for about
14 200 taxpayers.  On the other hand, increasing the threshold exempts 4 400 taxpayers but
reduces the relief for taxpayers above the $1 000 000 threshold.

Raising the threshold has other disadvantages.  It reduces the amount of revenue collected,
forcing the Government to impose a higher rate on the smaller tax base.  The high tax rate
further aggravates the distortions created by the threshold, and the higher differential provides
even greater incentives for payroll tax avoidance schemes.

Exemptions and incentive schemes

There are a number of exemptions from payroll tax.  The concessions and exemptions, and the
total value amounting to $450 million in 1999-2000, consisted of the following:

• wages paid by public and non-profit hospitals ($134 million);

• wages paid by charities and public benevolent institutions ($94 million);

• redundancy and accrued leave payments on termination of employment ($50 million);

• wages paid by non-profit schools ($45 million);

• wages paid by Commonwealth Government departments and agencies ($37 million);

• wages paid to apprentices under an approved training scheme ($34 million);

• concession treatment of fringe benefits ($31 million); and

• wages paid by municipal councils ($19 million).

In addition, the value of the exemption for employers with payrolls below the $515 000
threshold amounted to a further $1.4 billion.

Apart from requests relating to the tax-free threshold, there were no submissions or other
representations made to the Committee on the removal of these concessions.

A number of submissions to the Review sought a specific payroll tax exemption or concession
to influence businesses to undertake one form of activity over another.  Three specific
suggestions were:

• to encourage businesses to employ more of the long term unemployed (submission by The
Victorian Council of Social Service);

• spend more money on research and development (the Australian Information Industry
Association); and

• support businesses in rural and regional Victoria (Sage Computer Support Pty Ltd).

The Committee does not recommend the use of payroll tax concessions to achieve government
economic and social objectives in areas such as industrial relations, education and regional
development.  While the tax system can be a very efficient tool to raise money, it is not the most
appropriate mechanism for government to assist particular groups or activities.

Only a small proportion of employers pay payroll tax, so any concession can only have an
impact on those employers who either currently pay payroll tax or would be liable for payroll tax
in the future.
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Evaluation of the effectiveness of such a concession is almost impossible, either before or after
the event.  For example, how many long-term unemployed would have been employed if there
had been (or had not been) a payroll tax concession?  How long would the employer have to
retain these staff in order to be eligible for such a concession?  If, subsequently, the employer is
forced to downsize, does this mean that the jobs of long serving employees have to be
sacrificed so that the employer can retain his or her concession?  It is clear in this case that an
inequity could be created between new and existing employees.

Similarly, how much research and development expenditure would the firm have undertaken in
the absence of a concession? The Committee felt that an appropriately defined and targeted
outlay program would have a better chance of achieving the desired outcome.

The position is even more complex when it comes to encouraging employment or lower labour
costs in regional areas through payroll tax concessions.  The problem is that most services are
capable of being delivered or performed in regional areas without employees being physically
located there.  The development of the Internet and e-commerce has the potential to make a
full range of goods and services available to consumers at an affordable cost regardless of
location.  For that reason, it is difficult to define or differentiate between a regional and a
metropolitan job.

In other words, if a concession were provided for 'regional' areas, it would be possible for firms
to arbitrarily allocate labour costs in such a way as to minimise payroll tax without having to set
a foot outside the metropolitan area.

5.2.4  Proposal for reform

The Committee sees payroll tax as an efficient form of taxation.  However, for a number of
reasons, the State is forced to rely too heavily on payroll tax as a source of revenue.  Access by
the State to the revenue from the GST will eventually rectify this problem — but only over the
longer term.  In the short to medium term, payroll tax will remain one of the principal revenue
sources for the State.

Notwithstanding these constraints, the Committee believes that it is important for the
Government to reduce marginal costs to business.  For employers, payroll tax is currently a
very significant marginal cost.  In a dynamic and growing economy, these costs must be
reduced.

The case for retaining the threshold was outlined above.  The Committee chose to focus on the
alternative of utilising rate cuts and revenue from other sources to drive the rate of payroll tax
down as low as possible.

In summary, the Committee proposes:

• an immediate reduction in the rate of payroll tax commencing from 1 July 2001.  Every 0.25
per cent reduction will cost around $125 million per year;

• retention of the existing threshold of $515 000;

• payroll tax rates be progressively reduced once GST revenues begin to have a positive
impact on the State's budget, leading to its abolition in the medium term;

• all other exemptions and concessions to remain unchanged; and

• harmonisation of definitions and collection mechanisms between payroll tax and
WorkCover with a view to minimising cost of compliance to business.
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5.2.5  Effects of proposed system

The current payroll tax base contains around 13 000 employer groups.  This will grow to a little
over 14 800 by 2001-02, to 15 700 in 2002-03 and about 16 400 in 2003-04.

5.3   Gambling taxes

5.3.1  Current regulation and taxation arrangements

High levels of taxation of gambling activities are common around Australia.  This reflects the
fact that gambling services are typically provided by a few suppliers, although the industry has
some examples of competitive market structures (for example, bookmaking and 'high rollers' at
casinos).  The Committee believes that it is not appropriate for the few suppliers of the major
gambling services to enjoy super profits, as this would effectively be private exploitation of the
monopoly rents that can be extracted from the gambling markets.

The range of gambling activities that are taxed is similar across the states.  Typically, the states
regulate gambling markets so that there are guaranteed minimum returns to gamblers (players).
This regulation contributes to the avoidance of exploitation of gamblers.

• In the case of electronic gaming machines (EGMs), Victoria's legislation requires a
minimum of 87 per cent of turnover to be returned to players as prizes.

• For totalisators, a minimum of 80 per cent of the amounts invested by punters in any one
totalisator must be returned to the punters as prizes.

• In the case of lotteries, Tattersall's (the monopoly provider) is required to return 60 per cent
of total subscriptions to subscribers.

The second instrument of state governments to avoid exploitation is the taxation of the
difference between the total amount gambled and the amounts returned to gamblers (largely
driven by regulation).  In Victoria, the net cash balance relating to EGMs is split between the
gaming operators, the venue operators and the Government.  Until 1 July 2000, the split was
one-third each, but the Intergovernmental Agreement on the Reform of Commonwealth-State
Financial Relations required the states to adjust gambling taxes to take account of the GST.
The current tax rate on EGMs operated by TABCORP and Tattersall's is 24.24 per cent.  The
states also obtain the GST revenue derived from EGMs, and a levy of $333.33 per EGM was
introduced by the Victorian Government in the Spring 2000 Parliamentary session to raise an
additional $10 million per year for extra funding of drug and alcohol programs.  The tax rate
which applies to EGMs at the Casino is 22.25 per cent (including a 1 per cent community
benefit levy).

The tax rate which applies to lotteries after adjustment for the GST is 31.66 per cent, and the
rate applying to wagering is 19.11 per cent.

5.3.2  Proposals for gambling taxation

The Committee has carefully considered the major forms of gambling in Victoria and the nature
of their regulation and taxation.  It has assessed the major gambling markets in the State
against the objectives that governments around the world typically use in relation to gambling.
These objectives involve protection of the interests of players by:

• regulation to ensure reasonable minimum returns;

• distribution of the remainder of the revenue according to shares which ensure that
gambling and venue operators enjoy normal (and not excessive) profits; and

• tax collections at levels that ensure the community, rather than the operators, enjoys the
monopoly rents generated in the markets.
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In most major overseas jurisdictions, the payout rate on gaming machines is legislated or
regulated at 80 per cent or more.  The taxation of the player loss on gaming machines is also
high in most overseas jurisdictions, reflecting the objective of governments to apply excess
earnings to the community's benefit.  In overseas lotteries markets, typically comprising large
regulated monopolies, the payout rate is substantial and the tax revenue of governments is also
large as they seek to ensure that monopoly profits are not excessive.

The Committee has taken into account the fact that the number of electronic gaming machines
which TABCORP, Tattersall's and the Casino are permitted to operate in Victoria is fixed at
30 000, and that there are substantial profits being derived by the three operators from the
EGMs.  There is no limit on the number of EGMs in New South Wales, but the per capita
expenditure on EGMs by players in Victoria is approaching the same level as in New South
Wales.  This is an indication that the earnings being derived by the operators from the average
EGM in Victoria are substantial.

The Committee considered an independent study of the gambling industry.  Based on the
results of this study and other publicly available data, the Committee considered that a further
levy of $4 000 per EGM per year would raise around $120 million per year, while preserving a
superior rate of return for EGM owners on their gaming machine assets.

Industry response

In a November 2000 joint submission in response to the Committee’s Interim Report,
TABCORP, Tattersall's and the Australian Leisure and Hospitality Group expressed several
concerns about any increases in gambling taxes.

1. First, the three organisations argued that gambling tax increases would be inequitable, that
they would further increase the Government's reliance on gambling taxes, and would be
distortionary.  However, the Committee believes that there would not be any adverse equity
effects if the Government was to accept the recommendation to increase the levy on
EGMs, as the players would be protected by the minimum payout ratio.  While the industry
currently offers a payout ratio which is greater than the legislated minimum, the Committee
believes that it would not be necessary for the operators to reduce the payout ratio closer
to the minimum, as they will still be earning sound profits and will enjoy the benefits of the
reductions in business taxes.  The increased levy on EGMs would increase the
Government's dependence on gambling taxes, but the Committee believes this would be
justified by the benefits to Victorian industry generally of facilitating substantial
improvements in the competitiveness of Victoria's business taxes.

2. Second, the joint industry submission argued that an increase in gambling taxes would be
retrospective in its impact as the gambling operators have invested significantly in venues
and products.  The Committee believes that the recommended increase in the levy on
EGMs would leave the EGM suppliers with a good return on their investments in this sector
of the industry.  As the minimum payout rate would be unaffected, the attendance of
players at venues should not change, and past investments should ensure that the EGM
suppliers' after-tax profits are maximised.

The way in which EGMs are allocated among venues suggests that most of the increased
levy on the machines will be borne by the suppliers and not the venue operators.
Suppliers reallocate EGMs to achieve maximum returns, and essentially leave venue
operators a normal return on funds invested in facilities for patrons.  In essence the
suppliers take most of the super profits on the Government-legislated maximum number of
EGMs.  By the same argument, the high levy will come from these super profits.

3. Third, the three organisations argued that gambling tax increases would have an impact on
gamblers.  The Committee believes, though, that the proposed increase in the EGM levy
will not impact on players, who would be protected by the minimum payout ratio.
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In a separate submission in response to the Interim Report, the Australian Hotels and
Hospitality Association put a case that gambling is already highly taxed and if gaming taxes
were to be increased, those people who choose gaming as a form of entertainment will be
contributing a disproportionately large amount to the taxation pool.  The Committee accepts that
the proposed increased EGM levy would mean that operators of EGMs would be paying a
higher proportion of State taxes than they do currently.  However, payouts from EGMs are
protected by the minimum payout ratios, and the Committee considers that it is appropriate for
super profits from EGMs to be returned to Government revenue.

In addition, the Committee has considered the overall profitability of the industry, and the
Committee believes that the additional levy on EGMs will apply only to super profits.  The
profitability of the industry is expected to remain sound.  The additional levy on EGMs will
ensure that the 'monopoly rent' which is extracted from the Government-legislated maximum
number of EGMs is applied to the community as a whole.  The recommended increase in the
EGM levy would not have any impact on the return to players, which is protected by separate
regulation.

5.4   Motor vehicle registration and duty

Motorists in Victoria regularly pay a variety of duties and fees in relation to the purchasing and
ownership of motor vehicles.  These items are levied separately but are closely related.  In
summary, the State duties and fees are:

• motor vehicle duty (based on the value of the vehicle) which is:

• payable by the purchaser of a new vehicle when an application is made to register it for
the first time; or

• payable by the purchaser of a second-hand vehicle when an application is made to
transfer the registration to the new owner;

• transfer fee paid to VicRoads to cover administration costs of transferring the registration of
a second-hand vehicle;

• registration fee (a flat rate for vehicles of less than 4.5 tonnes, payable when the vehicle is
first registered and then annually);

• Transport Accident Commission (TAC) fee, a compulsory insurance premium, paid
annually with the registration fee; and

• stamp duty on the value of the TAC fee.

The Committee believes there is scope to simplify the charges that apply to motor vehicle
owners.

5.4.1  Current system

Registration fees

Vehicle registration fees are levied on the owner of the vehicle.  The annual cost to register a
vehicle is:

• $140 where the vehicle is less than 4.5 tonnes;

• $28 for motor cycles and trailers; and

• vehicles over 4.5 tonnes have registration charges based on a National Charging Regime.

It has been forecast that in 2000-01, the State will collect over $450 million from Victorian
motorists for vehicle registration fees.
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A number of categories are currently exempt from registration charges or receive concessions,
including:

• pension concession card holders;

• health care card holders;

• those with total and permanent incapacitation;

• primary producers;

• consular vehicles;

• fire fighting and emergency response vehicles; and

• heavy special purpose vehicles.

Viewed on their own, the flat registration charges are simple.  For example, there are no
complex or different rates that distinguish between the intended use of the vehicle (such as
business or private use) or its weight or capacity.  However, there are other taxes regularly
incurred by motorists.

Transport Accident Commission fees and stamp duty

At the time a vehicle is registered or the registration is renewed, owners are also charged a
compulsory Transport Accident Commission fee.  This annual fee covers them with transport
accident personal injury insurance.

Stamp duty is also levied at a rate of 10 per cent on the value of premiums and is payable by
the TAC.  However, the TAC has authority to pass this duty on to motorists.  In most cases, the
duty is included in the aggregate TAC fee.

A 50 per cent concession on the payment of this duty applies to pension concession
cardholders and gold repatriation health cardholders.

Motor vehicle duties and transfer fees

Motor vehicle duty is payable when applying to register a vehicle for the first time or to transfer
a vehicle registration to a new owner.  The liability for the duty rests with the person or
organisation applying to register or transfer the registration.  It applies to both new and second-
hand vehicles.

Since 1 July 2000, where a person acquires a vehicle from a registered used car dealer, the
duty must be paid by the dealer directly to the State Revenue Office, but the dealer can recover
the duty from the purchaser.

The amount of duty payable by the purchaser is based on the dutiable value of the motor
vehicle which is (a) the consideration in money or (b) the market value of the vehicle, whichever
is the greater.

In addition, transfer fees are currently charged by VicRoads to cover the administration costs in
transferring the ownership of a second-hand vehicle to the purchaser.  These fees are payable
by the person applying to transfer ownership of the vehicle.

As shown in Table 5.1, the current rate structure for these fees is complex.  For example, there
are different rates for new and second-hand cars.  There are also eight different rates and four
different categories for transfer fees.
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Table 5.1: Rate structure for motor vehicle duty and transfer fees, 2000

Vehicle type Tax rate/fee
Motor vehicle duty

Passenger vehicle – new registration
$0 – 35,000 $5.00 per $200 of market value or part thereof
$35,001 – 45,000 $8.00 per $200 of market value or part thereof
$45,001 or more $10.00 per $200 of market value or part thereof

Non-passenger vehicles and motorcycles –
new registration

$5.00 per $200 of market value or part thereof

All vehicles – second-hand registration and
transfer of registration

$8.00 per $200 of market value or part thereof

Vehicle transfer fees
Vehicle (private purchase) $25.00
Vehicle (dealer purchase) $12.50
Motorcycle / trailer $4.50

There are a number of exemptions to duty on registration or transfer of registration.  This
includes vehicles:

• transferred to a will beneficiary;

• acquired by a surviving spouse;

• transferred between group members;

• transferred in a marriage breakdown;

• transferred to a shareholder in winding up; and

• acquired by registered used car dealers to carry on a business dealing with motor vehicles,
for example for retail sale.

5.4.2  Concerns business has with the current system

Complexity was the main concern that business groups had with the system of vehicle charges.
A second group of concerns related to whether the current arrangements give sufficient
incentives to minimise environmental costs.

Most submissions to the Review favoured a more simple, efficient and transparent system of
vehicle-use charges.  Suggestions included a simpler road/infrastructure user charge that more
accurately reflects the way vehicles are used.

5.4.3  Proposal for reform

In the interests of simplifying tax and taking into account the views expressed by businesses,
the Committee recommends that the current myriad of complex motor vehicle taxes and
charges be combined into a single flat uniform vehicle-usage charge.

The features of the new system would be:

• a flat usage charge of $285 per annum levied on motor vehicle owners;

• abolition of motor vehicle duty on the registration of new vehicles and transfer of
registration of vehicles;

• abolition of transfer fees for second-hand vehicles;
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• the TAC insurance fee to be retained (although, as part of the proposed reform package,
the stamp duty no longer applies); and

• existing concessions to be crystallised at the current value of $140 and retained at that
value.

The Committee believes that over the longer term the proposed system will achieve savings to
most vehicle owners who will no longer have to pay duty on the periodic purchase of motor
vehicles.  Also, motorists will gain from the end of stamp duties on Transport Accident
Commission and other vehicle insurance.

The Committee acknowledges that its recommendation has the potential to be mildly regressive
depending on the period of vehicle ownership.  For example, the savings will favour motorists
who turn over cars frequently and will favour vehicles of relatively higher value.  However, the
Committee believes the proposal is simple and will provide incentives for all motorists to turn
over vehicles more frequently leading to a younger vehicle fleet that is safer and more
environmentally sound.

Motorists will also benefit from annual savings on duty on the value of compulsory third party
transport accident insurance.

Should the Government consider that the flat rate charge is too high, if set on a revenue neutral
basis, a number of alternatives have been canvassed in the Summary Report.

5.5   Stamp duty on residential conveyances

5.5.1  Background

Conveyancing duty has long been a major source of taxation revenue for state governments. In
2000-01, conveyancing duty of $1.120 billion is expected to account for about 13.9 per cent of
Victorian taxes.  Of this, around 70 per cent is attributable to conveyancing duty on the transfer
of residential property and about 30 per cent on the transfer of business property.  Benefits of
the duty are:

• it is a buoyant revenue source, but only in a growing market;

• land is fixed and therefore the tax base cannot move out of the State; and

• compliance costs are relatively low, in most cases.

There are, however, a number of compelling arguments why particular aspects of this tax are
detrimental to the economic growth of the State.

Conveyancing duty collections generally move in line with cyclical economic movements in the
property market.  Revenue has peaked at various stages in line with property booms in the mid
1980s, the early 1990s and the late 1990s.

The capacity of governments to raise revenue from conveyancing duty depends on the value
and frequency of property transfers.  The amount of revenue raised depends on the rate of tax
imposed — which increases progressively, depending on the value of the land.

5.5.2  The current system in Victoria

Conveyancing duty is a stamp duty levied on the value of real property purchased within
Victoria.  The tax is transaction-based and is levied when a transfer of land ownership occurs.
In calculating the stamp duty payable, the value of the real property includes chattels, not being
stock in trade, which are used in connection with the property.  Chattels used in connection with
primary production property are excluded from the calculation.
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(a) How it is levied

The duty is payable on the execution of a transfer of land and the amount payable is based on
the unencumbered market value of the property, inclusive of chattels, or the consideration paid,
whichever is the greater.

(b) Exemptions / concessions

In Victoria there are a number of exemptions or concessions in relation to the duty:

• first home buyers, where they meet certain property value income tests and have a
dependent child, may qualify for a full or partial exemption from stamp duty;

• pensioners are entitled to concessionary relief if they qualify on grounds of property value;

• charitable institutions;

• spouse transfers;

• transfers where there is no change in beneficial ownership of the property;

• primary production property transfers to certain relatives; and

• corporate reconstructions.

(c) Rate scale

The rate scale for conveyancing duty is a progressive scale and the duty applies to both
residential and business property:

Contract value ($) Rate
0–20,000 1.4% of property value
20,001–115,000 $280 plus 2.4% over 20,000
115,001–870,000 2,560 plus 6% over 115,000
870,001 plus 5.5% of total value

The existing rate scale has been in place since 1995.

(d) Comparison with other jurisdictions

The rates of this tax, particularly at the upper end, are higher than in other jurisdictions (see
Table 5.2).  The Commonwealth Grants Commission assessed Victoria's stamp duty
conveyance regime as 18 per cent more severe than the average of other jurisdictions in
1998-99.

(e) Concerns about the tax

There are a number of inefficiencies associated with the tax and its impact on taxpayers.
Stamp duty on residential conveyances is frequently considered to have an impact on the
capacity of labour to relocate.  Further, the Committee was often reminded throughout the
consultation process that Victorian conveyancing duty rates on residential property are the
highest in Australia.
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Stamp duty on residential conveyances has a range of adverse economic effects, including:

• the tax is narrowly based in that it only applies to purchasers of housing stock.  It tends to
impact most heavily on first home buyers, those who are more mobile and retirees, who all
have a greater tendency to purchase property.  These groups are not necessarily the most
financially well-off;

• it is considered an impediment to consumers acquiring suitable housing stock, for example
favouring renovation of existing homes over sales and purchases of new proper;

• the amount of duty payable is substantial, and the progressive rates of duty, when
combined with high housing prices, act as a barrier to efficient housing-stock turnover;

• owner-occupiers who move house regularly face a disproportionate burden of the tax and
the duty imposes a cost on the community by artificially restricting the stock of
accommodation.  This in turn artificially increases the implicit and explicit rent that
individuals pay for accommodation; and

• conveyancing duty is considered less economically efficient than land tax because it is
levied on capital improvements and not just the underlying unimproved land value.

The Department of Natural Resources and Environment argued that high rates of stamp duty
were a disincentive for people to relocate to rural and regional areas.  Several submissions
mentioned distorting effects of conveyancing duty such as discouraging a move to more
suitable housing, impeding labour force mobility, and favouring the construction of new houses
over the purchase of existing homes.

A number of submissions focused on the structure of the current tax, expressing concern about
bracket creep as a result of rising property values and suggested Consumer Price Index
indexation of property values or a flat rate of duty.  One submission suggested an immediate
increase in the threshold and a reduction in rates, followed by a halving of rates with eventual
abolition of the duty.

(f) Other inefficiencies

Off-the-plan concession

The stamp duty concession in relation to the construction of residential property was introduced
in 1984 because of the sustained practice of contract splitting to minimise stamp duty by
developers.

The concession applies to house and land packages where the contract to purchase the land is
conditional on the construction of a house on it.  Stamp duty is payable on the land component
only, or the land component plus the value of construction commenced at the date of the
contract, if construction has commenced.

The legislation also provided concessions for off-the-plan 'clear-sites’, which started to become
more prevalent. Under these schemes a property was purchased, the site completely cleared
and a totally new multi-dwelling building constructed.  Clear-site development led to building
refurbishment for apartment living, which initially did not qualify for the concession.  However, in
1994, with strong demand for off-the-plan inner-city apartments and with the inconsistency in
treatment of the concession between clear-site and refurbished properties, the Government
decided to provide the off-the-plan concession specifically for refurbished lots.  In these cases,
duty is payable on the full purchase price less the cost of refurbishment carried out in the period
between the contract date and the date of transfer.
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Minimisation or avoidance of stamp duty

There is strong evidence that, despite the provision of stamp duty concession relating to off-the-
plan developments, there is avoidance of stamp duty. This has take the following forms:

• the concession disadvantages the speculative builder compared with those operating off-
the-plan, and this has led to falsification of documents by some speculative builders;

• a full off-the-plan concession is being claimed in some apartment or refurbishment sales,
despite the sale not occurring until construction is almost complete;

• purchasers and vendors have frequently understated the amount of duty payable by
calculating duty based on the original purchase price of the land, rather than the difference
between the final purchase price to the buyer and the cost of construction.

(g) Recommendation for abolition

The Committee has recommended the abolition of the off-the-plan concession for a number of
reasons.  The concession is regarded as inequitable in that it is only available to certain
purchasers and benefits a minority of Victorian taxpayers, whereas the money saved from its
abolition could provide relief needed in other areas.

The Committee proposes that money saved from the abolition of the concession should be
directed towards reducing the payroll tax rate.  The full cost of the concession to the Victorian
community has been estimated at around $70 million per annum, or approximately 10 per cent
of the current revenue from residential conveyance stamp duty.  Because of the Committee’s
recommendation to abolish business conveyancing stamp duty, however, the actual increase in
revenue is likely to be in the order of $50 million per year.

It is debatable whether the concession influences the level of development activity, but it is not
expected to have a great influence on an individual's decision to buy a property.  In particular,
negative gearing of investment properties is likely to remain attractive and to play a more
significant role in decisions to purchase and construct housing.

The concession allows developers to attract purchasers at the early stage of construction.
Abolition of the concession will not inhibit the ability of the developers to provide a discount to
purchasers for property off-the-plan.  Developers benefit from a lower cost of funds when
buyers partly pay in advance for the property.  In addition, larger developers may pay lower
land tax under the Committee's proposal for the period prior to transfer to the final purchaser.

At present, the concession is open to avoidance by developers through backdating of contracts
where substantial production work has been undertaken before the date of agreement between
the purchaser and developer.

Considering also that no other jurisdiction in Australia offers the concession, the justification for
maintaining it in Victoria is questionable.

5.5.3  The future of residential conveyancing duty

The Committee believes that stamp duty on residential conveyancing is an impediment to
economic development and that the abolition of the duty would go a long way towards providing
a more appropriate, simple and consistent taxation system.  The Committee considered a
number of options to reform this duty, including a flatter rate structure or its replacement with an
annual charge on all properties. These alternatives were not attractive particularly because they
would be too regressive.
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The Committee believes that, in the long term, the Government would be in a position to lower
this tax.  Given the significant revenue currently generated and the impact of other tax changes
proposed, in particular the abolition of the duty on business conveyances, the Committee is not
prepared to recommend a specific date for abolition, but considers that a further review should
be held in 2003-04.

Table 5.2: Stamp duty on contracts and conveyancing (Australian states)

State Duty Home purchase assistance

NSW $0 - $14,000: 1.25% (min $2)
$14,001-$30,000: $175+1.5%
$30,001-$80,000: $415+1.75%
$80,001-$300,000: $1,290+3.5%
$300,001-$1m: $8,990+4.5%
over $1m: $40,490 + 5.5%

Liability includes contents of
buildings. Exemptions for transfer of
rural property between siblings
broadened to remove the criterion
that considers the source of
ownership of the property.

Under the First Home Plus Scheme (applicable to contracts
signed after 1 July 2000), all first home buyers receive a
total exemption from conveyance duty and mortgage duty:
– for metropolitan property values up to $200,000 (phases

out between $200-300,000); and
– non-metropolitan property values up to $175,000

(phases out between $175-250,000).

For vacant land, the threshold is:
– $95,000 for properties in the metropolitan areas (phases

out between $95-$140,000); and
– $80,000 for properties in the non-metropolitan areas

(phases out between $80-$110,000).

Vic $0-$20,000: 1.4%
$20,001-$115,000: $280+2.4%
$115,001-$870,000: $2,560+6%
over $870,000: 5.5% of total

value

Exemption from duty for first home buyers on properties up
to $115,000. Exemption phases out at a limit of $165,000.
Relief subject to meeting certain eligibility criteria.

Exemption for duty for purchasers holding pension benefits
entitlements.

Full exemption on properties up to $100,000, phasing out
at $130,000.

Qld $0-20,000: 1.5%
$20,001-$50,000: $300+2.25%
$50,001-$100,000: $975+2.75%
$100,001-$250,000: $2,350+3.25%
$250,001-$500,000: $7,225+3.5%
above $500,000: $15,975+3.75%

For first homes:
below $80,000: nil
$80,001-$150,000: 1% less $500
$150,001-$155,000: 1% less $300
$155,001-$160,000: 1% less $200.

For principal place of residence (not first): concessionary
rate of 1% for values up to $250,000 plus scheduled
conveyancing duty on the excess.

WA $0-$80,000: 1.95%
$80,001-$100,000: $1,560+2.85%
$100,001-$250,000: $2,130+3.7%
$250,001-$500,000: $7,680+4.55%
above $500,000: $19,055+4.85%

The purchaser of a small business or principal place of
residence valued at less than $100,000 is entitled to a
concessional rate of duty of 1.5%.

First home buyers whose purchases are below $135,000
(or $202,500 north of the 26th parallel) can additionally
claim a $500 stamp duty rebate.

SA $0-$12,000: 1%
$12,001-$30,000: $120+2%
$30,001-$50,000: $480+3%
$50,001-$100,000: $1,080+3.5%
$100,001-$500,000: $2,830+4.0%
$500,001-$1m: $18,830+4.5%
Above $1m: $41,330+5.0%

For first homes: no duty payable on the purchase of a
home up to $100,000.

Concession then reduces on a pro-rata basis to nil, as the
value increases from $100-150,000.
Concession is zero on transactions greater than $150,000.

Tas $0-$1,300: $20
$1,301-$10,000: $20+1.5%
$10,001-$30,000: $150+2%
$30,001-$75,000: $550+2.5%
$75,001-$150,000: $1,675+3%
$150,001-$225,000: $3,925+3.5%
Over $225,000: $6,550+4%

Duty on first homes valued $120,000 or less can be paid by
instalments over 2 years.
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5.6   Fire services levy

5.6.1  Current system of funding fire services in Victoria

Fire services in Victoria are provided by the Metropolitan Fire Brigades (MFB) and the Country
Fire Authority (CFA) under the provisions of the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Act 1958 and
Country Fire Authority Act 1958, and are funded from contributions as follows:28

Metropolitan Fire Brigades

Insurance companies insuring metropolitan properties against fire 75.0 per cent

State Government (Consolidated Fund) 12.5 per cent

Metropolitan municipal councils 12.5 per cent

Country Fire Authority

Insurance companies insuring country properties against fire 77.5 per cent

State Government (Consolidated Fund) 22.5 per cent

Regional municipal councils      0 per cent

To determine the amounts to be contributed by the various authorities under the above formula,
the MFB and CFA provide estimates of their expenditure and revenue for the next financial year
to the Minister for approval.29  Total costs of fire services in 1999-2000 were
$131.0 million (MFB) and $116.2 million (CFA).  Estimates for 2000-01 are $139.2 million (MFB)
and $145.7 million (CFA).

The contributions to be paid by each insurance company are based on the value of the
premiums received by that company, adjusted according to the proportion of the premium that
reflects fire risk.  To cover this cost, the insurance industry created a charge called the fire
services levy that the insurers impose on policyholders.  The method of allocation is determined
by the industry and individual insurers.

The contribution to be paid to the Metropolitan Fire Brigades by each metropolitan municipal
council is a pro-rata proportion of the overall municipal contribution, based on the rateable value
of all properties within the municipal district.  Councils raise their contributions through
increasing the general municipal rates payable by property owners.30

5.6.2  Concerns expressed by business with the current system

At all regional and metropolitan consultative forums and in eight written submissions, concerns
with the current, largely insurance-based system of funding fire services were raised by the
insurance industry.

The major objection is that those who do not insure or under-insure are being cross-subsidised
by those who fully insure.  Although the MFB and CFA attempt to impose a charge on
uninsured property owners when they require fire services,31 the uninsured do not incur the
ongoing cost of the fire services levy.  Similarly, those who partially self-insure reduce their
premiums and hence their contribution to the levy.

                                                     
28 Section 37, Metropolitan Fire Brigades Act 1958; section 76, Country Fire Authority Act 1958.

29 Section 36, MFB Act 1958; section 75, CFA Act 1958.

30 Section 38 and 39, MFB Act 1958.

31 As specified in MFB (General) Regulations 1994 and CFA Regulations 1992.
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The industry maintains that the consequent rising premiums are discouraging property owners
from renewing policies and many other properties are under-insured.  The problem is
compounded by the trend to offshore insurance, particularly in relation to large office blocks.
There is also a shift to partial self-insurance by large corporations, whereby property owners
carry some of the risk by having a large excess on their policies.  Vacant land, which presents a
fire hazard if not properly maintained, is not insured.

The situation is self-perpetuating.  When some policyholders fail to renew their policies or insure
with a larger excess, the burden of the levy on other policyholders increases.  In turn, those
policyholders are increasingly likely to discontinue or reduce the level of their insurance, so
creating a continuing downward spiral.

5.6.3  Proposal for reform

Arguments have been presented for greater equity and simplicity in the funding of fire services
by replacing the current system with a single charge levied over all property in the State.  The
proposed charge would be shown separately on council rates notices, clearly identifiable as a
contribution to fire services.  The State Government would continue to contribute funding.

The Committee acknowledges that the current system is inequitable, with an inbuilt disincentive
to insure.  While the Committee accepts the industry's broad proposal for change, it is important
to recognise that a property-based system per se does not eliminate the problems inherent in
an insurance-based system.  For it to do so, the charge levied on each property must
incorporate a fire risk rating factor.

In an ideal world, a fire risk rating factor would be determined individually for each property,
based on:

• size and structural characteristics, including types of building materials used;

• age and condition, for example, whether re-wired if an older property;

• location;

• level of maintenance;

• contents;

• number of occupants; and

• use of preventative systems, e.g. smoke detectors, alarms and fire doors.

Implementation of a comprehensive risk-rating factor clearly is not feasible, due to the
complexity involved.  However, a move by South Australia to a property-based system in
July 1999 has demonstrated that a risk-rating factor based on a workable compromise is
achievable.32  In addition to fire services, South Australia's new system covers other emergency
services; hence its levy, called the emergency services levy (ESL), applies not only to all33 fixed
property (i.e. real estate) but also to some mobile property (i.e. certain vehicles).  While a broad
emergency services system is not contemplated for Victoria, the structure of the fixed property
component of South Australia's emergency services levy could serve as a model for a fire
services charge for Victoria.

                                                     
32 Details of South Australia’s system may be found at: www.treasury.sa.gov.au/revenuesa/esl.html.

33 There are certain exceptions, concessions and remissions.
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The fixed property component of the ESL has two parts — a fixed access fee as a minimum
contribution by all property owners, and a second part based on the capital value of the
property adjusted by factors related to the area in which the property is located and its land use,
including rural and vacant.  To take changing circumstances into account, there is the capacity
to adjust the levy and area and land use factors for a particular financial year.  Some changes
to the new system were required in light of unintended consequences encountered during initial
implementation.  However, the lessons learnt in that experience could prove valuable for
Victoria.

The features of the proposed new system for funding fire services in Victoria are:

• replacement of the current insurance-based fire services levy and municipal levies with a
single, revenue neutral, separately identifiable charge levied over all rateable property in
the State;

• this charge to be termed the fire services charge (FSC), to avoid any confusion with the
current insurance-based fire services levy;

• the fire services charge to incorporate a fire risk rating factor based broadly on the South
Australian model, the detailed structure to be determined following consultation with
relevant stakeholders;

• the State Government to continue to contribute funding to provision of fire services; and

• municipal councils to be contracted by Government to collect the fire services charge, with
funding to come from other savings within the State Revenue Office.

In South Australia, the collection agency for the fixed property component of its emergency
services levy is RevenueSA, the counterpart of the Victorian SRO.  The Committee examined
the potential for the State Revenue Office to collect the fire services charge, but considered that
collection by municipal councils would achieve a more streamlined approach.

5.6.4  Effects of proposed system
A change to the proposed new system will be revenue-neutral.  However, the distribution of the
burden will be more equitable.  No longer will those who fully insure their properties against fire
carry a disproportionate share.  Rather, the burden will be spread over the owners of all
rateable property in accordance with their risk of requiring the attendance of fire services.

Indicatively, it is expected that the average charge levied per property will be around $122.
However, the figure will vary for individuals according to their risk rating.

The Insurance Council of Australia Limited has given the Committee an undertaking that
insurers will show and maintain visible savings in premiums directly flowing from the removal of
stamp duty and fire services levy impositions.

5.7   Livestock duty

The Committee's recommendations to abolish stamp duties also require the abolition of existing
livestock duties.  The Livestock Disease Control Act 1994 (the LDC Act), which is administered
by the Department of Natural Resources and Environment, deals with the monitoring and
control of livestock diseases and providing compensation for losses caused by certain
diseases.

Under the LDC Act, the State Revenue Office collects contributions (between $3.1 million and
$3.3 million expected for 2000-01) in the form of a stamp duty levied on the sale of cattle,
calves, pigs, sheep and goats (live and carcasses).  These contributions fund the Cattle
Compensation, Sheep and Goat Compensation and Swine Compensation Funds (contributions
to the latter are currently suspended).
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Queensland, New South Wales and South Australia do not have a compensation fund, have
suspended the collection of funds, or are reviewing their respective schemes.

In Victoria, compensation funds are used to reimburse owners for the loss of livestock that is
ordered to be destroyed, or for carcasses that are condemned as unfit for human consumption.
These compensation schemes also benefit programs aimed at eradicating these livestock
diseases, since they encourage primary producers to report their cases.  However, contribution
to these compensation funds and the associated administrative costs are a financial burden on
primary producers and registered agents.

The Committee recommends that the Victorian Government abolishes the livestock duty and
funds these compensation schemes from the State's consolidated revenue.  This change would
have little impact on the overall State budget, especially considering the level of revenue
currently raised through this levy.

This proposal is consistent with Government policy relating to compensation, and supports rural
Victoria by promoting reduced administrative requirements and lessening the financial burden
on primary producers and registered agents.

5.8   Liquor licensing regime

5.8.1  Background

Up to 1997, business franchise fees were imposed by the State based on the value of liquor
sales.  Part of the liquor licence regime included a small, flat-rate fee structure payable by all
licensed establishments.  Following the High Court ruling in that year that New South Wales’
tobacco fees were unconstitutional, all franchise fees were abandoned.  In the case of liquor,
the flat fee has remained.

There are currently 11 categories of liquor licences or permits, with annual fees applying to nine
of the categories as follows:

• $30 for club (restricted) premises;

• $50 for limited (renewable) licences;

• $100 for BYO permits; and

• $150 for other licences.

Additional fees apply to applications for an additional-hours permit for which there are seven
different fee categories, four relating to non-packaged liquor and three to packaged liquor.
Fees range from $200 to $930.

These fees apply to over 12 000 licensees, and total revenue from renewal fees for 2001 is
expected to be around $6 million.

Liquor Licensing Victoria has responsibility for licensing premises while the State Revenue
Office collects the fees.

5.8.2  Issues

Historically, the flat fees have been used to support a licensing system that is supposed to
encourage the responsible sale, supply and consumption of liquor.  In practice, however, the
licensing system reduces competition by protecting existing licence holders, which in turn
reduces consumer choice and leads to higher prices than would otherwise be the case.
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Given the relatively small amount of revenue involved and the large number of licensees, the
existing fee system is a nuisance for the industry and results in high collection costs for the
Government.

The Committee considers that the existing fee and licensing system should be abolished for the
reasons cited above, and that the licensing system is no longer required given a more mature
attitude to liquor consumption in a modern society.

Abolition of the fee will aid the tourism industry and provide an additional support to small
business.

If the Government wishes to maintain a licensing regime, however, the Committee still strongly
recommends the abolition of fees for the application and renewal of liquor licences.  These fees
are not seen as necessary for the administration of liquor licences and their abolition would not
impinge on the enforcement of the relevant legislation.
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6: Simplifying tax administration

6.1   Victoria's tax system is too complex

The complexity of the State's taxation regime has been a consistent theme raised by
businesses in submissions to the Committee and through the phone survey results.
Businesses sought fewer taxes, a simplified regime and a rationalised tax administration
system.

More than half the State's businesses rate Victoria's taxes and regulatory framework as too
complicated.  Regional and small businesses are particularly concerned about the level of
compliance costs.  Business emphasised that the complexity related not only to taxes, but also
to other Government fees and charges.  Reducing the overall level of complexity is essential in
reducing business compliance costs, improving the competitiveness of the State's businesses
and making Victoria a more attractive place in which to invest and employ.

The adoption of the Committee's proposals for tax reform will significantly simplify the tax
regime and provide substantial savings in compliance costs for business and Government
through the removal of stamp duties related to business.  The proposed tax regime would see
only the following taxes remain:

• payroll tax;

• land tax;

• gambling taxes;

• motor vehicle registration fees; and

• stamp duty on residential conveyances.

6.2   Harmonised payment return

A need for simplicity was the key theme of business submissions to the Committee — the
desire by business to rationalise State tax collection and reduce taxpayer compliance costs.
The introduction of a harmonised payment return which includes all or at least many of the
State financial obligations is seen by the Committee as an essential part of reducing the current
heavy compliance costs for the State's businesses.

The adoption of a harmonised payment return for State taxes, premiums and business charges
would help bring collection of the major taxes, premiums and charges into alignment —
particularly payroll tax, land tax, WorkCover premiums, gaming licences and fees, vehicle
registration and related fees, and miscellaneous regulatory charges.  An instalment payment
system tied to the harmonised return could enable businesses to pay their liabilities either
annually or through regular monthly or quarterly instalments, depending on the particular tax,
premium or charge.  The proposed payment arrangements under a harmonised payment return
are shown in Table 6.1.

Many businesses pay payroll tax and land tax to the State Revenue Office on the one hand and
WorkCover premiums to private insurers (on behalf of the Victorian WorkCover Authority) on
the other.  Motor vehicle registration and Transport Accident Commission insurance premiums
are collected by a third party, VicRoads, which also collects stamp duty on most motor vehicle
sales.  Gaming taxes and miscellaneous fees in turn are paid to the Victorian Casino and
Gaming Authority.  Most businesses also pay regulatory fees to various Government agencies
and, once these are identified, all such taxes, premiums and charges could, in principle, be
incorporated into a harmonised payment return.
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Table 6.1: Proposed payment arrangements under harmonised payment return
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Payroll tax

WorkCover premium

Land tax

Vehicle registration

Gaming machine levy

Debits tax

  proposed payment timing

Note that stamp duty of residential conveyances will be payable on a transaction basis, gaming turnover tax will be paid
on existing basis and motor vehicle drivers’ licences will be renewable on the existing three or ten year cycles.

6.3   Options for a harmonised return

There are a number of payment options possible in relation to a harmonised return.

WorkCover premiums and payroll tax are both self-assessed imposts based on labour costs,
and are payable by businesses either annually or monthly.  Businesses pay these on the basis
of an estimated salary liability.  Under a simplified collection regime, these liabilities would
continue to be paid by businesses either monthly (probably for larger businesses) or annually
by smaller businesses.  There would be a continuing need for an end-of-year adjustment to
ensure that the final payment covered the balance of liabilities for the year.

Land tax is payable on the issue of an annual assessment based on property holdings as at
31 December in the year prior to the year of assessment.  The assessment is issued based on
information regularly compiled by the SRO.  The revised arrangements could see the land tax
assessment issued prior to the beginning of the financial year, say in May, with payment to be
made during the following financial year.  The Committee considers that land tax should be paid
either as a single annual payment or as four quarterly payments spread throughout the financial
year.  The quarterly payment option would replace the existing instalment arrangements
(requiring total payment within 84 days) which are of limited benefit to business.

The Government could consider offering a discount to taxpayers who pay their land tax liability
electronically, in full, before the end of the financial year.  The Committee believes that the
same quarterly instalment payment conditions would also be available to individuals with liability
over a certain amount (say $2 000).

Taxpayers' liabilities for this tax and other State charges could be included on the same
payment return, and paid at the same time, for example where a quarterly land tax payment
falls due at the same time as a payroll tax or WorkCover premium payment.  This would offer
certainty for business in determining cash flow.

Under the Intergovernmental Agreement on the Reform of Commonwealth-State Financial
Relations, debits tax is to be abolished by 1 July 2005 (subject to review by the
Commonwealth-State Ministerial Council).  A relatively small number of taxpayers (financial
institutions) currently pay the tax monthly.  Given these facts it is not proposed that debits tax
be included in the harmonised return.
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The Committee considers that motor vehicle registration and TAC insurance fees should
also be payable under instalment arrangements similar to those proposed for land tax.  One
means of effecting this would be for businesses to pay registration and insurance on the basis
of liability for all registered vehicles as at 1 July.  Business would be able to pay on that
assessment, with the option of payment by up to four quarterly instalments.  If the ownership of
a vehicle changed during the 12-month period, businesses would advise details of the change
and make a quarterly adjustment on the next payment return.  Vehicle registration and TAC
payments for individuals would remain on the existing basis.  As drivers' licence fees are tied to
individuals rather than businesses, these should remain on the existing renewal basis.

Gaming taxes and the electronic gaming machine levy could also be payable through a
single revenue collector.  Given the large amounts of revenue involved, and the fact that these
gaming tax payments are made as frequently as twice weekly by the major licence holders in
some instances, these payments would not form part of a harmonised return.  The electronic
gaming machine levy, however, which is a fixed annual amount per machine, would more
appropriately be included in the harmonised return.  It is proposed that administration and
collection of minor gaming fees, such as raffle permits, would not change given the irregular
and minor revenue involved and the declining nature of these charges.

A broad range of other regular licence / regulatory fees and charges are payable to various
Government authorities.  These include licences, registration fees and charges for the
production of documents.  Many of these are once-off transactions.  Some, however, are paid
regularly and could, at a later stage, be included in the business payment return.

These proposals would simplify payment by ensuring that businesses are aware of their liability
for all Government imposts (or a reasonable estimate of it) before the beginning of the financial
year and are able to choose suitable payment options to facilitate cash flow and reduce their
compliance costs.  Queries regarding customers' liabilities would be resolved more easily, as
any tax or charge would relate to a harmonised payment return.  A model of the suggested
harmonised return appears in the Summary Report (Chapter 6: Compliance simplification).

6.4   Alignment of legislation and legal definitions

There is an opportunity to align payroll tax and WorkCover premium legislation.  While the
exemption threshold levels are substantially different, both payroll tax and WorkCover use
similar definitions — 'employers', 'contractors' and 'wages'.  Both the State Revenue Office and
the Victorian WorkCover Authority are required to provide guidance on broadly similar
legislative provisions, issue rulings explaining legislative interpretation and ensure compliance.

Differences in legislative interpretation between the two bases have been a cause of industry
concern for some time.  In its submission, the Australian Retailers Association stated that
discrepancies in the definition of 'wages' result in unnecessary compliance burdens on
business.  It suggested that:

the establishment of one definition and one compliance body for the
declaration and audit of wages figures would remove duplication and
inefficiencies in the current system.

Reduced compliance costs for businesses would flow from having to follow a single set of
rulings, dealing with a single organisation for payment and compliance and being able to take
advantage of simplified administration, including a harmonised payment return form for both.  A
single administrative body would also provide real administrative savings for the Government.

The streamlining of payroll tax and WorkCover should also provide a better opportunity for
aligning these State imposts with related Commonwealth administrative requirements.
Consistency for businesses among payroll tax, income tax and fringe benefit legislation was a
common theme in submissions to the Committee.
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6.5   Use of Australian Business Number

As part of the introduction of the GST, the Commonwealth Government introduced the
Australian Business Number (ABN) to ensure more efficient access to government and better
compliance by business taxation customers.  The existence of the ABN will be a necessary
reference point for the State as well as the Commonwealth and will provide an opportunity to
improve interaction with business taxpayers and ensure effective compliance programs.
Indeed, it is the ABN which now makes possible this rationalisation of business tax
administration.

The ABN will help to ensure that payroll tax and WorkCover payments of a business are readily
identified.  The ABN will also identify business payers of land tax, motor registration, Transport
Accident Commission insurance and other Government licence or annual fees, so that they can
take advantage of these streamlined billing and payment arrangements.

6.6   A single collector of payments

A number of important changes need to be made to reduce compliance costs for businesses.
These include:

• consolidation and alignment of payment arrangements for some of the major State imposts;

• alignment of State tax legislation and rulings;

• exploration of opportunities for better alignment between certain State tax legislation and
rulings; and

• reduction in the number of Government contact points and improved collection standards
between businesses and revenue authorities consistent with an electronic business
framework for revenue management.

The Committee considers that the most effective way of achieving these aims is to establish a
single ‘Victorian Government Payments Agency’ that is responsible for overall payments
management.

Single collection agency: overseas examples

A single agency with broad collection responsibilities is common within the United States of
America.  The Taxation and Revenue Department of New Mexico, for example, collects motor
vehicle registration and drivers' licence fees as part of its overall revenue management and
collection responsibilities.  Other state revenue departments which administer motor vehicle
taxes include those in Alabama, South Dakota and Colorado.

There are substantial advantages for both businesses and Government in establishing a lead
agency within the Victorian Government for payments collection.  The coordination of payment
management processes across Government would result in more efficient payment collection
and, more importantly, improved service delivery to business.  Furthermore, this would remove
the current duplication of effort in payment collection channels and ensure a coordinated
approach to the development of on-line collection capability.

A single payment collection agency would realise substantial savings in public administration
costs and generate other major benefits, such as:

• Better customer service, given that experienced staff with a high level understanding of
payment management would be fully engaged in all processes;

• Businesses would be registered with a single agency managing the collection of payments
by using the ABN as a unique business identifier.  The agency would have the required
knowledge, databases and skills to service them;
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• A single collector would be best poised to capture the productivity gains now possible
through the more thorough application of information technologies to routine functions,
especially with e-business functionality.  Effective use could be made of existing and
potential electronic business technology, including optimising the use of a single, fully
integrated and up-to-date collection system, instead of a proliferation of fragmented
systems across a number of organisations, some of which use dated technology;

• A single agency would produce economies of scale through better development,
negotiation and implementation of evolving e-business requirements on a whole-of-
Government basis and, in turn, would capture reduced transaction costs;

• The proposal gives the best chance for compliance costs for business to be reduced;

• Combining compliance audits for payroll tax and WorkCover premiums, and amalgamating
other compliance functions, would generate significant savings in public administration;

• The application of the ABN to State Government transactions in payment management
through a single collection authority gives a level of control not feasible before.  A
centralised and consistent approach to payment collection management should reap
significant savings, for example by removing duplication of systems and processes.
Interconnection of payment arrangements through a single, centralised collector should
have wide-ranging benefits for customers; and

• A single agency can more effectively promote cost-efficient payment solutions.

6.7   Functions of the single collector

Under the Committee's proposals, the following functions would transfer from each of the major
agencies to the single collector:

• State Revenue Office – Collection of all remaining State taxes.

• VicRoads – The vehicle registration, TAC premiums and drivers' licence payment
collection.  (VicRoads would continue to manage its principal functions of road and bridge
planning and maintenance, and traffic control and associated activities).

• Victorian WorkCover Authority (VWA) – Revenue collection, policy and compliance
functions (workplace safety and regulation would remain under the VWA).

• Victorian Casino and Gaming Authority (VCGA) – Collection of gaming taxes and the
gaming machine levy (all other functions would remain with the VCGA).

6.8   E-Business – driving public administration rationalisation

The Government has progressively adopted e-business initiatives and, in the interests of
business cost minimisation, needs to push this further towards total electronic business
practice.  There would ultimately be major administrative and compliance savings to business
and Government through more effective streamlining of payment collection.  In addition to the
single agency and revised payment processes already recommended, the Committee strongly
believes that given the technological imperatives operating, the optimum benefits can only be
realised through the complete harmonisation and rationalisation of collection and payment
processes.

6.9   An integrated database for revenue management: V-BIS

To manage this harmonisation and rationalisation, the revenue databases of the principal
revenue management agencies in Victoria – the SRO, VicRoads, the VCGA and the VWA –
need to be integrated and managed by the single payment collection agency.  The proposed
Victorian Business Information System database (V-BIS) would be controlled through the use of
the ABN as a unique identifier and would enable more changes to be added progressively over
time.
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6.10  Implementation schedule to establish the single collection
agency

The Committee believes that steps should be taken quickly to establish the single revenue
collection agency.  Some elements will have a relatively long implementation period, while other
organisational and structural changes can be put in place during 2001.

A schedule for the creation and implementation of the proposals is provided in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2: Proposed implementation schedule

Date Activity

end March 2001 Consultancy on business plan finished.
Consultancy on organisational structure finished.
Transitional issues identified through a joint working group.
Secure ability to utilise ABN for State tax administration.

20 March 2001 Legislative amendments finalised.
Identify current budgets able to be allocated to ‘VGPA’.

April 2001 Chief Executive Officer appointed, executive recruitment.
Corporate identification (logo, signage, livery).
Business plan - Agreed.
Organisational structure - Agreed.
Initial accommodation for Start-up Executive team.

May 2001 Land tax database team formed to restructure the database and identify
business properties.
Budget: reforms announced.
Communication of changes announced in Budget.

July 2001 ‘VGPA’ launched replacing SRO and elements of VicRoads, VWA and VCGA.
Work starts on V-BIS.
Decisions on co-location, training and change management.
Advertising campaign for new payments system.
Harmonised Payment Return: Stage I:

• identify year one objectives for harmonised tax assessment.
Integrated Revenue Unit formed to manage revenue collection activity.

August 2001 IT strategic plan for integrating four separate IT systems (ongoing).
Integrate revenue management functions across the four agencies (start).
ABN – start to utilise; begin to upload for taxes, charges and premiums.

September 2001 Legislative framework on rationalisation of revenue collection to Parliament.

October 2001 Review business licence fees for coverage by ‘VGPA’.

January 2002 Chief Executive Officer identifies on-going savings to Government.

February – April 2002 Land tax assessments under new regime go out.

July 2002 Harmonised Payment Return: Stage II.
Co-location decisions actualised and single corporate headquarters complete.

July 2003 Single integrated IT system operating (from V-BIS) with ABN as control.
Harmonised Payment Return: Stage III.

‘VGPA’  – ‘Victorian Government Payments Agency’ SRO - State Revenue Office

ABN – Australian Business Number VCGA - Victorian Casino & Gaming Authority

VWA – Victorian WorkCover Authority V-BIS - Victorian Business Information System
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Conclusions

The costs of the existing disparate collection arrangements incurred by business, the
Government and the community would be greatly reduced by these initiatives.  The
establishment of a single payment collector for Government taxes, fees and charges, with
management responsibility for the establishment and development of a fully integrated Victorian
Business Information System (V-BIS) would significantly enhance the efficiency of State
Government payment administration.  More efficient collection would be reinforced by better
debt management.  An integrated database would be managed by people with high-level
expertise across all taxes and charges who would be able to provide a single-point response for
all customer transactions relating to payments and liabilities.

The advantages of a harmonised payment return, better alignment between State legislation
and maximised use of the ABN would provide substantial compliance cost benefits which are
not available in other states.  It would provide Victorian businesses with a distinct advantage
over businesses in other jurisdictions and should affect business location decisions.  Further,
although it is probable that national businesses would lobby for similar tax alignment reforms in
other jurisdictions, these would take some time to implement.  It is likely that Victorian business
would enjoy a considerable period of competitive advantage.

The clear vesting of responsibility for these functions within a single agency would ensure the
maximum savings and benefits of an integrated approach and would facilitate the most effective
development of on-going enhancements to IT systems, in line with world best practice.  It
should provide the groundwork for the building of a business customer focussed culture of
service and lower compliance costs.

Recommendations

The Committee recommends that tax administration be rationalised to further reduce business
compliance costs:

• a harmonised payment return be adopted for all State taxes and charges;

• business be given the option of paying taxes and charges on an instalment basis;

• the Government move to similar legislation and legal definitions for payroll tax and
WorkCover, and examine areas for similar reform in relation to other taxation charges
which have an impact on business;

• the ABN be used as the unique identifier for business customers;

• there be a single collector of payments to Government; and

• these proposals be further developed by a working party as soon as possible.
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7:  Transitional and legislative issues
This chapter considers the potential for tax avoidance arising from any announcement of
Government decisions to implement the Committee's recommendations.  A number of
necessary legislative changes are also identified.

7.1   Transitional issues: avoidance of duty

7.1.1  Land tax

Opportunities for avoidance of land tax under the Committee's proposal would be limited.  The
move to a single, flat rate of tax and no threshold for property owned by business will overcome
issues of avoidance associated with land tax grouping and the considerable administrative and
systems effort that is spent in this regard.

Ownership of property by individuals which is subject to principal place of residence, is currently
defined as part of the existing tax regime.  The Committee proposes that holdings of residential
property, other than the principal place of residence, will be taxable at existing land tax rates
with the current $85 000 exemption threshold.

The main issue will be to distinguish between property that is used for residential purposes and
property used for business purposes, to determine the rate of land tax applicable.  This issue is
addressed in Chapter 5.

Although the likelihood of avoidance with this model is low, the State Revenue Office would
have to contend with the administrative burden of running two land tax regimes.  There would
be some taxpayers who would have assessable business and non-business land.  They would
need to be issued with two assessments in order to ensure that billing is correctly applied.

7.1.2   Payroll tax

It is likely that there would be limited scope for avoidance of payroll tax, given that all
businesses would be identifiable, as they would be required to register for WorkCover.

7.1.3  Stamp duty

Business conveyance

The removal of stamp duty on business conveyances would remove the need for businesses to
engage in stamp duty avoidance practices.  This would be further reinforced with the removal of
lease duty and of stamp duties on off-market share transactions.

Stamp duty concession on house/land packages and refurbishments

The Committee proposes that the stamp duty concession in relation to the construction of
residential property be abolished.  This concession applies to house and land packages where
the contract to purchase the land is conditional on the construction of a house on it, and to
refurbished lots (off-the-plan sales) which involve the redevelopment of existing buildings into
multiple residential buildings and the issue of strata titles.

As stated in Chapter 5, these concessions were originally introduced and legislated, in part to
overcome avoidance through contract splitting.  There is evidence of some existing avoidance
through backdating of contracts where substantial building works have been undertaken prior to
the date the parties formally agreed to the transaction.
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The removal of the concession may see a reversion to contract splitting, in the case of
house/land packages, where a purchaser buys the land from a developer and enters into a
separate contract with a builder for construction.  A similar practice could occur in relation to
refurbished lots.  There may need to be some anti-avoidance provisions developed to counter
revenue loss.

There is a need to determine carefully the implementation date of the removal of the
concession, given that developers would have previously purchased buildings with the intention
of selling off-the-plan and there would be a number of contracts currently underway.

Other stamp duties

Most stamp duties are mutually exclusive and there is unlikely to be a major adverse impact on
revenue in the lead-up to their abolition.

It is possible that some businesses would defer purchase of property to overcome incurring
conveyancing duty.  The extent to which this would occur would depend on the lag between the
announcement of the changes and their implementation.  The greater the lag, the more likely
that purchases would be deferred.  This may also have a flow-on effect in relation to mortgage
duty.

Insurance duty would be unaffected given that individuals and companies are unlikely to cancel
existing policies and reinsure after the tax changes to save stamp duty.  Similarly, rental duty
and lease duty is likely to be unaffected.

The abolition of motor vehicle duty and its replacement with a higher registration fee may have
some market repercussions.  Consumers and businesses may be reluctant to purchase motor
vehicles (either new or used) in the transitional period between the date of announcement of
the tax change and the abolition of the duty.  This suggests that the new arrangements should
take effect immediately after the Government has made a decision on this issue.

The alternative – of deferring the introduction of the new system after an announcement has
been made – will impact on motor vehicle sales.  The extent of the impact on the car market
depends on whether the car industry decides to offer promotional sales to attract custom and
overcome decline in demand.  This occurred in the lead-up to the implementation of the GST,
one outcome of which was to deliver significantly cheaper cars to purchasers.

7.2   Legislative issues

The Committee considers that implementation of its proposals will require a number of
legislative changes, which could be handled through a single Business Tax Review
Implementation Bill.  The Bill would cover issues including those set out in Table 7.1.
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Table 7.1  Legislative changes required for proposed State tax reform

Act Possible changes

Duties Act (operative from
1 July 2001)

The Act will be amended to abolish the following duties – mortgage duty,
lease duty, general and life insurance duty, motor vehicle duty, settlement
duty, rental business duty, and cattle, sheep and goat duty.

The Act will require amendment to remove exemption from stamp duty on
the transfer of land used for business purposes and to remove the
refurbishment concession for off-the-plan and conveyance duty.

A definition will need to be inserted in the legislation to distinguish
between property liable for land transfer duty and that not liable.

Duty stamps will be abolished as a means of payment of stamp duty and
will also be abolished for payment of other fees such as court and tribunal
fees.

Transitional provisions will be required to ensure that liability remains for
payment of duty after 1 July 2001 for transactions that occur before the
date of abolition.

Abolition of duty for cattle, sheep and goats will require concessional
amendments to the Livestock Disease Control Act 1997.

There may be a need to strengthen anti-avoidance provisions in relation
to refurbishments and house-and-land packages.

Payroll Tax Act Appropriate transitional provisions may be necessary.

Land Tax Act Legislative amendment to define business and non-business land for
taxing purposes.

Act to be amended to introduce the business land tax rate applicable on a
single-holding basis.

Appropriate transitional provisions will be necessary.

Debits Tax Act No change.

Other existing legislation Amendments will be required to other Acts in relation to the metropolitan
improvement levy, fire services levy and new vehicle registration fee.

Establishment of ‘Victorian
Government Payments
Agency’

Amendments will be required to create the entity and give responsibility
for the collection of a range of payments to one entity.

Amendment would be necessary to enable flexibility of payment options
as proposed in the Committee's Report.

Taxation Administration Act The Taxation Administration Act 1997 (the TAA) came into operation on
1 July 1997 and rationalised the administrative and enforcement
provisions of a number of taxing Acts.  These include provisions for
assessing tax liability, obtaining refunds, imposing interest and penalties,
collection of tax, investigative powers of tax officers, service of
documents and provisions dealing with objections, reviews and appeals.

The TAA currently consolidates and standardises these provisions of the
Pay-roll Tax Act 1971, Financial Institutions Duty Act 1982, Debits Tax
Act 1990 and the Taxation (Reciprocal Powers) Act 1987.  From 1 July
2001, the TAA will also apply to the Duties Act 2000.  The TAA does not
apply to the Land Tax Act 1958.  Other jurisdictions that have enacted
equivalent legislation are NSW, South Australia and the ACT.
Amendments would be needed to improve the operation and broaden the
coverage of the Act.
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8:  Research and development
During the course of the Review, the Committee received submissions advocating the
introduction of specific tax concessions for research and development (R&D) activities.

For example, the Australian Information Industry Association (AIIA) asked that consideration be
given to allowing small to medium enterprises of a certain size to direct expenditure into R&D
and early commercialisation of results, in lieu of paying payroll tax.  The AIIA suggested that the
program be capped to protect State revenue and that it be very tightly defined and monitored.
In the first instance, the AIIA argued, such a scheme should be introduced on a pilot basis.
Sage Computer Support Pty Ltd suggested a similar scheme, with a specific focus on
businesses in rural and regional areas.

The Committee considers that the overall goal of business tax reform should be to make new
industries and growing businesses more viable.  In large measure, these new business
opportunities will involve technology and will be underpinned by research and development.
The Committee therefore gave careful consideration to the proposals for additional support to
be provided through the tax system.

8.1   Research and development issues

There is at least a theoretical case for government assistance to stimulate R&D activity.
Allowing the market to determine the level of R&D undertaken may produce an inferior outcome
because the full costs and benefits of R&D typically do not accrue to the direct participants.  By
altering the level and incidence of the costs and benefits of R&D activity, those making
production decisions can be encouraged to increase their investment.  Encouragement by
direct assistance is generally provided through tax concessions or grants.

While intervention can be justified, at least up to the point where the rate of subsidy equals the
marginal external benefit, in practice it is very difficult to design and implement assistance
programs that achieve an optimal result.  There are difficulties with:

• measurement and inadequate information;

• selection of the preferred medium or vehicle for assistance;

• behavioural responses;

• administration and compliance costs; and

• imbalances between R&D market failure and other deviations from socially desirable levels
of activity.

Despite these difficulties, governments in advanced economies have universally adopted
intervention programs which often employ a variety of measures to encourage R&D, ranging
from market intelligence to seed capital.

It is desirable that all levels of Government work cooperatively to improve the opportunities for
R&D:

• The use of Commonwealth income tax concessions (in preference to grants and loans) will
generally impart greater commercial discipline since this pathway also consumes
shareholders’ funds on which an opportunity rate of return is required; and

• At the state/local level, the availability of necessary support services is probably more
critical.
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8.2   Research and development tax deductions

In Australia, concerns with the low level of business expenditure on R&D led to the introduction
of the R&D income tax concession (effective from 1 July 1985), and it remains the main form of
Federal assistance for R&D.

Overall, the concession has been extensively used, especially during periods of buoyant
economic growth.  The current arrangements provide for 125 per cent deductibility of qualifying
expenditure, including both revenue and capital outlays.  Qualifying plant is deductible over
three years at 125 per cent of value, that is, 41.6 per cent per annum prime cost.

The gross annual cost to revenue of the R&D tax concession is around $500-$600 million per
annum.34  However, the real cost to Commonwealth revenue is less.  It could be argued that
R&D expenditure should be fully deductible in the absence of the specific tax concession.
Hence the marginal 25 per cent represents the base of the subsidy.  Further, there may be
several years between commitment of qualifying expenditure and realisation of the tax benefit.
As a result, the benefits erode with inflation.  Some of the company tax savings may also be
clawed back with dividend imputation.  Finally, to the extent that the scheme is successful,
there may be a growth dividend from new products and processes.

Eligibility requirements of the scheme cover the type of entity and activities, and there are
threshold levels of expenditure to qualify for assistance.  The scheme allows accelerated
income tax deductions for all eligible R&D expenditure, both recurrent and capital.  Several
provisions in the scheme aim to retain within Australia the benefits from supported projects.

An important effect of the eligibility criteria has been to exclude small firms.  The beneficiaries of
the scheme are found to be concentrated in a relatively small proportion of (large) firms in
certain industries (chemicals, computer software, appliances and electrical equipment, etc).

Analysis of the tax concession scheme indicates that it has only achieved modest additional
R&D effort.35  The Australian ratio of gross R&D expenditure to GDP still remains low by
international standards (and is declining).  Within the aggregate picture, Australia ranks
relatively higher on government funding of R&D than on business R&D outlays.  This implies
that the research effort is greater than the product development (commercialising) component.
The predominant view is that business R&D in Australia is low because of the characteristics of
domestic firms — relatively small and often utilising low-technology production methods.

The efficiency of the scheme has also been limited, with concerns expressed regarding the cost
of the marginal benefits achieved, the mix/share of private/public rewards (with implications for
financing), and system losses through administration and compliance, confiscation of the
benefits overseas etc.

8.3   The Miles Report

The Miles Report, Innovation: Unlocking the future, is the latest set of proposals for helping
Australia to participate in the new global economy.36  While the Miles Report acknowledges that
priority-setting should largely be market driven, the overall package is highly interventionist.

                                                     
34 Department of Industry, Science and Resources, Science and Technology Budget Statement 2000-01, Canberra,
2000.

35 Bureau of Industry Economics Research Report No. 50, R&D, Innovation and Competitiveness: An Evaluation of the
R&D Tax Concession, Canberra, AGPS, 1993.

36 Innovation Summit Implementation Group (ISIG), Innovation: Unlocking the future, Final report of the ISIG, August
2000.  (The National Innovation Summit was established under the auspices of the Business Council of Australia and
the Commonwealth Government.)
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The recommendations are grouped under three central themes:

• creating an ideas culture;

• generating ideas; and

• acting on ideas.

There are major proposals in education and training, research infrastructure, technology
incubation, management of intellectual property, and enhanced R&D income tax concessions.
To date, the Federal Government's response to the Miles Report has been supportive but non-
committal.

If the Miles agenda is adopted as Commonwealth policy, the states and territories will be
requested to contribute.  Participation would have the advantages of following a package of
reforms developed cooperatively with business, and forming part of an integrated, national
response.  If additional promotion were deemed necessary at the state level, then the
transparency and more limited nature of conditional grants might be preferable.

8.4   Supporting research and development: taxes versus
grants

Where government financial assistance is provided for local R&D, the key issues are the means
of intervention and the extent of government involvement.

When it comes to the prime vehicle for direct assistance, the main choice is usually between
passive subsidisation (tax relief, education and training) and targeted subsidisation (grants and
loans, services, linking/incubating).

Arguments in favour of the broader measures like tax relief include:

• the opportunities provided for recipients to determine how best to meet the qualifying
criteria (flexibility and choice);

• the lower distortionary effects on resource use with generally available assistance (not
restricted to industries or sectors);

• the incentive to make profitable decisions (in order that the concession is realised); and

• the generally lower costs of administering tax-based assistance.

Arguments against the use of the tax regime as the main vehicle of assistance include:

• the fact that a firm's pre-existing tax status determines the value of the subsidy;

• tax breaks are not transparent;

• avoidance schemes may be encouraged; and

• variations to the scheme may be more difficult to put in place.

While the administration of tax concessions is a minor cost, grants offer more scope to ensure
that the assistance is channelled to projects that would not have occurred without assistance
(though at considerable administrative and compliance cost).

The Committee considers that targeted assistance measures can be better directed at
perceived gaps in the process of creating ideas and taking them forward to commercial
products.  The targeted approach is also better placed to tackle performance issues at the
individual firm level (e.g. business management), thereby immediately influencing the ability to
compete.
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Broader measures, such as tax concessions, do not directly address such deficiencies, but if
these are to be provided at all, the Committee considers that the most appropriate tax base for
providing such support is income tax, because of its size and focus on profitable outcomes.  In
this way, the Committee has concluded that the most appropriate authority for assisting R&D
through tax concessions is the Commonwealth Government.

The State Government, however, may be better placed to provide targeted support, particularly
in terms of commercialisation of R&D.  The Committee has, therefore, not supported any further
R&D tax concessions at the State level.  Rather, it considers that the overall package of reforms
will considerably assist new and growing businesses, including those which undertake R&D, by
lowering marginal costs overall.
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9:  Environmental taxes
This chapter discusses the options available to the Government to use economic means to
counter environmental problems such as pollution and road congestion.

Environmental issues were raised in a number of submissions, including those from Rigby
Cooke Lawyers, The Victorian Council of Social Service, the Department of Natural Resources
and Environment, and the National Institute of Economic and Industry Research Pty Ltd.

In assessing the particular proposals made during the Review, the Committee considered that
the issues they raised were beyond the Terms of Reference of this Review.  As a result, the
Committee has made no formal recommendations on this matter.

However, because the debate about business and environmental taxes will continue in the
medium to long term, the Committee concluded that there would be value in discussing the
ways in which such issues relate to state governments.

9.1   Using economic instruments to address environmental
concerns

9.1.1  Use of taxes and charges

(a) Taxes on outputs

In economic parlance, a ‘Pigouvian’ tax is one that penalises the generator of pollution at the
marginal cost of the damage caused by the pollution.  Applied to either the output of pollution
(such as an emissions tax) or to the inputs that generate pollution (for example, a carbon tax),
such taxes usually lead to higher prices for products, so providing broad incentives for reduction
of pollution.  Depending on the elasticities of supply and demand, the taxes lead to a reduced
level of pollution.

Efficient emissions taxes cover all significant sources of pollution, are based on sound
information about the quantity of emissions and their spill-over, and can be differentiated
according to environmental effects.

Other impacts such as incentives for the illegal disposal of waste also come into the equation.
It is important, too, to consider the costs of administration (establishing and monitoring the tax)
compared with the expected environmental benefits. While output taxes spread responsibility
for abating pollution to those who contribute to the problem and provide incentives to reduce
emissions, one problem with such taxes is their high monitoring and administration cost.

In general, taxes can be applied to outputs where pollution is readily measurable, such as
stationary pollution emitters like industrial smokestacks.  Where the source of pollution is
diverse, it is usually more practical to encourage abatement through subsidies than to penalise
(through taxes) those who fail to take abatement measures.  For example, it is far more
practical to subsidise tree planting rather than tax people for failure to plant trees.

State and local governments are responsible for monitoring the use of inland waterways, the
regulation of industrial emissions to air and water, and the disposal of solid wastes and
hazardous substances.  Overseeing taxes on emissions with local impacts is largely a state and
local government matter in Australia.  Such taxes and fees are generally administered in
Victoria by the Environment Protection Authority (EPA).

There are no emission taxes for discharges of pollution to air or water at the Commonwealth
level in Australia.  However, in 1989, the Commonwealth Government introduced fees on ozone
depleting substances as part of the regulatory framework to control their use.
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(b) Taxes on inputs

The main requirement for an efficient input or 'product' tax is the existence of a direct
relationship between the tax base and the environmental damage.

Input taxes can be used where emissions taxes are impractical, very costly, or impossible to
implement, particularly where the sources of emissions are diffuse.  They are less efficient than
emission taxes, however, where the environmental impact of a product varies according to how
it is produced.

If the tax is physically based, the unit of taxation must be identified.  For example, rather than
tax the output of greenhouse gases, an input tax on fuel might be levied on the basis of
specified volumetric rates for different products, or a uniform rate per unit of energy across
different fuels, or on the basis of carbon content.

The legal incidence of the tax must also be considered.  In general, the further a tax is levied
from the production stage, the greater the number of taxpayers and the greater the
administration and compliance costs involved.  Situations where environmental impacts vary
with production techniques would suggest a tax on producers, but where impacts vary with
types of use it may be important to levy the tax closer to the final consumer to allow for different
effective rates of tax (such as through tax rebates).

There are two main product taxes in Australia — state licence fees and Commonwealth excise
duties.

(i) State licence fees

Product-based state environmental taxes are only possible if there is a clear environmental
policy rationale for the level of the fee, due to constitutional limitations on state taxation of
commodities.  Licence fees should normally be imposed on a volumetric basis (linked to
physical characteristics of the product) rather than being imposed on the basis of the price of
the product.

Licence fees may be applied to any level including producers, wholesalers, retailers and
individual consumers.  However, product-based retail-level fees must not have the effect of
discriminating against products from other states (under Section 92 of the Constitution).

States may be able to use licence fees as part of a well articulated environmental policy.  A
direct and transparent link between the fee and the environmental impact of the licensed
behaviour is essential, for example, the amount of lead contained in batteries.

State licence fees appear the most promising instrument for addressing production-based
environmental impacts, particularly where the level of the fee is not high and the nature of the
impacts varies.  The Commonwealth may also have an important role in addressing national
and interstate trade issues.

(ii) Commonwealth excise duties

The Australian excise system is marked by relatively high rates of tax on a small range of
products: beer, wine and spirits, tobacco and tobacco products, and petroleum products.
These commodities generally display reasonably inelastic demand and relatively concentrated
industry structures.  Inelastic demand can be an advantage from a tax policy perspective
because a tax imposed on these products has a relatively small impact on purchasing
decisions, minimising the impact of the tax on resource allocation.  On the other hand, this
means that price is less useful as a way to 'correct' behaviour deemed to be inappropriate.
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(c) Some anomalies for land use

At both the state and Commonwealth levels, there are tax impediments to conserving land.
Landholders are encouraged to clear their land for primary production.  All states, including
Victoria, exempt land used for primary production from land tax, while land managed under a
conservation covenant in Victoria is not exempt from land tax.

Land tax exemptions for land used for primary production may not apply if the land is taken out
of production for conservation purposes.  Land tax and stamp duty exemptions, which are
sometimes available for charitable organisations, may not apply if the land is acquired for
conservation purposes.

Binning and Young estimated that nationally a rate and land tax rebate need only be modest
(less than $1 000 per annum) to have at least a symbolic impact on a farmer's decision to
manage land for conservation purposes.37 Nevertheless, the Committee does not support new
tax concessions and does not consider that its Terms of Reference allow any recommendation
on such issues.

9.1.2  Use of grants and subsidies

Government grants and subsidies offer more scope than taxes to target particular
environmental problems and vary the level of support to match the anticipated benefits of the
project.  Government expenditure on grants and subsidies is also more transparent, and is
more easily adjusted than tax-based measures.  In addition, assistance can be provided
irrespective of the recipient’s income.

However, subsidies to reduce land degradation can have the unintended effect of providing
incentives for farmers to alter farm management procedures to qualify for subsidies.  Subsidies
to encourage capital investment in soil conservation works, rather than alternative land
management techniques not based on capital works, may also reduce incentives to develop
and apply new conservation technologies.

Subsidies alter the entry and exit conditions for firms in a market, so that even though individual
firms may lower their level of pollution, industry expansion may lead to an overall higher level of
pollution in the long run.  By increasing the profitability of the industry as a whole, subsidies
may preserve or even increase areas of marginal land in uses which are profitable to individual
land users, but uneconomic from the viewpoint of the rest of society.38

In Victoria, subsidies and grants are available to landholders who enter management
agreements to protect native vegetation.  These grants are supported by Commonwealth and/or
state funds from such programs as the State Salinity Program; Landcare; One Billion Trees;
and the Murray-Darling Basin Commission's Natural Resources Management Strategy.

                                                     
37 Binning, C. and Young, M., Talking to the Taxman about Nature Conservation: Proposals for the introduction of tax
incentives for the protection of high conservation value native vegetation, National R&D Program on Rehabilitation,
Management and Conservation of Remnant Vegetation, Research Report 4/99, Environment Australia, Canberra, 1999.

38 Peterson, D., ‘The role of taxation in the prevention and treatment of land degradation’, included in Rural Income
Taxation, Peterson D. and Warren N. (eds.), Australian Tax Research Foundation, Conference Series no.15, The
Australian Agricultural Economics Society Inc., Sydney, 1995.
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Table 9.1 shows a broad range of economic instruments available to address environmental issues.  Many of these methods have greater advantages than
tax-based approaches.

Table 9.1: Economic approaches to environmental management

Economic instrument Issue / rationale Jurisdiction /
administering
body

Tax base / how applied Advantages Disadvantages

Taxes and charges

Emissions and effluent
charges

Load-based licensing
system.  Covers
discharges of waste to
air, water and land as
well as noise
emissions.

Air emissions
Water emissions
Land emissions
Noise emissions

State level -
Victorian EPA.
Environment
Protection
Act 1970

Fees for individual licences are
calculated as a function of the
volume and nature of emissions.
Covers around 1 200 licences –
primarily covering the operators of
industrial premises, landfill and
waste treatment plants.

There has been a  reduction of 5 000
licences from the number being
applied in the late 1970s. If the
activity associated with the licences
posed a reduced threat to the
environment, the EPA tended to
cancel such licences. The drop in
licence numbers therefore represents
an improvement in the environmental
performance of a number of firms.

User charges for
treatment and/or
disposal of waste

Treatment and
disposal of household
and industrial waste
water

State level –
Melbourne Water

Charges implemented for waste
disposal.

Some evidence that firms are
modifying their discharges to take
account of the costs of disposing of
trade waste.

User charges for
natural areas and
amenity

Access to natural
areas such as
national parks

All areas of
government

Fees may be applied on a user
pays basis for access to national
parks, recreation areas and
conservation reserves.

Most fees are set at
a level which allows
maintenance of
facilities rather than
rationing resource
use or maintaining
flora or fauna.
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Economic instrument Issue / rationale Jurisdiction /
administering
body

Tax base / how applied Advantages Disadvantages

Product charges and taxes

Leaded fuel tax
differential

Commonwealth Scheduled 2 cents differential tax
between unleaded and leaded petrol
introduced in August 1993. (Subject
to indexation)

As an economic incentive, the
differential tax has been judged
effective in encouraging a switch
from leaded to unleaded petrol
where this has been technically
possible.

Charges on ozone
depleting substances

Commonwealth
and states -
Ozone
Protection
Strategy

Governments apply charges to
products which use ozone depleting
chemicals.

The fees have been
designed only to
raise revenue to
cover the costs of
administration of the
Ozone Protection
Act 1995.

Subsidies and tax
concessions

Tax concessions

Concessional tax on
products made entirely
out of recycled paper.

Aimed to encourage
reuse of paper,
conserve timber
supplies and reduce
waste disposal and
litter.

Commonwealth
- (introduced in
1992, scrapped
in 1995.)

Exemption from sales tax of products
made entirely out of recycled paper.

Commonwealth EPA review
concluded that the scheme had
resulted in significant environmental
benefits.

Abandoned in 1995
because it created a
number of market
distortions,
including
encouraging the
use of imported
recycled paper
products.
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Economic instrument Issue / rationale Jurisdiction /
administering
body

Tax base / how applied Advantages Disadvantages

Section 387-55 of the
Income Tax
Assessment
Act 1997

Landcare-related
provisions

Commonwealth Full deductibility is allowed in the year of
expenditure for capital expenditure to
control land degradation on land used for
primary production.  Relevant eligible
works include pest and weed control,
fencing off degraded areas and areas
identified in an approved management
plan, and tree and shrub establishment.

A 34% rebate has been introduced to
improve the access of low-income earners.
The rebate is available for a maximum of
$5 000 expenditure in any given year.

Study by Australian Bureau
of Agricultural and Resource
Economics (ABARE), in
1996 showed that for a
majority of farmers with land
care expenditures, the
availability of sections 387-
55 and 387-130 was at least
of some importance in their
decision to make such
expenditures.

Section 387-130 of
the Income Tax
Assessment
Act 1997

Facilities to conserve
or convey water

Commonwealth Capital expenditure for the purposes of
conserving or conveying water is able to be
depreciated over three years.

Tax deductibility of
cash donations to
approved
environmental
organisations

Commonwealth

Tax deductibility of
donations of land
with conservation
value

Commonwealth An eligible deduction if the land has been
owned for fewer than 12 months, or if the
land is of national cultural heritage
significance and is accepted by the
National Trust.

Tax deductibility of
certain gifts to
environment or
heritage bodies

Commonwealth Five year apportionment of tax deductions
for gifts of property valued at more than
$5 000 to an eligible environment or
heritage body, on or after 1 July 1999.
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Economic instrument Issue / rationale Jurisdiction /
administering
body

Tax base / how applied Advantages Disadvantages

Grants and subsidies

National Landcare
Program; Bushcare
Program

Grants for
management of
native vegetation

Commonwealth

Second Generation
Landcare Grants
2000-01

Grants covering Tree
Victoria, Landcare
Partnership Initiative
and the Weeds
Initiative

State level

Rebates

Solar Hot Water
Rebate Program and
Photovoltaic Rebate
Program

Part of the Victorian
Greenhouse Strategy

Victorian
Sustainable Energy
Authority (SEAV)

Rebates to households that replace
conventional fossil fuel water heaters
with solar water heaters; Rebate of up
to $8 250 to householders installing
domestic sized photovoltaic systems.

Rate rebate schemes Widely used by local
governments to
encourage adoption
of environmental
protection measures
by landholders.

Local government
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Economic instrument Issue / rationale Jurisdiction /
administering body

Tax base / how applied Advantages Disadvantages

Financial enforcement
incentives

Environmental liability Financial institutions
acting as controller or
mortgagee in
possession of a
development are
liable for making the
development site safe
and ensuring that any
further operations do
not cause pollution.

Banks administer this
system, using
regulatory material from
the EPA.

Lending institutions which
finance firms with activities
involving a high degree of
pollution are subject to limited
liability for cleaning up any
environmental spills.

Companies which are good
environmental performers
are more likely to obtain
finance at a somewhat
lower cost than their poorly
performing competitors.

Deposit refund systems

The only state with specific
legislation to support a
deposit refund scheme is
South Australia (payments
for recycled cans and
bottles).

Property rights and market
creation

Tradeable permits

Tradeable Water
Entitlements

Economically efficient
and ecologically
sustainable use of
water in the Murray-
Darling Basin.

Murray-Darling Basin
Commission

The Pilot Interstate Water
Trading Scheme operates
between South Australia,
Victoria and New South Wales.
Involves the transfer of high
security water entitlements held
by private diverters.
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Economic instrument Issue / rationale Jurisdiction /
administering body

Tax base / how applied Advantages Disadvantages

Tradeable permits

Salinity and drainage
strategy

To reduce the level of
salinity in the Murray-
Darling river system.

Murray-Darling Basin
Commission

Operates between the irrigation
districts of New South Wales,
Victoria and South Australia.

Other economic
instruments

Accredited Licensee
Scheme

Ability of firms to manage
their own environmental
performance within broad
performance criteria so
that they have the
flexibility to achieve
environmental goals in
the most cost effective
manner.

State – EPA Businesses demonstrating a
commitment and capability for
environmental protection receive
a number of benefits relating to
licensing and works approval.
These benefits include a 25%
reduction in licensing fees, no
additional approval requirements
for most new works.
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9.2   Victoria's taxes and charges and the environment

9.2.1  Transport

(a) Incidence of current tax system

Transport environmental concerns include congestion, pollution and road damage.  The
present array of indirect taxes on road transport, including Commonwealth excise and
franchise fees on petroleum products, state registration and licence fees, stamp duties
and third party insurance, can be justified, at least in part, as a user charge for the costs of
road construction and maintenance and policing, for example.  However, ideally, the
charges would be based on units of road services consumed.39

Victoria’s current tax system falls short of the ideal in some areas, although these are not
directly related to State revenue collections.  A comparison of the estimates contained in
the 1994 Victorian Transport Externalities Study with data on tax revenue and road
expenditures, indicates that the total social costs associated with transport in Victoria were
around the same magnitude as the net revenue from specific taxes and charges in fuel
and vehicle ownership (that is, net Commonwealth fuel excise, state franchise fees,
registration fees and vehicle stamp duties).40

Those estimates of social costs, however, do not account for visual pollution, the
opportunity cost of land used for public roads and parking, and the contribution of road
transport to wider environmental problems, such as climate change or threats to biological
diversity.

Given the difficulties in directly linking specific transport taxes to associated social costs in
the current system, there may well be a degree of cross-subsidy between different areas
and types of road users in the current transport taxes.  Road pricing (user pays) charges
to cover the costs of providing and maintaining roads and associated issues are seen as a
more efficient approach than excises and other levies which are not related to specific
road uses.

(b) Government attempts to target transport issues

(i) Commonwealth excise tax on leaded petrol

To encourage motorists with cars manufactured before 1986 to switch to the use of
unleaded petrol, the Commonwealth Government increased excise tax on leaded petrol by
one cent per litre on 1 February 1994 and an additional one cent on 1 August 1994.  The
excise is indexed twice a year to movements in the Consumer Price Index.  Passed on to
consumers, the increase in excise was accompanied by a substantial public advertising
campaign.

In the months following the introduction of the increased excise, significant increases
occurred in the rate at which motorists switched from leaded to unleaded petrol.41

Revenue from this surcharge is not directed to any environmental activities, but it does
demonstrate an effective use of market instruments and publicity to affect consumer
behaviour.

                                                     
39 Freebairn, J., Reforming Australia’s indirect tax mess (speech), Speakers’ Submissions, National Tax Reform
Summit, Canberra, 1996.

40 Bureau of Transport and Communications Economics and Environment Protection Authority, The Costing and
Costs of Transport Externalities in Selected Countries: A Review, Victorian Transport Externalities Study, Vol. 1,
May 1994.
41 On 1 July 2000, the rate of excise was reduced by 6.7 cents per litre to account for implementation of the GST.
The differential between leaded and unleaded petrol excise remains around two cents per litre.  Given the rise in
petrol prices, the real value of this differential is being eroded.
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(ii) Transport related charges: examples from other states

New South Wales levy on car park spaces

To discourage car-based commuting into the Central Business District, from 1992 the New
South Wales state government imposed an annual levy on car park spaces (initially set at
$200 per space).  This was intended to fund 'park and ride' lots at suburban rail stations,
and to encourage the use of public transport in Sydney.

Car park operators appear to have passed on their increased costs through increases in
fees on short-term parking, rather than on leases and the all-day parking used by
commuters.  The levy does not, therefore, appear to have achieved the objective of
reducing car-based commuting, although it has generated income to support park and ride
lots.

One lesson from this initiative is that economic instruments have to be carefully designed
and targeted to be effective.

North Sydney Council encouraging public transport use

In the early 1980s, North Sydney Council implemented several initiatives designed to
discourage people working in the area from commuting by car.  The State Government
and North Sydney Council cut parking spaces in the area by half.  They increased parking
meter fees to $1.00 an hour in 1980, a high fee for the time.  Planning requirements for
new office development set a maximum number of car parking spaces which was one fifth
of the number set as a minimum by adjoining suburbs.

Prior to these initiatives, 80 per cent of people working in the area commuted by car,
20 per cent used public transport.  After the initiatives, 80 per cent of workers used public
transport and 20 per cent used cars.

Clearly, people can be discouraged from using cars if this use is made too difficult or too
expensive.  A major factor in implementing schemes to reduce car use in other cities
around the world may be decision makers' willingness and ability to withstand complaints
from those inconvenienced.

(c) Other methods of targeting transport issues

(i) Differential taxes and charges

Different taxes on motor vehicles, based on the rate of emission pollutants, could be used
to influence consumers to buy more environmentally friendly vehicles.

(ii) Vehicle emission credits: 'cash for clunkers' scheme

A 'cash for clunkers' scheme has potential to reduce vehicle emissions.  Such a scheme
involves organisations purchasing and retiring vehicles with high emissions, for which they
receive emissions credits.  Credits can then be sold to polluting firms or used to meet their
own emissions reduction requirements.  A study by the Bureau of Transport and
Communications Economics of the cost effectiveness of a cash for clunkers scheme,
involving the purchase of vehicles by governments to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in
the transport sector, judged such a scheme as a relatively cheap way to reduce emissions
compared with other measures.42

                                                     
42 Bureau of Transport and Communications Economics (BTCE), Transport and Greenhouse Costs and Options
for Reducing Emissions, Report 94, Australian Government Publishing Service, Canberra, 1996.
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(iii) Encouraging car tuning through 'feebates'

Studies by the Environment Protection Authority have shown that if a car is tuned
annually, exhaust emissions are reduced by approximately 25 per cent.  Therefore one
initiative to reduce exhaust emissions could be to introduce a 'feebate' system to
encourage people to tune their cars annually.  In short, each year, if a person can prove
(for example, through a mechanic's certificate) that his or her car has been tuned in the
past 12 months, they could receive a rebate on their vehicle's re-registration fee.
Conversely, a penalty in the form of an additional fee on vehicle re-registration would
apply to cars not tuned that year.

9.2.2  Industrial waste

(a) International experience

A Waste Tax began operating in January 1995 in the Netherlands.  The tax is levied on
waste delivered to dumps and incinerators, and is calculated on the basis of weight.
Revenue is allocated to the general budget, from which environmental policy is financed.

Subsequent evaluations have found that the tax contributed to the desired shift from
dumping to prevention, recycling and incineration.

(b) Control of industrial waste at the state level

(i) EPA licence fees

The Victorian Environment Protection Authority licenses premises to a legal entitlement to
discharge limited emissions.  All these premises are 'scheduled' premises because they
have a significant potential for ongoing environmental impact.  Licence fees are load
based and are calculated differently depending on the type of pollutant.  Importantly, the
fees are based on licensed, not actual emissions.  In general, the level of the licence fee
tends to be based on the costs of administering the regulatory regime rather than being
set to reflect the external costs imposed by the emissions.  In 1999-2000, revenue from
licence fees totalled almost $9 million.  Money from licence fees is paid into the State’s
Consolidated Fund.

Within the licensing system, scheduled premises that can demonstrate an ongoing, higher
level of environmental performance can apply for an 'accredited licence'.  An accredited
licensee is given greater flexibility than under the standard regulatory regime.  For
example, an accredited licensee may undertake certain works without a works approval or
research, development and demonstration approval.  Accredited licensees are also
rewarded with a 25 per cent reduction in licence fees.

(ii) Works approval fees

Works approval is generally required before new scheduled premises can be established
or existing scheduled premises can be modified or expanded.  Works approvals are
designed to ensure that development proposals adequately address potential
environmental risks before construction begins.  The approvals are generally assessed
within three months of a company lodging an application with the EPA.  The works
approval application fee is based on the proposed capital cost of works, which provides a
proxy for the work involved in assessing the application.  It ranges from $480 for the least
expensive works to $36 000 for works costing over $100 million.  In 1999-2000, revenue
from works approval fees was worth $380 000.
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(iii) Landfill levy

The landfill levy applies to scheduled premises which are licensed to accept waste for
disposal to land.  This basically means municipal and private landfills.  The levy is paid for
each tonne of waste (other than prescribed industrial waste) deposited onto land at the
premises.  The levy is currently $2 per tonne in regional areas and $4 per tonne (which
includes the $1 per tonne temporary levy described below) in certain metropolitan areas.

In 1999-2000, revenue raised by the landfill levy totalled $11.9 million.  Funds from the
landfill levy are paid into the Resource Recovery Fund and distributed under the
Environment Protection Act 1970 (70 per cent to EcoRecycle Victoria, 10 per cent to
regional waste management groups and 20 per cent allocated to the EPA to cover the
cost of administrating the levy and promoting waste avoidance, waste management and
waste reduction objectives within industry).

In a number of metropolitan areas, there is a $1 per tonne temporary landfill levy that will
be applied until 30 June 2002.  Funds from the temporary levy are used to meet
commitments under the National Packaging Covenant.  The Covenant is a joint industry-
government program which involves matching funding contributions from the packaging
industry.  Revenue raised by the temporary landfill levy totalled $3.6 million in 1999-2000.

(iv) Prescribed industrial waste levy

The Prescribed Industrial Waste levy applies to scheduled premises which are licensed to
accept prescribed (hazardous) industrial waste for disposal to land.  The levy for
prescribed waste landfills is $10 per tonne.  Money from the levy is paid into the
Environment Protection Fund.  In 1999-2000, revenue raised by this levy totalled
$4.2 million.  The levy is used to fund programs designed to support companies' waste
minimisation programs, such as cleaner production initiatives, rural chemical collection
programs, and Best Practice Environmental Management guidelines and codes of
practice.

(v) Environment protection levy

An additional 3 per cent of the licence fee (the environment protection levy) is payable for
licensed premises which store, process, treat or handle prescribed industrial waste, such
as refineries and Melbourne Water.  Money from this levy is paid into the Environment
Protection Fund and totalled $210 000 in 1999-2000.

(vi) Other minor administrative charges

• A $320 notice service fee is issued with pollution abatement notices, noise control
notices and clean-up notices.  This fee covers the cost of administration and service
of notices.

• A $420 Research, Development and Demonstration (RD&D) application fee applies to
companies seeking approval for genuine RD&D projects of limited scale, impact or
duration, which would otherwise require a full works approval.

• Transporters of hazardous waste must apply for a permit for any vehicle used to
transport hazardous waste.  The permit fee is calculated on the type and quantity of
waste that the vehicle transports.

• Transport certificates are used to track the movements of hazardous waste such as
asbestos.  A single certificate costs $3.30 and books of 100 certificates are sold for
$165 to holders of the transport permits.

• Environmental Auditors are required to pay an appointment fee of $1 360.  The fee
covers administrative costs for the appointment period (either one year or two years).
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(vii) Comparison with New South Wales

The majority of companies subject to environmental fees and charges in Australia operate
in New South Wales and Victoria.  Many environmental charges administered in Victoria
under the Environment Protection Act 1970 are lower than the New South Wales
equivalents.  For example, in 1999-2000, revenue from the landfill levy in New South
Wales totalled about $86 million, compared to Victoria’s total revenue of $19 million from
the equivalent waste levies.

9.2.3  Agricultural waste

Agricultural waste includes nutrient and chemical run-off from animal waste and the
application of fertilisers, pesticides and herbicides.  Water run-off from irrigation and
drainage practices also contributes significantly to Victoria's salinity problems.

The need to limit nutrient load and salinity to a safe minimum standard is crucial to
maintaining the environmental integrity of Victoria's resources and prosperity.  The
challenge for Government is to achieve this at the lowest possible cost to society, with
minimum disruption to productive activity and with maximum equity.

(a) Nutrient discharge

Some sources of nutrient discharge, such as farm run-off, are difficult to measure.  It is
therefore difficult to administer tradeable permit schemes to reduce such discharge.
Nutrient discharge problems may need to be addressed by measures aimed at the source
of the nutrient itself (fertilisers and animal waste).  A possible instrument to address the
problem is a charge or a tax on fertilisers which differs according to the potential of the
fertiliser to increase water nutrient levels.  Where it is not possible to monitor or measure
such inputs or sources, subsidies for undertaking action to reduce the problem may be
required.

Alternatively, the Department of Natural Resources and Environment’s Economics Branch
is investigating linking a tradeable emissions market with land-use change auctions as an
incentive-based approach to nutrient management.  Their argument is that both tradeable
permits, and auctions for grants that reward nutrient-load reducing land-use change, have
been shown separately to offer economic efficiency gains.  Although tradeable permits are
preferred for emissions from a known location, an auction of grants for land-use change
(such as reduction in fertiliser use) is proposed as an efficient mechanism for including
non-point source emitters in a tradeable permit regime.

(b) Salinity

Salinity costs Victoria an estimated $50 million annually, with some 140 000 hectares of
irrigated land and 120 000 hectares of dry-land significantly affected.  By 2050, a ten-fold
increase in the area affected by salt is predicted.  Commonwealth expenditure on dual
control currently stands at around $500 million annually.

(i) Irrigation salinity

There are two main types of salinity, dry-land salinity and irrigation salinity.  Irrigation
salinity has been addressed through the implementation of a tradeable salt credits scheme
in the irrigation areas of New South Wales, Victoria and South Australia under the Salinity
and Drainage Strategy.

The tradeable salt credits scheme is part of the Murray-Darling Basin Commission’s
scheme designed to reduce river salinity in the Murray-Darling river system.  This mainly
involves salinity caused by irrigation.  The strategy is the result of an agreement between
the governments of New South Wales, Victoria and South Australia and the
Commonwealth and is managed by the Commission.
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The Salinity and Drainage Strategy could be described as keeping a 'salinity bank
account' for each of the three states, as it involves maintaining a ledger of salinity credits
and debits for each state.  States undertaking activities which cause an increase in salinity
are debited, whereas salinity improvements lead to credits.  So far, the states are on track
to achieve the desired reductions in salinity.

In the Mallee region of Victoria (Mildura), a salt levy of approximately $1.60 per megalitre
of water is attached to each water right (valued at around $45-55 per megalitre).  This levy
is collected by the water authorities in the region (First Mildura Irrigation Trust and the
Sunraysia Rural Water Authority) and the funds collected are hypothecated to fund salt
interception schemes, and to re-train farmers in environmentally sound farming practices.
The aim of this levy is to attempt to account for the salinity impact on the region from
which the water right originated.

(ii) Dry-land salinity

Due to the non-point source nature of dry-land salinity and the difficulties and expense of
trying to monitor salinity flows, tradeable permits schemes have not been developed to
address dry-land salinity.

Until output measures are a viable option, input-based economic instruments focusing on
the cause of the problem and on ameliorative methods could be pursued.  Current input-
based instruments include penalties for land clearing, tax concessions, rate rebates and
subsidies for tree planting.  For example, the Commonwealth Government makes tax
concessions available to individuals who implement works to control land degradation, and
some local governments provide economic incentives in the form of environmental levies,
and rate rebates for individuals who undertake activities such as fencing remnant
vegetation or planting trees.

For direct discharges of salinity into waterways from point sources such as mines and
electricity generating power stations, output-based measures are appropriate.  Options
include charges and taxes on salt output, subsidies for activities to reduce salty
discharges and tradeable salt permits systems.

9.2.4  Water use in agriculture

(a) Tradeable Water Entitlements

Tradeable Water Entitlements (TWEs) are an economic instrument which may be used to
control the use of water.  Allocating legally enforceable property rights to water use is
intended to lead to the distribution of water to its most productive or highest value uses,
such as re-allocating water from mixed farming to dairy farming.43  In 1994, trading
arrangements for water were included as part of the water reform process for Australia
agreed to by the Council of Australian Governments.

The Victorian Rural Water Corporation established the first tradeable entitlements scheme
in Victoria's irrigation areas.  Two types of entitlements were available for trade:

• temporary transfers (within seasons); and

• ‘permanent’ transfers (lasting 15 years).

Rural water authorities, which replaced the Corporation approximately five years ago,
have further developed and encouraged tradeable entitlements regimes.

                                                     
43 Industry Commission, Role of Economic Instruments in Managing the Environment, Staff Research Paper,
Industry Commission, Australian Government Publishing Service, Melbourne, July 1997.
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(b) Subsidy of water used for irrigation purposes

Water for irrigation purposes is currently subsidised by governments by providing and
maintaining infrastructure.  Therefore, water prices do not fully reflect either the direct
costs associated with diversion of water or problems of land degradation from irrigation.
Full cost pricing of water supplies may encourage water saving.  However, due to the
capitalisation of expected water subsidies into asset values (principally land), any
significant upward movement in water prices may lead to calls for transitional assistance.

9.2.5  Mining, energy and other extractive industries

(a) Royalties from extractive industries

State administered royalties from extractive industries in Victoria currently raise revenue of
around 25 million dollars annually.  Generally they are levied as a fixed rate of the
proportion of value of the material (e.g. 5 per cent of the total value extracted).
Technically it is a fee paid by the extractor when title over the resource is transferred from
the Crown to the private extractor.  The fixed rate for different extractive goods is reported
in Extractive Industries Regulations operating under the Extractive Industries Development
Act 1995.

Generally, Victorian royalty rates for oil and gas are very similar to those in other
Australian states.  However, royalty arrangements for coal tend to differ between states,
reflecting the economics of the industry and the value of the product extracted.44  A more
detailed description of these royalties is shown in Table 9.2.

Table 9.2  Victorian resources rent table

Resource Percentage value of product
at point of extraction

Unit value per quantity

On-shore petroleuma 10% of wellhead value —

Minerals other than goldb 2.75% of sale value —

Gypsumb — $0.40 per cubic metre extracted

Stone other than dimension stone
and marblec

— $1.38 per cubic metre or
$0.84 per tonne

Dimension stone and marblec — $7.80 per cubic metre or
$3.12 per tonne

Brown coala — 0.239 cents per gigajoule

Timberd Administrative formula calculated on residual value

Abalonee Administrative formula based on current and historical prices

Other Victorian fisheries Nil

Source: Department of Natural Resources and Energy (DNRE), Economics Branch

(a) Petroleum Act 1958
(b) Mineral Resources Development Act 1990
(c) Extractive Industries Development Act 1995
(d) An auction process for allocating timber from native forests has been canvassed within DNRE.
(e) Fisheries Act 1995

                                                     
44 Environment Australia, Subsidies to the Use of Natural Resources, Environmental Economics Research Paper
no.2, 1997.
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(b) Insurance bonds

After many problems in the 1980s with companies collapsing and not having the money to
clean up their industrial sites, insurance bonds were introduced.  Environmentally risky
businesses such as those in mining and petroleum production now make an advance
payment to the State.  There are financial penalties for failure to return the site to an
agreed state once the work has been completed.  There are also preventative incentives.
If companies work to reduce their environmental risk, for example, through building around
sites to contain spills, the assurance amount required is lower.

9.2.6  Greenhouse gas emissions

Recent United Nations statistics show that, per person, Australia is the world's largest
greenhouse gas polluter.  Calculated on a per capita basis, Australia emits 25 per cent
more carbon dioxide (the main greenhouse gas) than the United States and more than
double that of most European Union countries.  This is due to Australia's high dependence
on coal-fired power, extensive land clearing and large livestock numbers.

There are several groups of instruments available to governments to address greenhouse
concerns, including carbon taxes and tradeable emissions permits.

(a) Carbon taxes

The theoretical basis for a carbon tax is that it would lead to increased prices, creating
incentives for producers and consumers to consume fewer fossil fuels. In its most
common form, a carbon tax is a levy on polluting fuels which increases with the carbon
content of the fuel.  To simplify things, the levy would be imposed on the producer of the
polluting fuel who theoretically would pass it onto consumers in the form of higher prices,
although this would depend on the elasticities of the markets involved.

To administer the tax, the Commonwealth Government would need information on the
amount of carbon in each fuel energy source being monitored and data from companies
on the amount produced each year.  This would require careful monitoring.

(i) Advantages of a carbon tax

The advantages of a carbon tax are that it:

• helps encourage the use of natural gas and boosts general conservation of fossil
fuels (because natural gas is cheaper under a carbon tax regime, production shifts to
less carbon-polluting energy sources);

• can be extended to all carbon-based fuel consumption including petrol, home heating
oil and aviation fuels;

• encourages a reduction of emissions where it can be done at least cost (only those
who pay more in tax payments than it costs to reduce emissions would undertake
emission controls — others will simply pay the tax);

• raises government revenue which can be recycled to reduce taxes on income, labour
and/or capital investment (revenue-neutral tax), shifting the burden from 'goods' like
labour to 'bads' like pollution;
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• provides ease of compliance for business, because the tax base is easy to define,
and accessing the data required should present few problems.  From the
Commonwealth Government's perspective, applying and enforcing the tax should be
fairly straightforward; and

• would be relatively simple to administer, as it could be implemented through existing
taxation systems.

(ii) Disadvantages of a carbon tax

The disadvantages of a carbon tax include:

• given that Australia is a carbon-intensive economy with large net exports of carbon-
intensive products, unilateral use of carbon tax would incur very large income losses
for Australia;

• the absence of incentives to control emissions, as distinct from producing carbon
fuels.  Given that the tax is paid on the amount of carbon, a polluting business will not
have an incentive to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by adopting technologies
such as carbon dioxide 'scrubbers' in smokestacks, or sequestering carbon dioxide
emissions, since it cannot reduce the fuel’s carbon content and so cannot reduce the
tax burden;

• the tax may not be equitable.  The economic burden will be mostly carried by energy-
producing industries though they are only accountable for half of Australia's
greenhouse emissions;

• a carbon tax would not be guaranteed to achieve the target level of total abatement,
as the Government cannot know the correct rate at which to levy the tax; and

• a carbon tax would be regressive.  Carbon taxes also have a potential to redistribute
Australia's wealth across states and regions.  From an international perspective,
Australian industry would stand to lose more than industries in other countries (with
implications for global competitiveness).

(iii) The expected impact in Australia

The effect of the introduction of a carbon tax depends on whether or not other taxes are
reduced in order to maintain 'revenue neutrality'.  Alternatively, increased revenue could
be used for greater government expenditure.  Long-run effects depend on the ultimate
incidence of carbon taxes, that is, the extent to which the tax burden is passed backwards
or forwards.  The implications for international competitiveness depend partly on whether
other countries adopt similar tax regimes.

The industry sectors in Australia most severely affected would be coal and oil producers,
and electricity generating industries.  Other sectors which would be affected, although less
so, include gas producers and exporters of energy-intensive products.

(b) Tradeable emissions permits

The holder of the permit would need to have or acquire sufficient emissions permits for a
business to emit a specified amount of greenhouse gas, or achieve the necessary
pollution abatement level set by the Government.  The total number of permits on issue
would reflect the desired overall national level of greenhouse gases emissions for a given
period.  (Both national and global tradeable permit regimes have been suggested for
controlling greenhouse gas emissions.)
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Tradeable emission permits are considered by some commentators to be more desirable
than a carbon tax because:

• they are potentially more cost effective than carbon taxes because the emissions
abatement effort could be extended to include participants other than the
energy-producing and consuming sectors;

• tradeable permits allow 'polluting rights' for the parties which value them most highly,
for example, producers without alternative technologies;

• carbon taxes would need to be revised over time in response to changes in
technology, incomes, and public attitudes and preferences.  Any error in estimating
tax rates could have significant economic and environmental ramifications.  (It can be
argued that a modest carbon tax might be good for raising revenue but would not
change behaviour, while a high rate would undermine Australia's competitive
advantage as an 'energy intensive' economy.); and

• given the international pressure in meeting greenhouse gas emission reductions as
part of the agreement under the Kyoto Protocol,45 the transparency of compliance
associated with a tradeable permits scheme is a desirable attribute.

9.2.7  Tourism

Access fees are charged for entry to approximately 25 per cent of Victoria's national and
State parks.  Such charges include single car entry charges, large-vehicle charges
(ten-plus seats) and camping fees.  Annual revenue from these charges is approximately
$3.7 million.

Leaving aside the question of collection costs, user charges may need to be significantly
increased to more extensively reflect the full costs of provision and management of
facilities.

Fees could vary in peak-use periods to manage demand.  While imposing higher fees can
have equity impacts on low income earners, it may assist in enhancing equity in the
community (compared to general government revenue) by requiring those who use the
resource more frequently to pay for the extra benefit and requiring overseas visitors to
contribute.  Welfare concerns could be addressed by granting concessions to low income
earners.

9.3   Conclusion

Australia lags behind many developed countries in the use of environmental taxes and
charges.  There is scope for greater use of levies and other market mechanisms (for
example, tradeable rights) to cover the full costs of some products or services.  Expanded
use of these devices would replace or modify regulatory controls on activities which
consume resources such as clean air.  Capacity to pay would need to be addressed by
explicit and transparent tools such as income support, rather than by cross subsidies or
preferential access.

As discussed, some activities and events are best addressed locally, for example land
degradation and waterway pollution.  Others may be more appropriately dealt with at a
higher level, for example global matters like greenhouse gas emissions.  Such issues,
which transcend borders in their impact as well as their causes, are largely beyond the
regulatory or economic powers of the states.  This does not mean that they have no role to
play, for example in terms of how they manage their activities but, rather, the primary role
must be with the Commonwealth Government.

                                                     
45  United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, held in Kyoto in December 1997.
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At the state level, perhaps the transport sector offers the best opportunities to change
behavioural patterns through the use of externality-correcting taxes and charges.  For
example, while it can be argued that existing vehicle taxes raise about the right amount of
revenue in total, consideration of allocative issues would suggest that the use of
appropriately pitched tolls is potentially a more efficient way of taxing for road use by
shifting the burden towards those who entail the costs.46

However, while the Committee notes the importance of the relationships between taxes
and the environment, it does not consider that there is currently a sufficient basis for any
recommendations in this area.

                                                     
46 Where activities give rise to external costs (or benefits) falling within a local community or state boundary, the
appropriate tax rate (subsidy rate) should be set at the marginal external cost (benefit).  Similarly, the quota of
tradeable emissions or command and control regulations should aim to achieve production and consumption
quantities where marginal social costs equal marginal social benefits.
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10: The role of State fees and charges
There is a range of services which are most appropriately provided by government, such
as access to government information and records, which must be financed by either taxes
or charges.

In order to establish the appropriate level of charge or fee to apply to the provision of
government services, the Victorian Government has in place Guidelines for Setting Fees
and Charges Imposed by Departments and Budget Sector Agencies (the Guidelines).  The
current Guidelines are reproduced in full as Appendix 3.

The Guidelines are renewed on an annual basis and distributed to Government
departments and agencies as part of the annual budgetary process.

The State's current Guidelines indicate that fees and charges should be set on a full cost
recovery basis.  The full cost is the total cost of all resources used in the production of
anything for which a cost measure is required.  It can be expressed in terms of whether it
is a direct or indirect cost, or a fixed or variable cost.  The Guidelines also describe in
detail the elements comprising full cost and discuss how these costs should be transferred
to service users through price-setting.

The Terms of Reference of the Review enable the Committee to make recommendations
on the appropriateness of the existing Guidelines for setting fees and charges.

In this chapter, the Committee reviews the existing Victorian practice for setting fees and
charges for Government services.  The Committee's suggestions for changes to the
Guidelines are summarised in section 10.2, and the rationale for the suggestions is
described in section 10.3.  The Committee has also examined the level and structure of
Government fees and charges in Land Registry Victoria, and this case study is set out in
section 10.4.

10.1  Taxes vs charges and fees

Deciding to use taxes or charges to finance government activities depends on, among
other things, which source of finance imposes the least cost to the community per dollar of
revenue raised.

The efficiency costs associated with collecting tax revenues from a narrow tax base can
be very high.  Effective use of charges as a source of revenue to finance government
activity may be one way to reduce the efficiency losses to the community from government
revenue raising.

Charges are especially attractive for the supply of goods and services with clear, private
good characteristics of real consumption and ease of exclusion.  By contrast, they are
more difficult to apply for public goods.

10.2  Funding government services through fees and
charges

Where the Government chooses to fund a service by way of a fee or charge, it is vital that
there be clear policy guidelines in place.  These policy guidelines should outline the
principles concerning the level of cost recovery and the structure of charges appropriate to
the situation.
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In its review of Victoria's existing Guidelines for setting fees and charges for Government
services, the Committee has identified a number of deficiencies and areas of concern.

In general, the Committee considers that the existing Guidelines for setting fees and
charges would benefit from substantial revision, so as to allow the Guidelines to apply
more widely, beyond the budgetary process.

10.2.1  Recommendations on the scope and application of the
Guidelines

Substantial revision of the Guidelines for Setting Fees and Charges Imposed by
Departments and Budget Sector Agencies be undertaken, and the Guidelines to:

• apply universally in relation to government provided services;

• include a minimum definition of services that should be charged for;

• draw a distinction between charges for natural monopoly services and charges for
competitively supplied services;

• state that exemptions should be made only when that government service has been
granted an explicit exemption or it is already covered by the Competitive Neutrality
Policy47; and

• cross-reference to the Government’s public/private partnership policy (Partnerships
Victoria48) and note the public sector obligations under Competitive Neutrality Policy.

10.2.2  Recommendations on calculating fees or charges for
Government services

The Guidelines should:

• include an explicit requirement that a reasonable rate of return on capital be included
in the definition of ‘full cost’ and all common costs be allocated to individual activities
on the basis of long-run avoidable costs;

• recognise that less than full cost recovery may be appropriate where there are
diminishing costs associated with provision of the services (i.e. services provided by a
‘natural monopoly’);

• include a specific estimate of the marginal efficiency cost associated with tax
collection in Victoria to be used as a benchmark for measuring the efficiency costs of
charging;

• include discussion of inclusion of marginal external costs and benefits in determining
the price for the service when there are external benefits and costs from the activity
being fined or charged;

• remove the prohibition on price discrimination between consumers of the same
product or service when provided by a natural monopoly; and

• apply a ‘materiality’ test and make allowance for the impact of administration costs on
the optimal level and structure of charges.

                                                     
47 Department of Treasury and Finance, Competitive Neutrality Policy – Victoria 2000 and Competitive Neutrality
Guide to Implementation – Victoria 2000, October 2000.

48 Department of Treasury and Finance, Partnerships Victoria, Melbourne, June 2000.
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10.3  Assessing the current Guidelines

To be useful, the Government's Guidelines must be clear.  Ambiguous and confusing
Guidelines could result in charges being set too high, or in a poorly structured manner.  In
each case, this would result in efficiency costs similar to taxes, if not worse.

Although not clearly stated, one of the principal objectives which the current Guidelines
attempt to achieve is to ensure that Government services are financed in the most efficient
manner.  The Committee believes that the Guidelines would benefit from the inclusion of
an explicit statement outlining the objective/s of the Guidelines.

10.3.1  Scope and application of the Guidelines

(a) Expanding the scope

The current Guidelines are distributed to Government departments and agencies as part
of the budgetary process and their use is restricted to that process.  However, to play such
a vital role, the Guidelines require significant revision such that they can be applied to
Government services more generally.

(b) Which activities should the Government charge for?

The existing Guidelines make general statements on the application of fees and charges
to various activities.  In particular, they state that:

Fees and charges should be considered for application to all products and services
provided by budget-dependent agencies except where Government policy dictates
otherwise, or where such fees and charges are impractical or inefficient.

It would be beneficial to clarify explicitly the minimum definition of a 'chargeable activity'
and the types of activities underpinned by public policy objectives which are necessarily
funded by taxes.  A number of OECD countries have undertaken such an exercise.49

(c) Distinguishing between monopoly services and competitively supplied services

The existing Guidelines call for the application of full cost recovery for the provision of
Government services.  Although this may be appropriate when the Government is
providing a service where potential competition from the private sector exists (in which
case Competitive Neutrality Policy would apply), there are many situations when this is not
the case.

In particular, with natural monopolies it is not necessarily efficient to charge at full cost
recovery.50

                                                     
49 User Charging for Government Services: Best Practice Guidelines and Case Studies, OECD Public
Management Occasional Paper no. 22, May 1998.

50 Natural monopolies are characterised by cost structures where the long-run marginal cost of providing an
additional unit of the service is lower than the long-run average cost of providing that service.  A common
example of a natural monopoly is the distribution of electricity.  In this case the marginal cost of delivering an
additional kilowatt of electricity into a house/business is very close to zero – once the distribution grid has been
erected.  However, the fixed costs associated with erecting the distribution grid are substantial.  Another example
discussed below is maintaining and providing access to the Land Titles database.  While the cost of maintaining
the database may be significant, the marginal cost of providing access to that database (say via the Internet) is
likely to be very small.

A ‘pure public good’, such as national defence, is a special case of a natural monopoly where the marginal cost
of providing the service to additional consumers is zero (i.e. completely non-rival in consumption) and
consumption of the service cannot be excluded.  In this situation, a service cannot be charged for by definition
(as the service is non-excludable) and the only possible way to finance the provision of the service is through
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Considering that some Government services are supplied precisely because they are
natural monopolies, it is appropriate that the Guidelines make a distinction between
services provided by a natural monopoly and focus on efficient pricing for these types of
services.

It should be noted that the Government may also supply services which are 'legislative
monopolies' extending beyond (or which may actually be unrelated to) the true natural
monopoly.  For example, until relatively recently the Government was the only supplier of
not only electricity distribution services (a natural monopoly), but also electricity retail and
generation services.  Similarly, the Government currently supplies not only the
maintenance of the Land Titles database (a natural monopoly), but also it is the only
provider of retail access to that database.

(d) Exemptions to the application of the Guidelines

It is appropriate that the application of the Guidelines can be varied where there are
explicit public policy reasons for doing so.51  In particular, it is not appropriate to apply
Guidelines, developed to ensure economic efficiency in the financing and consumption of
Government services, to charges for services supplied to achieve redistributional or equity
objectives.  For example, many health care and education services are provided to
achieve equity objectives.

The Guidelines could require service providers to justify an explicit exemption from the
Guidelines based on equity grounds.  However, it may be more appropriate and useful for
the Guidelines to include a section on how equity considerations should most
appropriately be incorporated into charges for services.

In the Committee's view, it is not appropriate for the Guidelines to apply where the service
can potentially be supplied in a competitive market.  The Government has adopted
competitive neutrality principles with the objective of eliminating the resource allocation
distortions arising out of the public ownership of entities engaged in significant business
activities.  The Competitive Neutrality Policy requires prices for competitively supplied
government services to reflect the true economic costs of those services.52

The Guidelines should refer departments and agencies providing goods in a competitive
market place to the Competitive Neutrality Policy and the Competitive Neutrality Guide to
Implementation.

(e) Application of the Guidelines to Partnerships Victoria

Identical principles apply to how charges should be set for Government services that have
been contracted out as for those that are provided by Government.  In particular, the level
of Government subsidy and any restrictions on charging set out in tender documents
should be able to be determined on the basis of the principles set out in the Guidelines.  In
this context, there may be advantages in cross-referencing the Guidelines to Victoria's
public/private partnership policy (Partnerships Victoria).

                                                                                                                                                  

compulsory taxation.  However, natural monopolies exist more generally where excludability is possible but
where the marginal cost of providing the service to an extra individual is still below the average cost (e.g.
electricity distribution).

51 A similar caveat already exists in the current Guidelines.  However, it only applies to ‘deviations from full cost’
rather than to the Guidelines per se.  If the recommendations to allow less than full cost recovery were accepted,
then this caveat would similarly have to be amended.

52 Including the cost of capital and the public ownership advantages, i.e. tax exemptions.
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10.3.2  Basis of calculating the appropriate level of charge or fee

(a) 'Full cost' definition

The existing Guidelines define the concept of full cost as including:

…labour and associated salary and wage costs, materials,
operating expenses, accommodation and corporate overheads,
and capital-related costs consistent with accrual accounting
standards…

Although 'capital related costs' consistent with accrual accounting standards include the
cost of depreciation, they do not include the economic (opportunity) cost of holding that
asset.  As such, the existing Guidelines do not explicitly include a reasonable rate of return
on capital in the definition of 'full cost'.53

Failure to include a reasonable return on capital in the definition of 'full cost' will mean that
charges where full cost recovery is appropriate will tend to be set below the true economic
cost of providing the service.

By contrast, A Guide to Implementing Competitively Neutral Pricing Principles, issued by
the Department of Treasury and Finance in May 1997, does include such a charge.
Similarly, the Department of Treasury and Finance's The Capital Assets Charge in
1998-99 specifically requires departments to take account of these costs in the budgetary
process.

It has also been noted that the existing Guidelines (and the associated Output Costing
Guide) define 'full cost' consistent with the concept of 'fully distributed costs' (that is, all
overheads and other costs that are common to a range of activities are fully allocated to
each activity undertaken by the Department).  Little guidance is provided in the Guidelines
on the most appropriate cost allocation methodology.

The cost of providing a service that is jointly produced with other services can be
represented by the 'long-run avoidable cost' methodology.  Long-run avoidable costs
include all cost savings that would be made from the cessation of the activity in question.

In the long run, most costs are variable.  If the product or service is no longer provided,
both specific and common costs can be avoided.  Optimisation of common costs would
consider overheads such as the utilisation of fixed assets.  Common costs should not be
allocated on the basis of accounting conventions, such as share of output or value, but
rather the attribution should reflect the true economic cost associated with undertaking the
activity.

Common costs are responsive to changes in the required level of output of any of the
products produced jointly.  Conversely, joint costs relevant to the production of two or
more products will not change with the abandonment of any of the separable outputs.
Hence joint costs are not attributable in a rational economic manner.

                                                     
53 However, the Guidelines do refer to the Output Guide 1997 as a more detailed reference for determining ‘full
cost’.  This Guide defines full cost as: ’…full absorption costing as per the Australian Accounting Standards’,
page 26.  Neither of these definitions includes a charge for an appropriate return on capital.
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It follows that the long-run, avoidable cost methodology often does not allocate all
overheads.  For example, it is generally cheaper for passenger and freight traffic to share
a rail line.  Most of the track maintenance and other costs, such as cross-over loops and
signalling, are common costs and attributable to separate products or services.  Specific
service costs would include loading and unloading, scheduling and ticketing and are also
attributable.  However, the cost of providing and maintaining the most basic permanent
way (earthworks, minimum track) is a joint cost and fixed for as long as the route remains
open at all.  It would not form part of the long-run avoidable cost equation.

(b) Charging for services provided by natural monopolies

In the case of natural monopolies, there is a question concerning the appropriate level of
charging for the service.

Charging at full cost, as is required under the existing Guidelines, may send the wrong
signals to business and individuals.  Charging to recover the full cost requires charges to
be set equal to the 'average cost' (that is, total costs divided by the number of units sold).
This level is above the marginal cost of providing a natural monopoly service.  As such,
pricing for natural monopoly services at the 'average cost' may inappropriately signal to
businesses and individuals to reduce their consumption.  For example, attempting to
recover the full costs of maintenance of the Land Titles database may inefficiently restrict
the use of this asset.

The Guidelines should provide direction on the measurement of the cost of charges at too
high a level.  The efficiency cost of such charging is equal to the value placed on the
foregone services by consumers, less the cost savings to society from not producing
them.

Taxpayer subsidies can be used to finance the difference between average cost and
marginal cost, and therefore remove the risk of inefficient consumption, provided that
State taxes are themselves drawn from an economically efficient tax base.

The Committee considers that it is appropriate that the Guidelines recognise the trade-off
between using taxes and charges to finance the provision of natural monopoly services.
Specifically, the Committee believes that the Guidelines should state that where a natural
monopoly service is provided, consideration be given to the use of taxpayer financing to
prevent the inefficient restriction of demand which would otherwise result from full cost
pricing.  Of course, consideration should also be given to the marginal efficiency costs
associated with State taxes.  Given that most examples of natural monopoly occur in the
commercial infrastructure sectors, pay for use will always be a major influence on
demand.

(c) Benchmarking marginal efficiency costs

In order to aid Government departments and agencies in calculating the trade-off between
taxes and charges, it may be useful to include a specific estimate of the true marginal
economic cost of collecting tax revenue, which can be used as a benchmark.  While no
estimate currently exists for Victorian taxes, recent academic estimates have put the
marginal efficiency costs of Commonwealth income tax revenue as high as 48 cents for
every dollar raised.54  If a similar estimate was undertaken in Victoria, then the Guidelines
could posit a clear economic cost for every $1 of tax revenue raised.  In such a situation,
the Guidelines would require that taxpayer subsidies only be used when inefficiencies
associated with charging are greater than the economic cost of State taxes.

                                                     
54 Diewert, W.E. and Lawrence, D.A., The Deadweight Costs of Capital Taxation in Australia, Discussion Paper
no. 98-01, The Department of Economics, University of British Columbia, January 1998.
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(d) Impact of external costs and benefits on the level of fees and charges

The existing Guidelines do not provide any detailed discussion of the appropriate manner
for setting fees and charges where the benefits of consuming a service are not fully
restricted to the person being charged for that service.  Similarly, there is no discussion of
how to set regulatory fees for the right to perform an activity that imposes external
benefits/costs on the community (for example, pollution).

Taxes and charges can also be used for the purpose of correcting market failures and to
influence taxpayer behaviour.  Some types of market failures such as environmental
externalities (for example, pollution) are of growing concern and are becoming
increasingly relevant to the tax debate.

(e) Price discrimination between users

The existing Guidelines prohibit discrimination between customers where the same
product or service is being provided in relation to a natural monopoly.  As discussed
above, full cost recovery for a natural monopoly may inefficiently discourage use of that
service, while charging at marginal cost may leave a large funding shortfall that must be
made up through taxes.

This problem can be avoided by charging different unit prices to different users depending
on their valuation of the service (the higher the valuation for a service, the higher the price
charged to that consumer).  It is standard regulatory practice both in Victoria and
internationally to allow price discrimination of this type for natural monopolies (for
example, in relation to electricity distribution).

(f) Administrative and compliance costs and materiality testing

The ideal structure and level of some charges will depend on the administrative and
compliance costs of implementing those charges.

For example, congestion charges for public roads have a range of desirable features that
could substantially improve the efficiency of the use of public roads.  However, in order to
properly administer a system of congestion charges it is necessary to charge drivers a
higher amount in peak hour than at other times.  Methods for implementing such a charge
can be very costly in terms of administration costs (for example, electronic tracking).
These administrative costs need to be taken into account when determining whether it is
preferable to finance construction and maintenance of roads through taxes or through
charges.

The existing Guidelines do not include a specific discussion of how administrative and
compliance costs may impact on the appropriate use of charges to finance a particular
activity.  Without an explicit recognition of these costs, it is not possible to compare fully
the benefits and costs of particular approaches with one another.

10.4  Applying the Guidelines: an example

The Committee examined the level and structure of Government fees and charges in a
range of case studies, including fire services, transport and environmental charges.
These issues are discussed earlier in this Report.  This section considers one further
example — the Land Titles database.

10.4.1  Access to the Land Titles database

Land Registry Victoria maintains and provides access to the Land Titles Register which
contains title details for all freehold land under the Torrens system.  The information held
in the Register is guaranteed by the Government.
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(a) Current database accessibility and charges

Statutory charges apply to services for title searches and registration of instruments
(mortgage, transfer, discharge of mortgage, etc).  The registration of an instrument results
in a change to the Register or titles database.  Title searches can be undertaken, over the
counter, on the Internet or through professional searchers and data resellers.  Registration
of instruments is undertaken by lodging documents over the counter with processing
completed later.

The statutory charge for a title search starts from $7.50.  The charge for registrations
depends on the type of instrument involved: a mortgage or discharge of mortgage is $59;
a transfer is $90, plus a component based on the consideration of the property being
transferred (for a $300 000 property, the fee is $828).

While registration services are not available over the Internet, title searches can be
undertaken via Land Channel or through data resellers.  However, these Internet title
searches are more costly: a title search via Land Channel is $16.52, even though the
marginal cost of providing over-the-counter access is certainly greater than the marginal
cost of providing Internet access.

(b) Assessment of the current financing arrangement

In order to determine the appropriate level of cost recovery for providing land title
searches and registration, it is important to know whether the provision of these services is
a natural monopoly.

The maintenance of the database can be described as a natural monopoly as the cost of
providing access to the database for each potential user is almost certainly much less than
the total cost of developing and maintaining that database.

As such, it may be economically efficient to charge at less than full cost recovery for
providing land title searches and registration services.

10.4.2  Proposals for Land Titles database

The Committee proposes that consideration be given to examining the level and structure
of charges associated with assessing the Land Titles database.  In particular, the
Committee proposes that the Government:

• reviews the charges for Internet transactions relative to the price of over-the-counter
transactions, because the current system can provide inappropriate incentives to
access services with higher marginal costs;

• considers raising the charge for over-the-counter title searches to improve efficient
use, as the price of these transactions under the current system is less than full
recovery and also less than marginal cost recovery; and

• to the extent that the cost of charges for changes to the registration title are higher
than other sources of finance, these taxes and charges should be reduced.  Currently
the cost of changes to the registration title appears to be well above the marginal cost
of providing the service.

The Committee considers there is scope for the Government to examine further the level
and structure of these charges.
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